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Executive Summary 
 

Grand societal challenges such as climate change, migration, income inequality and an aging 

population challenge traditional ways of organizing. Through their inherent scope, scale and 

complexity, grand challenges are incredibly difficult to understand. Accordingly, grand challenges 

need the collaborative effort of a wide variety of actors with sometime diverging perspectives in 

order to tackle them. Grand challenges create paradoxical requirements on the organizing of actors 

needing, for example, to balance simplicity and complexity, flexibility and control, openness and 

closure. Aiming to investigate how this is achieved, the thesis uses the notion of space—

understood as a multi-dimensional construct—to study how actors create spaces to organize 

towards grand challenges. While scholars have always been interested in the effect of space on 

social life, only recently have organizational scholars began to take seriously its role in 

organizational life. By looking at space as a practice, this thesis proposes that creating spaces is a 

situated practice of organizing understandings, interactions and experience.  

Today, more than half of the world population live in cities. As such, municipalities have become 

the main ground in which grand challenges have to be tackled. Through collaborative smart city 

initiatives, municipalities try to tame such challenges using new technologies.  

The thesis draws on a two-and-a-half-year ethnography of two municipalities with smart city 

initiatives to study the following overall research question: How do actors use space to organize 

inter-organizational strategizing in the context of grand challenges? 

To answer this question, the thesis is structured into three papers. The first paper investigates how 

grand challenges change the requirements for organizing. To investigate this, I engage in a 

literature review of the grand challenge literature within organization and management literature 

to study not only how the challenges have been conceptualized in literature so far, but also how 

organizations have been shown to make sense of and collaboratively act towards addressing grand 

challenges. The paper identifies multiple tensions and paradoxes that appear when trying to 

understand and collaboratively tame grand challenges including the simultaneous need to simplify 

the challenge while maintaining its complexity for understanding and the need to for both high 

levels of control and high levels of flexibility in the collaborative process. 
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In line with the findings in the first paper, the second paper of the series investigates how actors 

complexify and simplify the space for making sense of grand challenges by using boundary work. 

By drawing on the ethnographic work in both of the Smart City cases, the paper finds that actors 

use three types of boundary work to adjust the complexity of the space to suit their sensemaking 

needs by simplifying, complexifying and “simplexifying” – i.e. the simultaneous increase and 

decrease of complexity – the spaces. The paper builds a temporal model with different patterns of 

how the boundary work plays out over time, each with different implications on the final 

understanding achieved. 

The third paper, builds further on the findings of the first paper, looking into the creation of spaces 

towards tackling collaboratively the grand challenges. More specifically, by drawing on one of the 

cases, the paper investigates how actors use space to structure the open strategy process of the 

smart city initiatives. Looking into the multiple spaces created and how they were arranged, the 

paper identifies the structuring practices - arranging, enclosing and reciprocal opening - that create 

different degrees of openness and closure within spaces. Additionally, the paper presents a process 

model of how organizing of the open strategy is achieved through the dynamic interplay between 

four distinct types of spaces: roundtable, public, workshop and one-on-one. 

Through these findings, besides the contributions of the individual papers, the overall thesis brings 

two main contributions to literature. First, the thesis adds to the literature on spaces, going into the 

black box of how space organizes organizational life through arranging and boundary work. 

Secondly, it illustrates the highly dynamic nature of spaces, constantly changing according to the 

in the moment needs of actors, showing how the creation of space is a practice done in situ in the 

social interaction between people.  

What managers can learn from the thesis is first of all the tensions and complexities that can be 

expected when trying to tackle grand challenges, that are more and more part of organizations’ 

agendas. This thesis also brings to light some of the highly intentional but complex practices of 

managers to try to set up meetings, workshops and events aimed at tackling these challenges inter-

organizationally and therefore overcoming some of the tensions and complexities.  
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Dansk resumé  
 

Traditionelle organisationsformer bliver udfordret af store samfundsmæssige udfordringer (grand 

societal challenges) fx klimaændringer, migration, økonomisk ulighed og en stadig ældre 

befolkning. Disse store udfordringer er ekstremt svære at forstå og gøre noget ved på grund af 

deres spændvidde, omfang og kompleksitet. Det kræver, at en mangfoldighed af aktører med 

divergerende perspektiver arbejder sammen. Store samfundsmæssige udfordringer stiller nogle 

paradoksale krav til organiseringen af aktørerne, da der skal findes en balance mellem enkelthed 

og kompleksitet, fleksibilitet og kontrol, åbenhed og lukkethed. Med henblik på at finde ud af 

hvordan det kan gøres, anvendes i denne ph.d.-afhandling begrebet ’rum’ (space) – forstået som 

et flerdimensionel begreb – for at undersøge, hvordan aktører skaber rum til organisering i 

forbindelse med store samfundsmæssige udfordringer. Forskere har altid interesseret sig for, hvad 

rum betyder for det sociale, men først for nylig er organisationsforskere begyndt at tage rums 

betydning for organiseringer alvorlig. Ved at betragte rum som en praksis, foreslås det i denne 

ph.d.-afhandling, at skabelsen af rum er en situeret praksis, der bruges til organisering og skabelse 

af forståelse, interaktion og erfaring. 

I dag lever mere end halvdelen af verdens befolkning i større byer. Derfor bliver store 

samfundsmæssige udfordringer fortrinsvis håndteret i disse store kommuner. Kommunerne 

forsøger at håndtere dem ved at initiere smart city samarbejder, dvs. bl.a. ved hjælp af ny teknologi. 

I afhandlingen trækkes på et 2,5 års etnografisk studie af to større kommuner med smart city 

initiativer for om muligt at finde svar på følgende overordnede forskningsspørgsmål: hvordan 

skaber aktører de strategiske rum, der skal bruges, når der skal arbejdes strategisk inter-

organisatorisk i forbindelse med store samfundsmæssige udfordringer? 

For at besvare dette spørgsmål er ph.d.-afhandlingen opdelt i tre artikler. I den første artikel 

undersøges, hvordan store udfordringer ændrer kravene til organiseringen. For at kunne gøre det, 

har jeg lavet et review af litteraturen inden for organisation og ledelse, den del der netop omhandler 

store samfundsmæssige udfordringer. Det er gjort ikke blot for at undersøge, hvordan 

udfordringerne er blevet konceptualiseret i litteraturen indtil videre, men også hvordan 

organisationer har vist sig at kunne skabe en meningsmæssig forståelse af de store 
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samfundsmæssige udfordringer og sammen adresserer og handle ift. disse. Artiklen identificerer 

mange spændinger og paradokser, der opstår, når man i samarbejde med andre forsøger både at 

forstå og håndtere store udfordringer – herunder kravet om både at forenkle udfordringen men 

samtidig bevare kompleksiteten, sådan at udfordringen stadig er forståelig. Der skal også være en 

høj grad af både kontrol og fleksibilitet i samarbejdsprocessen. 

I forlængelse af resultaterne i den første artikel undersøges det i artikel nr. 2, hvordan aktører både 

gør rummet komplekst og enkelt, når der skal skabes meningsmæssig forståelse ift. de store 

udfordringer. Det sker bl.a. ved hjælp af grænsearbejde (boundary work), dvs.  praktikeres arbejde 

med at etablere og vedligeholde grænser ift. rummene, hvor strategiarbejde foregår. Ved hjælp af 

det etnografiske studie i en smart city case, viser det sig, at aktørerne bruger tre typer 

grænsearbejde for at rummets kompleksitet tilpasses deres behov for meningsskabelse. Artiklen 

bygger på en midlertidig model med forskellige mønstre for, hvordan grænsearbejde udspiller sig 

over tid på tværs af rum, der hver har forskellige betydninger for den endelige forståelse. 

I den tredje artikel bygges der på resultaterne af den første artikel, idet der kigges på, hvordan der 

skabes rum, sådan at store udfordringer kan tackles i et samarbejde. Sagt mere specifikt, på 

baggrund af en smart city case undersøges det i artiklen, hvordan aktørerne bruger rum til at 

strukturere den åbne strategiproces, der bruges i forbindelse med smart city initiativerne. Ved at 

kigge på de mange rum der blev skabt, og hvordan de blev arrangeret, identificeres nogle 

strukturelle praksisser som skaber forskellige grader af åbenhed og lukkethed inden for rummene. 

Yderligere præsenteres i artiklen en procesmodel for, hvordan organiseringen af den åbne strategi 

opnås gennem et dynamisk sammenspil mellem fire adskilte typer af rum: rundt-om-et-bord, 

offentlig, workshop og én-til-én. 

Ud over de individuelle papirers bidrag, så bidrager ph.d.-afhandling i helhed med to ting til 

litteraturen. For det første bidrager afhandlingen til litteraturen om rum ved at finde ud af, hvordan 

rum er med til at skabe og organisere livet i organisationers via den måde de er arrangeret på, samt 

via grænsearbejde i relation til de forskellige rum. For det andet, så illustreres det, at rum af natur 

er meget dynamiske, idet de konstant skifter afhængig af aktørernes aktuelle behov, og det påvises, 

hvordan det at skabe rum er en praksis, der opstår på stedet i den sociale interaktion mellem 

mennesker.  
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Ledere kan af afhandlingen først og fremmest lære, hvilke spændinger og kompleksiteter der kan 

forventes, når man forsøger at tackle store udfordringer – de store udfordringer der i stadig stigende 

grad er på organisationernes dagsorden. Afhandlingen kaster også lys over nogle af ledernes i høj 

grad intentionelle men også komplekse praksisser, når de prøver at arrangere møder, workshops 

og events med formålet at tackle disse udfordringer inter-organisatorisk, og dermed kan nogle af 

spændingerne og kompleksiteterne imødegås. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION  
 

“The objective of SmartColab is to solve or address societal challenges (… and) strengthen 

the digital economy and create jobs” SmartColab vision 

“Nations and organizations talk and cities act. It’s basically at the city level that many of 

these riddles should be solved.” – CEO NorthMetro  

 

With over half of the world population living in cities and a projected two thirds by 20301, 

municipal organizations face increasingly difficult problems that they need to solve for their cities. 

In terms of climate problems, pollution levels are rising in cities, posing increased health risks for 

inhabitants (Baker, 2012). On the other hand, natural disasters such as flash floods, hurricanes and 

earthquakes become proportionally more challenging to handle in large cities. The significant 

number of people living in cities means that mobility, congestion and affordable housing problems 

are daily realities of all municipal managers. Raising levels of global income inequality are 

reflected in the everyday life of cities through crimes and social unrest while rising numbers of 

aging population mean that the entire stability of social systems could be at risk. These are only a 

few of the daily challenges that cities have to deal with (Monzon, 2015).  

The aforementioned challenges are typically summarized within the umbrella term of “grand 

societal challenges”(George, Howard-Grenville, Joshi, & Tihanyi, 2016: 1886) due to their “scale, 

scope and time horizon”, making them extremely difficult to tackle and some may even be 

impossible to solve. Grand challenges are multi-dimensional and highly interconnected, thus 

requiring the coordinated collaboration of multiple organizations with different resources but also 

different interests and perspectives.  

Therefore, municipalities face the daily reality of having to work and organize to deal with 

problems that span their organizational boundaries, are highly difficult to understand and involve 

multiple stakeholders and expertise. Under such conditions, the traditional role of municipalities, 

their connection with the overall city stakeholders, and the traditional ways of organizing are 

                                                 
1 https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/news/population/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html
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changing. Historically public organizations have relied on rules and regulations to assure 

compliance on the side of organizations. However, today, public organizations, and in particular 

municipal organizations, need to take a “catalytic” role (Reinecke & Ansari, 2016: 299). As such, 

municipal organizations need not only include other organizations in developing regulation 

(Malesky & Taussig, 2017; Reinecke & Ansari, 2015) but also inspire and experiment together 

with organizations for solving the challenges (Trencher, 2019). 

Additionally, even developing municipal strategies is plagued with difficulties. This is because 

beginning to make sense of grand challenges requires blending expertise from very diversified 

fields while beginning to tackle them strategically requires pulling resources together of diverse 

organizations with often conflicting goals (Ferraro, Etzion, & Gehman, 2015; George et al., 2016). 

In this context, municipalities around the world are increasingly engaging in what is called ‘smart 

city initiatives’, where municipalities together with a wide variety of collaborators (from 

organizations to universities and citizens) try to tackle the grand societal challenges of cities often 

with the help of new technologies (Trencher, 2019).   

Against this background, theoretical questions arise around how municipalities coordinate and 

collaborate with a wide and distributed number of actors towards grand challenge goals that in 

themselves are ambiguous and undefinable. Organizing the joint tackling of grand challenges is 

further complicated by the highly dynamic and conflictual nature of grand challenges that make 

traditional organizing mechanisms such as trust, hierarchy or contracts unsuitable. This thesis 

advances the proposition that creating spaces as a practice accomplishes this organizing need. By 

working with the boundaries and arrangements of spaces, actors manage to organize interactions 

and understandings in ways that help them achieve their goals towards tackling grand challenges.  

This thesis investigates, therefore, the following research question: How do actors use space to 

organize inter-organizational strategizing in the context of grand challenges? To answer this 

question, the thesis is organized in three main papers in the following way: 

1. How do organizations attempt to strategically tackle grand challenges? 

2. How do actors use boundary work to complexify and simplify the space for making sense 

of grand challenges?  

3. How do actors use space to structure the open strategy process? 
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Therefore, the first paper looks into how grand challenges impact the organizing needs of 

organizations. Through a literature review of the grand challenge literature, the paper finds 

multiple tensions and paradoxes that organizations need to deal with in order to collaboratively 

understand and act towards tackling grand challenges. The next two papers draw on a longitudinal 

ethnography of two municipalities engaged in smart city initiatives to investigate how actors 

organize to in ways that manage these tensions by creating spaces. In particular, the second paper 

investigates how organizations try to understand grand challenges by setting up spaces for 

sensemaking. The paper identifies the practices of adjusting the complexity of the space in order 

to adjust it to the in the moment sensemaking needs of space participants. Lastly, the third paper 

looks into how multiple spaces are arranged to organize open strategizing with multiple other 

organizations. By adjusting the arrangement of each space and between spaces, municipalities 

manage to organize interactions with multiple organizations to achieve long term open strategy 

with a wide variety of actors.  

The thesis contributes first and foremost to the literature on spaces by developing a more elaborate 

understanding of how creating spaces is used as a practice by actors to organize interactions and 

understandings. Furthermore, it brings forward a more dynamic view of spaces as continually 

changing in the interaction and according to the interests of actors involved. It also contributes to 

the literature on grand challenges by investigating the tensions that grand challenges impose on 

organizing and how organizations deal with them in practice.  
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CHAPTER II: THEORETICAL GROUNDING 

 

Ever since Taylor’s (1911, 1919) and Weber’s (1947)  seminal works, organizational scholars have 

had been interested in space and its effects on organizational life. Recent years, however, have 

seen the scientific discussion around space really take off (Shortt, 2015: 634), organizational 

scholars beginning to attempt to theorize the role and impact of space on organizational practices 

(Taylor and Spicer 2007, Weinfurtner and Seidl 2018). The concept of space has come to be 

understood not only as a physical entity but has evolved into a complex concept that spans mental, 

social, and material dimensions (Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018). As such, creating spaces is a social 

practice in itself of spatiotemporal doings and sayings (Schatzki, 1996), which can organize the 

interactions between actors in distinctive ways  (Hernes, 2004; Langley et al., 2019).  

However, while the power and organizing effects of spaces have been documented (Langley et al., 

2019; Taylor & Spicer, 2007; Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018), we still need to understand how actors 

use space to organize different aspects strategizing (Whittington, 1996). More specifically, some 

research has identified the role of space in organizing action and interaction, leading to change in 

understandings (Daskalaki, 2012; Weick, 1979), interactions between people (Kellogg, 2009; 

McNulty & Stewart, 2015)  or peoples’ action and experience (Sliwa, 2009; Turner, 1982). 

However, little is yet known of how actors set up spaces in practice to create the structures 

necessary for these results to ensue and about the dynamics that lead to changes within and between 

spaces (Langley et al., 2019; Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018).  

This is especially important in today’s environment that requires new ways of organizing that are 

more dynamic, open (Whittington, Cailluet, & Yakis-Douglas, 2011), interrelated and having to 

deal with more complex problems (Ferraro, Etzion, & Gehman, 2015; Pittz & Adler, 2016). 

Traditional ways of creating structures through bringing resources and activities within one 

headquarter, clustering together in small geographical areas, making long-term strategic plans 

based on in-depth knowledge of problems or assuring compliance by structuring office space so 

that it allows maximum supervision may experience difficulties in meeting the organizing 

requirements of the challenges of today (Clegg & Baumeler, 2010; Clegg & Cunha, 2019; 

Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2014; van Marrewijk, Ybema, Smits, Clegg, & Pitsis, 2016). Especially 

grand societal challenges such as climate change, war, mass migration or aging population etc., 
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mean that new ways of organizing that span traditional organizational borders and allow more 

dynamisms and flexibility while still organizing interactions amongst disparate groups are 

necessary (Ferraro et al., 2015; George, Howard-Grenville, Joshi, & Tihanyi, 2016)  .  

However, research has only recently started to investigate the implications of these challenges on 

the way actors organize  (Ferraro et al., 2015; George et al., 2016).  Revealing how this is achieved 

in practice can be done by investigating space as a practice of  “order(ing) the intrinsic flux of 

human action, to channel it towards certain ends” (Tsoukas & Chia, 2002: 567). This thesis 

attempts to further knowledge within the field of inter-organizational strategizing and space by 

investigating: How do actors use space to organize inter-organizational strategizing in the 

context of grand challenges? 

 

 Theorizing Organizational Space 

 

In the following, I present a theoretical model of space, drawing on the present findings from 

literature (see figure 1), which I present here for ease of understanding. I discuss how space as a 

practice is constituted through three dimensions – symbolic, social and material. By foregrounding 

different dimensions, organizational scholars have investigated how different facets of space - 

discursive, affordance and acting – can organize organizational understandings, interactions or 

experiences.   
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Figure 1: Space-as-practice - theoretical induced from literature 

 

1. The constitution of space  

In the past century, organization and management scholars have conceptualized space as a socially 

produced entity in different ways (Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018). In this section, I provide an account 

of the different ways that space has been conceptualized, after which I highlight how space has 

been shown to structure the interaction between actors,  

First of all looking at how space has been defined, Bucher and Langley (2016: 597) describe space 

as “bounded social settings”. Vásquez and Cooren (2013: 27) define it as an “ongoing construct 

of multiple and heterogeneous socio-material interrelations, which coexist and affect each other”. 

Therefore, space is necessarily intersubjective, happening as actors meet each other. One of the 

key points emphasized in recent literature though is the multi-dimensionality of space. Bourdieu 

(1996) differentiates between the interrelated physical, social and symbolic space. Lefebvre 

(1991), differentiates between mental, physical and social dimensions of spaces, showing how 

overall space is produced at the intersection of the three. Similarly, Kemmis et al. (2013) 

differentiate between social, material and discursive dimensions of space, while Jarzabkowski, 
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Burke, and Spee (2015) find that spaces are created through bodily, material and discursive 

arrangements between actors. Therefore, overall, spaces can be said to be composed of three main 

dimensions – physical or materials, mental/symbolic and social.  

The largest part of the literature documents the influence of the physical dimension of space – as 

the material settings in which people act - has on organizations. Offices (Hatch, 2017), buildings 

(Wasserman & Frenkel, 2015), city streets (Harvey, 2010) or virtual settings (Orlikowski & Scott, 

2008) all have been the subject of organizational analysis as it pertains to how a location is 

experienced, acted within, or set up (Burrell, 1997; Foucault, 1977). Furthermore, space is 

inherently social as it is not only experienced by people but also created in the interaction between 

them (Halford, 2004b; Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 2009) reflected in social identification, group 

identity and stratification (Bourdieu, 1996; Lamont & Molnár, 2002; Lefebvre, 1991) amongst 

others. Lastly, space is symbolic, relating to the cognitive (Langley et al., 2019), symbolic (Taylor 

& Van Every, 1999) or abstract (Lefebvre, 1991) construction, referring to the conceptual 

categorization of reality (Lamont & Molnár, 2002; Lefebvre, 1991) by actors.  

At the intersection of the three dimensions, space is created. The different dimensions are highly 

interrelated, and no space can exist in complete absence of one of them (Lefebvre, 1991). However, 

foregrounding one or a combination of them has allowed organization and management scholars 

to specifically study the different effects that spaces can have on organizational life. Based on 

literature around spaces, I identified four main spaces that scholars refer to: discursive, affordance, 

acting. Space as practice lies in the overall combination of all the aspects and dimensions to denote 

space as is created through the social and materials doings and sayings of actors.   

Firstly, researchers have made use of the concept of communicative spaces– highlighting thus the 

combination between the symbolic and the social dimension - to analyze how joint understanding 

is created between different actors (Daskalaki, 2012). Hardy and Maguire (2010: 1367) for 

example use the concept of “discursive spaces” to analyze the settings in which different actors 

“seek to impose their definitions of what the main [problems] are and how they should be 

addressed".  Similarly, Battilana, Sngul, Pache, and Model (2015) analyze the “spaces of 

negotiation” in which actors get together. Teulier and Rouleau (2013) present the concept of 

“translation spaces” to refer to the settings where inter-organizational actors work to understand 

technological changes taking place in their industry and editing this information “to reach a 
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specific audience” (pp.309). Lastly, within action research, Bodorkós and Pataki (2009) use the 

concept of “communicative space” to refer to spaces where actors engage in a dialogue to 

understand and find solutions to problems. Therefore, when talking about the discursive aspects 

of spaces, the literature usually refers to settings where multiple actors get together to try to discuss 

an issue and create some form of understanding. This could be done, for example, through joint 

sensemaking (Weick, 1979), framing (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014), creating and changing 

narratives (Hardy & Maguire, 2010) etc.  As such, through the production (meeting, informal talk, 

written accounts etc.) and consumption (listening, reading interpreting etc.) of text - material or 

verbal – meanings, concepts and/or narratives can be defined and altered, leading to new 

understandings.  

Even more, by foregrounding the intersection between material and the social dimensions, spaces, 

organization and management scholars have shown how spaces can create affordances that can 

either work to support or inhibit behavior (Orlikowski, 2006), thus, ordering interaction. Foucault 

(1995) observed how spaces are created to control each aspect of people’s lives, including their 

own identities, space being imbued with power structures and mechanisms of control. Most 

researchers describing spaces at the intersection of the social and the material dimensions draw on 

this perspective to look at how power is materialized in space (Kerr & Robinson, 2015; Massey, 

2009; Taylor & Spicer, 2007) by for example arranging spaces in ways that allows supervision of 

employees (Henley & Henley, 1977). However, organizing socio-material aspects of space can 

also be generative and supportive of human action. Space guides through its “edges” “liquid 

architecture (that) seeks not to impose a hierarchy, but to compose creative forces that flow, stream, 

and move in space” (Kornberger & Clegg, 2004: 1107). Bucher and Langley (2016) describe how 

setting up bounded spaces where employees could take a reflexive stance, allowed new routines 

to emerge while Abaza (2001) describes how architecture can be used to direct attention towards 

specific locations. Kellogg (2009) finds that relational spaces can be created to mobilize and 

connect disparate, disempowered or minority groups.  

The literature has also studied how people experience the physical world around them and act 

according to the structures it provides. It is what Lefebvre (1991: 39) calls “representational 

space”, the lived, bodily enacted but also experienced through symbols and mental images. Taylor 

and Spicer (2007: 333) refer to this as “space as lived experience”. As such, Bosch-Sijtsema and 
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Tjell (2017) and Halford (2004a) make the point that the way people experience and view space 

will influence their behavior. This is because, as Taylor and Spicer (2007: 333) note, “it is our 

perception and experiences of a space that give it life, animation, and make it occupied”. What is 

of importance here is not only the embodied experience but the connection to the symbolic, 

imagistic elements of the space. For example, Sliwa (2009) describes the experiences of people 

living in cities, showing how such experience is formed and action directed due to the symbolism 

inherent in the physical space such as status symbols in the size of houses and furniture.  

From all of the above, it can be seen that space is not something that exists independently of human 

action and social interaction. It is something that people do in their action, interaction and 

organization of them (Jarzabkowski et al., 2015; Lefebvre, 1991). Space as practice, therefore, 

becomes the aggregation of all previously described dimensions and aspects of space. Therefore, 

space is both enacted in everyday life and structures activity, thought and experience (Giddens, 

1984; Jarzabkowski et al., 2015; Lefebvre, 1991; Whittington, 2006). The structures that are 

created in the affordance space can be further reproduced or challenged in the everyday lived 

experienced that can have different interpretations of different actors (Panayiotou & Kafiris, 2010; 

Wasserman & Frenkel, 2015). As such, for example, Wasserman and Frenkel (2015) describe how 

the highly masculine-structures of the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs not only can be 

interpreted and experienced differently by different women, but they can also be enacted in 

contradictory ways. Similarly, McNulty and Stewart (2015: 522) show how, through the 

combination of mental, discursive and material dimensions, company secretaries create joint 

governance spaces for board executives linking board members together, organizing the meeting 

and influencing the “collective conscience” of the board.  

From the above, it can be inferred that spaces constituted from three main dimensions – material, 

symbolic and social. These dimensions combined create space as a practice that can organize 

understanding, interaction and experience. Below I will describe how literature describes that this 

organizing is achieved. 

 

2. A practice perspective on the organizing capacity of spaces 

Organizing refers to the regulation of internal interactions and dynamics within the space (Hernes, 

2004). According to Tsoukas and Chia (2002: 570) “first, it is a socially defined set of rules aiming 
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at stabilizing an ever-mutating reality by making human behavior more predictable. Second, 

organization is an outcome, a pattern, emerging from the reflective application of the very same 

rules in local contexts over time”. As I will show below, scholars of spatial theories have proposed 

that by creating spaces rules are embedded in their structures and boundaries and in enacting them, 

actors achieve organizing in everyday interaction.  

Lefebvre (1991) theorizes that space organizes social relations through three interconnected forces: 

spatial practice (how space is perceived), representations of space (how space is conceived 

theoretically and conceptually) and spaces of representations (how space is lived and experienced). 

Especially through spatial practice, a “continuity and some degree of cohesion (…) [which] 

implies a guaranteed level of competence and specific level of performance” (Lefebvre, 1991: 33) 

is created for the proper everyday functioning of society. In this way, space establishes the way 

actors should behave between each other and perpetuates these relationships across time. For 

example, the roads and walls that a city offers opens up possibilities and creates limitations on the 

routes that people can take. Through the daily walking of these routes, people actualize these 

possibilities. However, in daily life, these possibilities can also be denied and spaces can be 

repurposed with people, for example, taking shortcuts through unbeaten paths. Therefore, space 

constricts and enables at the same time.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Space is constituted and organizes life through two main elements: its boundaries and its 

arrangements (as seen in Figure 2). Harshbarger (1973) and Hernes (2004) notes that 

organizational life is ordered, through the space’s boundaries that create the regulative, normative 

and cognitive limits necessary for organizational coordination. As relating to affordance spaces, 

for example, Blagoev, Costas, and Kärreman (2019) show how spaces allowed the development 

Boundaries 

Arrangement

Figure 2: Spatial organizing mechanisms 
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of rituals and routines by creating deliberate boundaries between the working space and home 

space in co-working spaces. Furthermore, Wilhoit and Kisselburgh (2015) show how biking lanes 

and curb ramps delimit the practice of biking from the other practices done on the street (walking 

and driving). Langley et al. (2019), by reviewing the literature on boundary work, identify 

“configurational boundary work” as the work done to arrange interactions in certain ways. Hendry 

and Seidl (2003) theorize how when organizing strategy meetings and away days, boundaries 

between everyday work life and the strategic episode need to be created in order for new 

understandings to emerge. Therefore, by setting boundaries, interaction between people can be 

influenced, allowing connections to be formed inside of it (Allen, 1984; Hatch, 1987). For 

discursive spaces, boundaries create, for example, categories that structure distinctions between 

in-group and outgroup (Lamont & Molnár, 2002), between different concepts (Llewellyn, 1998), 

or the understanding of them – for example, ethical or non-ethical (Wainwright, Williams, 

Michael, Farsides, & Cribb, 2006). 

Space also organizes through its arrangements. Bourdieu (1996: 11) bases the main definition of 

space on its arranging capabilities – “distinct and coexisting positions which are exterior to one 

another and which are defined in relation to one another through relations of proximity, vicinity, 

or distance, as well as through order relations, such as above, below, and between”. In this way, 

arranging spaces can order, for example, hierarchies (Bourdieu, 1996; Lefebvre, 1991; Wasserman 

& Frenkel, 2015) and interactions between people (Kornberger & Clegg, 2004; Vásquez & 

Cooren, 2013). In this line of thinking, for example, Blagoev et al. (2019) show the organizational 

potentialities of co-working spaces. The authors show how shared co-working spaces structured 

the work of the entrepreneurs situated in the space by facilitating rituals and routines. The spatial 

design in itself “with its improvised and do-it-yourself (DIY) style, also sought to reinforce this 

sense of individuality and ‘playfulness’” (pp.12). Wilhoit and Kisselburgh (2015) show how 

elements such as street lights and barriers create norms of how it is appropriate to bike in the city.  

As relating to discursive aspects of spaces, Vásquez and Cooren (2013: 27) note that the 

organization of space is created through linguistic spacing practices of “(a) materializing the 

organization (i.e., making it present), (b) distributing actors and relating them in time and space, 

and (c) creating a sense of coherence in successive and simultaneous place/moments.” Gilboa and 

Rafaeli (2003) describe how different arrangements within the store environment were used to 

elicit specific emotional reactions (acting space). For overall space as practice, Jarzabkowski et al. 
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(2015) describe how, through different types of connections between body, objects and language, 

spaces are created that organize the strategizing between reinsurers and brokers. The different 

arrangements between these three elements create distinct types of spaces – mutual, restricted, 

dialogic - fit for distinct types of strategic work – collaborative, private and negotiating work, 

respectively. Richardson and McKenna (2014) describe flexworkers’ work to arrange and their 

experience of their workspace in the absence of boundaries between home and work life.  

By establishing the boundaries and arrangements of spaces, actors create some level of 

stabilization of order by establishing scaffolding structures (Orlikowski, 2006: 463) for “structured 

and guided or disciplined” action and understandings. The structures created, though, are not static. 

On the contrary, seeing space through a practice perspective means that space is always created 

and recreated by actors. By the regular enacting of the space or adapting of the patterns (Giddens, 

1984; Lefebvre, 1991), spaces can be continuously remade in the interaction, maintained, or 

changed and even closed. Therefore, space is not static. Rather, it is continuously produced and 

reproduced by the interactions between people (Giddens, 1984), through the continuous 

(re)drawing of distinctions (Hernes, 2004) and (re)distribution of arrangements (Massey, 2009; 

McNulty & Stewart, 2015; Vásquez & Cooren, 2013).  

Literature has come a long way in understanding how spaces organize organizational life. 

However, most of the articles do not go in-depth into the actual practices that actors use to create 

spaces for structuring understandings, experiences and interactions (eg: Cartel, Boxenbaum, & 

Aggeri, 2019; Concannon & Nordberg, 2018; Daskalaki, 2012). Even more, most research presents 

a rather static view of spaces, assuming that spaces remain relatively stable after they have been 

created (Langley et al., 2019; Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018). This is especially problematic in the 

new context of grand challenges that are imbued with dynamism, sudden shifts and complex 

networks of actors (Ferraro et al., 2015) as the next section will present.   

 

The new requirements of organizing towards Grand Challenges  

 

Today’s world is increasingly characterized by large scale problems such as climate change, war 

and political instability (Kolk, Kourula, & Pisani, 2017), digital technology’s impact on work and 
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the economy (Colbert, Yee, & George, 2016; Dodgson, Gann, Wladawsky-Berger, Sultan, & 

George, 2015). These so-called “grand societal challenges” can be characterized as “super-wicked 

problems” (George et al., 2016) or meta-problems ”where neither their full scope nor their detailed 

nature is understood” (Cartwright, 1987: 93). They include a multitude of issues, with ambiguous 

interrelations making them exceptionally difficult to makes sense of (Seidl & Werle, 2018).   

On the one hand, grand challenges are particularly difficult to make sense of “because of the(ir) 

scale, scope, and time horizon” (George et al., 2016: 1886). Even though research has started to 

investigate sensemaking for wicked problems or meta-problems (Lotia & Hardy, 2008; Seidl & 

Werle, 2018), we still know very little of how people make sense of and conceptualize grand 

challenges. The difficulty arises from a number of factors, such as grand challenges being 

characterized by a vast number of cues (Seidl & Werle, 2018). These cues are greatly equivocal 

(Sonenshein, 2016)  and highly interrelated  (Cartwright, 1987; Ferraro et al., 2015) which 

“complicate(s) both their [grand challenges’] diagnosis and prognosis” (Reinecke & Ansari, 2016: 

299). Moreover, cue interrelations create complex dynamics with multiple feedback loops that can 

lead to unforeseen consequences (ex: Plowman et al., 2007).  Therefore, we still need to understand 

how organizations try to make sense of grand challenges despite these complications. 

Furthermore, grand challenges are difficult to organize for. Research has started to uncover that 

most action taken towards solving and understanding grand challenges by organizations is done 

by engaging across organizational borders in inter-organizational collaborations, networks and 

other explorative arrangements (Hardy, Lawrence, & Phillips, 2006; Seidl & Werle, 2018). Since 

grand challenges typically span multiple geographical and sectoral boundaries, tackling them 

requires the coordinated action of multiple actors (George et al., 2016), which, however, might 

have different interpretations of the problem, time horizons and even goals (Ferraro et al., 2015). 

Additionally, through their very dynamic nature, these issues may resist any central organizing 

effort (Wright & Nyberg, 2017), requiring more “spontaneous, emergent and local” (Gehman, 

Jarzabkowski, Langley, & Tsoukas, 2019: 6) approaches (Ferraro et al., 2015). However, we still 

know very little of how actors organize interactions between organizations towards solving grand 

challenges (Dittrich, Jarzabkowski, & Lê, 2019) 

Grand challenges impose new organizing requirements for organizations both in the way that they 

attempt to understand problems and in the way they organize together with other organizations in 
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order to act upon them. The next section will present how I use the conceptual development of the 

elements of space described above to show how the papers presented in this dissertation are 

connected.  

 

Dissertation structure 

 

This thesis aims to investigate how actors use space-as-practice to organize inter-organizational 

strategizing to tackle grand challenges. This is done across three main papers that take each take a 

different focus as it pertains to the theorization of space presented above.   

First of all, in order to understand in depth the challenges that are brought about to organizing by 

grand challenges, a literature review of grand challenges within organizational and management 

studies is conducted (see figure 3). Recent years have seen an increased interest in grand societal 

challenges by both research (Colquitt & George, 2011; George, 2014) and practice, for example, 

seen in the UN Sustainable Development Goals and the Enterprise 2020 Manifesto (Agudelo, 

Jóhannsdóttir, & Davídsdóttir, 2019). This has meant a proliferation of concepts and fragmentation 

of findings across streams however, grand challenges becoming a catch-all term, making it difficult 

to draw conclusions and create cumulative knowledge. Therefore, a review that looks into what 

grand challenges are and how they impact organizations is warranted.  

Literature reviews have been increasing in popularity and importance in organization studies, with 

top journals increasingly giving them more attention though special issues or even dedicated 

outlets (e.g., International Journal of Management Reviews) (Palmatier, Houston, & Hulland, 

2018; Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003; Walsh, 1995). “They can serve as a basis for knowledge 

development, create guidelines for policy and practice (…) [and] have the capacity to engender 

new ideas and directions for a particular field”(Snyder, 2019: 339).  

The main interest of the first paper in this dissertation is, therefore, to explore how grand 

challenges are conceptualized in the management and the organization literature and how 

organizations tackle grand challenges. With this special focus, the aim is to uncover the 

particular way in which grand challenges affect organizing both for understanding and for taking 
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action. To this end, I identify 74 articles dealing with these topics by looking at Financial Times 

top 50 journals. 

 

 

Figure 3: Paper 1 - GC's impact on Space organizing 

 

In the paper, I present an overview of the different ways in which grand challenges have been 

conceptualized and develop an inductive model of how studies have found organizations to tackle 

grand challenges. The paper highlights especially the particular paradoxes and tensions 

(Jarzabkowski, Bednarek, Chalkias, & Cacciatori, 2019; Putnam, Fairhurst, & Banghart, 2016) 

that grand challenges bring to organizing. For example, understanding grand challenges poses the 

problem of how organizations manage to balance the need to simplify the problems due to grand 

challenges’ multi-dimensionality and scale (Reinecke & Ansari, 2016) with the need to maintain 

complexity in mind due to the high interconnectedness between the issues (Valente & Oliver, 

2018). For organizing interaction, literature finds contradicting needs as it pertains to structure and 

flexibility. While some studies show that more structure is needed in grand challenges (Dentoni, 

Bitzer, & Schouten, 2018) due to the multiple elements that need to be managed (multiple 

dimensions, collaborators, stakeholders etc.), others highlight the need for less structure in order 

to assure flexibility in the face of increased dynamism (Trencher, 2019). Even more, the paper 

finds that multiple studies use the concept of space to highlight how connections between actors 
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are created, without going in depth into how or why these spaces create the structures needed for 

interaction in the context of grand challenges.  

Based on these findings, the second paper goes into analyzing the first tension identified, looking 

at how organizations try to understand grand challenges. Drawing on the literature on sensemaking 

(Weick, 1979), the paper notes that the “law of requisite variety” (Ashby, 1957; Conant & Ross 

Ashby, 1970) states that the more complex an issue is, the more complex the space that should 

deal with this complexity be (Weick, 1995). This, for example, mean that different perspectives 

should be present during meetings aimed at trying to understand grand challenges. However, as 

complexity increases, so does the equivocality, leading to a risk of heightened conflict and 

potential space breakdown. Therefore, the paper looks into how this tradeoff is balanced by asking: 

How do actors use boundary work to complexify and simplify the space for making sense of 

grand challenges?  

 

Figure 4: Boundary work in communicative spaces 

In this paper, organizing is viewed through the lens of communicative spaces that are set up 

through boundary work to understand grand challenges (see figure 4). To achieve this, the paper 

draws primarily from video recordings of inter-organizational meetings and workshops, analyzing 

how boundaries are defined and redefined within the space and tracing how this affects, in turn, 

the sensemaking process.  
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The analysis shows that the complexity of the space is regulated through three types of boundary 

work – simplifying, complexifying and simplexifying – that modify the symbolic, social and 

temporal boundaries of the space. The paper also identifies the dynamics of boundary work over 

time and how those dynamics influence the understanding of the overall problem. Therefore, the 

paper adds to the literature of spaces by showing how boundary work is used to organize the 

sensemaking process to deal with the complexity of tackling grand challenges. Additionally, the 

dynamic model developed shows how spaces can change continuously, through the boundary work 

of actors, based on the in the moment sensemaking needs of the present actors.  

Lastly, the third paper investigates the second main tension identified in the literature review, i.e. 

how actors organize inter-organizationally to tackle grand challenges. The paper draws on the 

literature on open strategy and open organizing (Dobusch & Dobusch, 2019; Schoeneborn & 

Dobusch, 2019; Whittington et al., 2011) to show that the openness and closeness – i.e. low or 

high structure – are not opposed but mutually constitutive. Therefore, structuring of interaction 

between multiple organizations (open strategy) can be achieved through arrangements that manage 

the inclusiveness and transparency of spaces. In this way, the paper asks: “How do actors use 

space to structure the open strategy process?” 

 

Figure 5: arranging practices across affordance spaces 

In this paper, space is viewed through the lens of affordance spaces – i.e. the socio-material 

arrangements that actors set up in order to organize interactions between people (see Figure 5). 
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The paper draws on observation and interview data from the ethnographic study to study how a 

public organization structures open strategy interactions across multiple spaces with the diverse 

set of stakeholders that it needs to deal with. 

The findings reveal that practices such as arranging, enclosing, and reciprocal opening set up four 

distinct types of spaces – one-on-one, roundtable, public and workshop – that structure the open 

strategy interactions between the actors in different ways. Structuring of the open strategy process 

is achieved through the dynamic arranging of and between the different spaces, leading to 

movement between spaces being facilitated for the different stakeholders. In this way, this paper 

contributes to the literature on spaces, primarily by showing how dynamics between spaces can be 

created to organize interaction between actors.  
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 
 

A Practice Approach  

Strategy-as-practice sees practices as the main building block of the social world rather than 

individuals, institutions, language or other such elements (Schatzki, 2002). Practices have been 

defined as “embodied, materially mediated arrays of human activity centrally organized around 

shared practical understandings” (Schatzki, 2001: 2). By studying practices, researchers have 

begun to not only take seriously the importance of understanding what practitioners actually do in 

practice but also started to investigate how practices shape the organizational life (Golsorkhi, 

Rouleau, Seidl, & Vaara, 2015; Schatzki, Knorr-Cetina, & Von Savigny, 2001). In this way, 

strategy-as-practice scholars have been grounding their studies “ontologically, theoretically and 

empirically in ongoing, lived practice” (Orlikowski, Golsorkhi, Rouleau, Seidl, & Vaara, 2010: 

37).  

While the primacy of practice is common for most practice scholars, their ontological worldviews 

differ. Seidl and Whittington (2014) make the point that on the one side, some researchers, drawing 

from the work of authors such as Giddens (1984), abide by a tall ontology that recognizes overall 

higher-order (cultural, political etc.) structures that determine the instantiation of local “praxis” 

(e.g. Jarzabkowski, 2008). On the other hand, other researchers follow a more flat ontology that 

sees the world as a “nexus of practices” and therefore drawing on the works of Schatzki (1996) 

that are connected horizontally rather than vertically as above.  

This thesis takes a point of departure in the latter, conceptualizing the creation of spaces through 

setting boundaries and arrangements as a practice done through the doings and saying of actors 

and connected with other practices such as inter-organizational strategizing. Therefore, space, seen 

as a practice, is not static, but fluid and entangled in the other practices of the social world. This 

allows the studying of space as continuously changing itself and changing the other practices in 

the flow of experience.  

These ontological stances will have implications for the methodological choices taken in this 

study. As such, in order to be able to understand how practices are created in situ,  how actors 

“both constitute and are constituted by their surroundings” (Cunliffe, 2015: 441), I engage in a 
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longitudinal ethnography of two municipalities as will be discussed next. In a subjectivist manner 

(Cunliffe, 2015), Therefore, by engaging in in-depth interviews and observation of the practices 

of actors, I aimed to bring forward the different ways in which practitioners themselves see and 

engage in the practices. In the following, I present the empirical cases that served as settings for 

this thesis, followed by an account of the methodological decisions taken for the two empirical 

papers included in the thesis. 

 

Empirical setting  

In order to study how actors use space to organize inter-organizational strategizing to tackle grand 

challenges, I first looked for organizations that routinely deal with a large number of grand 

challenges. This would assure organizations that have been working with setting up the structures 

necessary for dealing with grand challenges as a matter of daily organizational processes. One of 

such settings can be found in municipal public organizations that are increasingly faced with 

challenges such as population aging, overcrowding, pollution and disasters due to climate change, 

mobility etc. (George, Howard-Grenville, Joshi, & Tihanyi, 2016; Pittz & Adler, 2016; Turner, 

Baker, Schroeder, Johnson, & Chung, 2019). Taking this into account, municipalities are 

increasingly starting to engage in smart city (SC) initiatives  (Huang-Lachmann, 2019; Trencher, 

2019), using new technologies such as sensors, big data analytics, applications, artificial 

intelligence etc. to attempt to tackle these challenges. SC initiatives are usually collaborative, 

involving multiple stakeholders ranging from citizens, businesses, universities, NGOs, other 

municipalities, government and international collaborations. Therefore, such settings would allow 

the investigation of the multiple tensions and challenges in organizing for tackling grand 

challenges.  

Along these lines, I proceeded to select two smart cities in the Scandinavian region, which would 

allow in-depth investigation of the organizing done for tackling grand challenges. Nordic countries 

were chosen due to their high political focus in solving grand societal challenges such as climate 

change2, and their advancement and digital readiness3, therefore allowing a high prevalence of 

                                                 
2 https://norden.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1148260/FULLTEXT01.pdf 
3 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/scoreboard/denmark 

https://norden.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1148260/FULLTEXT01.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/scoreboard/denmark
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highly advanced practices in dealing with these issues. Furthermore, I opted for two cases, an 

experienced SC and an SC that was just starting out in order to be able to observe both practices 

that led to successful organizing and those leading to unsuccessful organizing. Otherwise, there 

could have been the risk of not being able to differentiate between or observe the full spectrum of 

organizing practices that the actors engaged it. In order to maintain the anonymity of the 

participants to the study, all names have been anonymized. In this chapter, I use the same 

pseudonyms of the organizations as in the second paper of the dissertation – NorthMetro (which 

is called OpenMuni in the third paper) and SouthMetro.  

 

NorthMetro 

 NorthMetro is a large municipality in Scandinavia that started working with SC in 2012 when it 

established SmarColab, a collaboration encompassing not only public organizations, but also 

private, research and NGO organizations (see figure 6). This is a unique setup in the Nordics, the 

rest of the Smart Cities preferring to draw a boundary between a municipal-based organization and 

the rest of the firms, even if ties between them and the firms are very strong. The collaboration is 

formed out of the SmartColab board (with a direction-setting or strategic role) and the SmartColab 

secretariat with more operational and tactical roles. The cross-sector cooperation is represented in 

the organizations being represented both at the board and secretariat level with members: public – 

NorthMetro municipality CEO, Manager of culture area, Manager of Technology & Environment, 

CIO; the Regional Development director; research – the local university, the local University 

College and a research institute; private – two large companies and a network of IT companies. 

Even though the board does set some of the direction, the actors tend to self-organize (especially 

in workgroups) on their own initiative:  

“And lots of these (the companies) play into [digital event] and some of them play into [Open Data 

platform]… so it’s very… complex… but this is loosely coupled coordination. (…) Seldom the 

board brings them (initiatives) on board. Most often the secretariat that carries them in. Sometimes 

they just happen without the board so it’s just NorthMetro and [the local] University that make 

something together and on a lower level coordinate whatever it takes, for example an EU 

application or something like that…”(Respondent 1- NorthMetro) 
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The aim of SmartColab is to “solve or address societal challenges and strengthen the digital 

economy and create jobs” with a vision of being “an internationally leading, Scandinavian model 

for urban development based on partnerships”. In 2018 the collaboration was ended and 

NorthMetro engaged in new ways of collaborating towards grand challenges with local 

stakeholders, while at the same time focusing on engaging more the other municipal departments 

in the challenges. The Mayor’s department in NorthMetro is primarily responsible for this 

collaborative angle of the SC work. 

Secondly, led by the city’s CIO, NorthMetro also has an innovation department, whose main focus 

is to experiment with new technologies for solving grand challenge related tasks in the city. As 

such, for example, the department works intensely together with companies and other municipal 

departments to better the traffic flow in the city or lower city pollution through sensors and mobile 

applications. 

The main successes of NorthMetro have been to develop an Open Data platforms that has, since 

its development, been taken on by all the municipalities in the country. Also, NorthMetro is 

holding a digitalization festival, a yearly three-day crowdsourced event aimed at increasing 

citizens’ digital skills.  Other projects include a testing ground in the middle of the city that gives 

anyone (from small companies to students, large enterprises etc.) the chance to test digital 

solutions. 

Figure 3: SmartColab structure 
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SouthMetro 

Started in 2017, SouthMetro is an organization anchored in the Culture and Urban Development 

department of SouthMetro. The aim of the organization is to “create city-based solutions that make 

[the city] a smarter city to be in” with a vision that “when we manage to have the right skills and 

the right focus on the use of data and new technology, SC will be an integral part of the way we 

work in the entire municipality”.   As such, for SouthMetro, SC is a “tool” for working with and 

based on data. The organization is currently structured in 5 “living labs” (testing grounds for new 

solutions) that stand for the projects that the municipality is currently running for their SC 

development (see fig 6). The projects are done in close collaboration with other institutions ranging 

from governmental (mayor’s IT department), research (local University) or private (waste 

company, sensor providers etc.). Furthermore, the living lab coordinators (one for each “living 

lab”) rely on a steering committee for political and resource support and control. The steering 

committee also can set innovative direction for new living labs and cross-departmental projects.  

The main projects that SouthMetro dealt with is a climate resilience project for climate change 

solutions, circular economy and local fauna protection, a ghetto development project and a traffic 

project for solving mobility challenges. 

 

 

Figure 4: SouthMetro Structure 
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Smart city managers’ work 

Key to my understanding of the key role that the SC managers played were initial interviews and 

observations in the field, where these SC managers focused most on the organizing that they were 

trying to achieve. I observed that SC managers were mainly engaged in the following organizing 

practices:  

 Making connections between relevant people: “If it’s a bigger thing we would usually set 

up a meeting. But, you know, on the phone, in sometimes coincidentally over lunch. ‘oh, 

you’re doing that. I have to connect you to this person’” (NorthMetro- SC manager); “I see 

my role becoming more and more connecting people… Then with the professor, I call the 

library and say, if I give you the coffee, would you like to meet? And then I have these 

people meet and now we have a big project” (SouthMetro – SC manager) 

 Arranging meetings:  Agenda setting, preparing presentations, inviting organizations, 

setting the theme of the meetings etc.: “usually I create the agenda for the board, I talk to 

them (…) I plan the meetings and I run them. 4 times a year” (NorthMetro SC manager).  

 Organizing events, network meetings and workshops targeting both other municipalities, 

but also local companies, citizens and other relevant stakeholders 

 Knowledge accumulation and distribution (unstated, but done by all): With a distributed 

knowledge base, these managers take on the responsibility to bring and share this 

knowledge to the organizations’ members. One way this is done, is by the managers 

educating themselves in different fields and acting thus as consultants for the actors by 

going to conferences, networking with experts and outsiders. The knowledge is shared 

afterwards during meetings. NorthMetro for example sends managers to conferences and 

brings in outside experts to share their views on technologies and trends directly in board 

meetings. This has an inspirational knowledge development role therefore, as one 

respondent puts it: “through the sharing of knowledge within the secretariat, those people 

supporting from the different partners in the CW. That's probably the best source of 

knowledge sharing as far as I'm concerned” (NorthMetro – SC manager).  

 Innovation exploration - finding out what is possible with technology through pilots 

organized inside the team, with other departments, with companies and research 

institutions. This included, for example, discussing what to do with the technology, which 
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technology to choose, installing the technology and discussing with partners its 

implications 

 Coordinating others: holding meetings with the different actors in the network to share 

what others are doing, keep everyone up to date on the latest developments in the projects 

of all relevant actors. Connecting distributed actors that could work on the same things, 

trying to make sure that actors are not working in silos on the same problems.  

 

Methods 

For the design of the research, I used a longitudinal multi-sited ethnographic approach (Hannerz, 

2003; Marcus, 1995), where I followed the two organizations over a two and a half years period, 

from the beginning of 2017 to mid-2019. Taking into account the distributed nature of the actors 

engaged in the smart city work, I decided to use several methods for the data collection as can be 

seen in table 1.  

Table 1: Data structure 

 
OBSERVATIONS INTERVIEWS 

MINIMUM: 30 MIN  

MAXIMUM: 2H 25 MIN 

AVERAGE: 1H 5 MIN  

SECONDARY 

DATA 

NorthMetro >97h video- & audio- 

recorded data 

60 semi-structured > 500 pages 

SouthMetro >55h video- & audio- 

recorded data 

24 semi-structured > 250 pages 

 

Multi-sited ethnography is especially suiting for “dealing with complex, ambiguous and volatile 

contexts” (Rouleau, De Rond, & Musca, 2014: 4; Smets, Jarzabkowski, Burke, & Spee, 2015) and 

when practices are distributed across different settings. Initially entering the field within one part 

of both organizations, I quickly came to realize the trans-situated nature of the organizing practice 

(Nicolini, 2016; Nicolini, Mørk, Masovic, & Hanseth, 2017). Therefore, due to the highly 

distributed nature of the organizing task around grand challenges, I followed it across the multiple 
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sites that it was accomplished not only staying within one department but following the work of 

multiple managers across different departments and that of the main collaborators of these 

managers.  

Understanding how organizations use spaces to organize the strategizing towards  grand challenges 

means being able to track the interdependencies and connections that are being created and the 

boundaries that are being erected by the multitude of organizations connected to the challenge  

(Eisenhardt, Graebner, & Sonenshein, 2016; Jarzabkowski, Bednarek, Chalkias, & Cacciatori, 

2019). That is why, in order to understand how organizing was achieved in practice and in situ 

(Nicolini, 2012), I decided to focus on the work of the SC managers in charge of creating the 

collaboration across the different actors and on the different “field configuring events” (Hardy & 

Maguire, 2010; Jarzabkowski et al., 2019) that these managers organized and attended. In this way, 

I would be able to observe the interconnections between the different actors, the challenges and 

how they were organized (Jarzabkowski et al., 2019).  

My main data collection focused on the moments of interaction between the SC managers and the 

other actors engaged in the SC work such as meetings, events, workshops, conferences etc. This 

meant an engagement with the practice across the multiple sites that it was collectively achieved 

by the multiple actors involved in the field. For example, for NorthMetro, I followed the meetings 

and workshops that both the mayor’s department manager did in the SmartColab collaboration and 

with other business actors such as the local telecommunications company, the workshops done 

with the municipality employees and internal meetings to decide on event organizing. Moreover, 

I attended and shadowed the SC managers in the Innovation department in their work of organizing 

experimentation around new technologies for the challenges. I also observed the organizing 

attempts of the main collaborators of the municipality, such as those of university professors to 

support SC work through, for example, organizing events, holding presentations or applying for 

joint project funding. The SC managers in the mayor’s department relied on the SC managers in 

the Innovation departments to experiment with the technologies but also relied on the university 

professors to spread the word about the SC work being done. This later practice brought additional 

companies interested in the SC work that, in turn, were connected to the SC managers in the 

mayor’s department to be strategically connected afterwards to a different departments. Therefore, 
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organizing the SC work was a highly “translocal” (Hannerz, 2003; Marcus, 1995) practice, 

requiring, therefore, a multi-sited (Hannerz, 2003) ethnographic approach.  

In this way I was able to use a zoom in and out strategy (Nicolini, 2010) to study both how 

organizing of understanding is achieved within one space (zooming in), but also how organizing 

as a practice is achieved across multiple spaces and how they connect across time and material 

space (zooming out).  

In order to be able to capture the multiple dimensions of the spaces more accurately, I relied on 

video for most of the data collection, especially when it came for meetings, events, workshops etc. 

Video data is especially suitable for research that needs to take into account the socio-material 

nature of practices being able to handle analysis of material, verbal and interactive elements of 

practices (Vesa & Vaara, 2014). I supplemented the video recording with field notes that included 

details about the participants, their main interests and concerns, description of movements across 

spaces, setting up of the spaces and other details such as how the managers were installing the 

technologies. Additionally, I used photos to document prototypes and other types of materials that 

the actors created during the process.  

Additional to the observational data, I used ethnographic and semi-structured interviews with the 

managers and participants to the different meetings and events. Semi-structured interviews I used 

with the SC managers, especially with regards to asking questions around how the different spaces 

were set up, decisions managers made about whom to include, why, topics etc. With the additional 

participants to the meetings and events, questions revolved, amongst others, around their 

experience of the space, their ability to voice their interests, what they got from attending the 

meetings and the reasons for attending the meeting. Additionally, I used ethnographic interviews 

(Spradley, 2016), especially with the SC managers to get them to reflect on their practices 

surrounding the organizing of the different spaces (Jarzabkowski, Bednarek, & Spee, 2015).  

Lastly, I used documentary data in the form of reports, flyers, PPT documents etc. to document, 

amongst others, not only the discussions that were taking place inside the meetings but also the 

understandings that were achieved as a result of them. Additionally, I drew on media articles to 

create an understanding of the historical developments of the SC initiatives, including different 

events, workshops and projects that the organizations were part of. 
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For the analysis of the data, I drew on the various materials collected in the following ways: first 

of all, for the second paper of the series, I analyzed the audio-video material from each workshop 

and meeting that the two municipalities organized. In analyzing the data inductively, I focused 

specifically on the boundary work of actors as it related to trying to make sense of the different 

grand challenges that the organizations were working with. Additionally, I drew on documentary 

materials and the interviews to analyze the understandings that were created of the grand 

challenges as a result of the meetings and workshops. 

For the third paper, I restricted the data only to the case of NorthMetro. Its large history and 

network of partners meant that the organization was already much more open to a wide network 

of stakeholders. I drew primarily on the observational notes, pictures and video data to document 

the way that the different spaces were created and the movement between the spaces. Additionally, 

I drew on the interview data to analyze how the participants perceived the space in terms of 

transparency and participation. Lastly, I drew on the media data to analyze the historical 

development of the multiple spaces across time. 
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ABSTRACT: Grand Challenges (GCs) have seen increased interest in organization and 

management studies. This, however, has led to a growing, broad and highly unconnected body of 

knowledge with articles across streams using different terms for the same concept and not drawing 

on each other’s findings. This article provides an overview of the literature, providing a 

conceptualization of the concept of GCs. Additionally, in order to facilitate knowledge building 

across the field, a process model is inductively built from literature of how organizations make 

sense of and act towards GCs. The model identifies shows how in tackling GCs organizations have 

to deal with diverse tensions and paradoxes stemming from the complex nature of GCs 
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Introduction 

Over the past two decades, there has been an increased focus on solving the complex, large-scale 

problems and challenges the world is facing (Colquitt & George, 2011; Ferraro, Etzion, & 

Gehman, 2015; George, Howard-Grenville, Joshi, & Tihanyi, 2016). Named as grand societal 

challenges (GCs), they include complex problems such as climate change, war, poverty and 

migration. For such problems, organizations bear the responsibility of both potentially causing and 

having the power to solve them. Therefore, it becomes increasingly important to understand how 

organizations attempt to navigate the context of GCs, trying to understand and address them 

(Colquitt & George, 2011; George et al., 2016).  

GCs pose multiple challenges for organizations that complicate progress towards tackling them 

and even impede it (Ferraro et al., 2015). GCs are highly dynamic, ambiguous and composed of 

multiple inter-related issues (Ferraro et al., 2015), therefore making them notoriously difficult to 

make sense of (Seidl & Werle, 2018). Additionally, GCs’ large scale, which spans multiple 

industry and geographical boundaries, means that organizations need to collaborate with multiple 

other organizations in order to be able to approach them (Valente & Oliver, 2018). This would 

usually mean working together with organizations across sectors, with different frames and logics 

but also potentially increased risk of conflict (Dentoni, Bitzer, & Schouten, 2018a; Hesse, 

Kreutzer, & Diehl, 2019; Klitsie, Ansari, & Volberda, 2018). Even more, with GCs being highly 

ambiguous and value-laden, even the goal that actors should be pursuing could be put under 

question (Ferraro & Beunza, 2019; Reinecke & Ansari, 2016). Lastly, even if organizations 

attempt to take action towards addressing GCS, the highly interconnected and dynamic nature of 

GCs can lead to unintended consequences that can end up doing more harm than good (Brook, 

Pedler, Abbott, & Burgoyne, 2016; Ferraro et al., 2015).  

So far, special issues (Brammer, Branicki, Linnenluecke, & Smith, 2019; George et al., 2016; 

Voegtlin, Scherer, Hawn, Siegel, & Stahl, 2019) and conferences tracks (Dittrich, Jarzabkowski, 

& Lê, 2019; Etchanchu & Riaz, 2019) have recognized the responsibility of management scholars 

to start studying the implications that these problems have for organizations. With this increased 

interest, however, there has also been a fragmentation of the literature. On the one hand, concepts 

such as wicked problems (Rittel & Webber, 1973b) and meta-problems (Cartwright, 1987) have 

been used beforehand to study similar phenomena. On the other hand, research on sustainability 
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(Cohen, Demeritt, Robinson, & Rothman, 1998; Gladwin, Kennelly, & Krause, 1995) has, for a 

long time, been studying such issues, recognizing their complexity even if not necessarily calling 

them as such. Social movement (Reid, Cook, Viedge, & Scheepers, 2020; Reid & Toffel, 2009) 

literature has been looking into the activism processes around such problems and how framing 

around these issues is constructed at the field level. These papers, however, tend to remain within 

their stream and do not draw from the findings and theoretical developments achieved in the other 

fields. This fragmentation makes it difficult to draw on the work done within the different streams 

in order to create cumulative knowledge on how organizations deal with GCs. Therefore, if 

research is to continue advancing knowledge, we need to understand how GCs are conceptualized 

across the different streams and what research has found about organizational responses to GCs. 

The aim of this paper is to create an overview and understanding of how organizations attempt 

to strategically tackle GCs. By “tackling” I refer to the strategizing done both to understand the 

challenges and to attempt to act on them.  

This paper, therefore, aims to address this gap by engaging in a review of the literature within 

management and organization studies in order to uncover what we know and what is still to be 

explored in relation to how organizations tackle GCs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 

after I present the methodological choices made, the paper goes on to provide an overview of the 

conceptualization of the term in literature so far. Next, I present an inductively derived process 

model of how organizations make sense of and collaboratively act on GCs. Lastly, future research 

directions are identified based on the shortcomings and gaps of current literature. In doing this, my 

contribution is threefold. First, I provide the first systematic literature review of the field, bringing 

together the literature across institutional, management and sustainability fields from the past 10 

years. Second, I create a typology of GCs focusing on the similarity and differences between four 

distinct theoretical concepts: super-wicked problems, wicked problems, meta-problems and crisis. 

Lastly, through the inductive analysis of the articles, I create a process model that informs the 

particularities of tackling such challenges empirically. The model shows how the dynamics 

between understanding and acting towards GCs lead to different types of effects but also 

emphasizes the inherent tensions in tackling GCs. 
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Method 

This paper aims to conduct a systematic literature review. In order to provide a rigorous analysis 

(Eriksson, 2014) of the state of the GCs field, I, therefore, build on Tranfield, Denyer, and Smart 

(2003)’s methodology. Similar to other literature reviews, I focus only on journal articles for this 

paper (Ankrah & Omar, 2015; Hutzschenreuter & Kleindienst, 2006; Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018). 

Through the peer review process, journal articles ensure quality and reliability of data and findings 

(Johnson & Schaltegger, 2019; Tranfield et al., 2003). Additionally, articles within these journals 

should contain the central findings within the other journals (Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018). In order 

to select the literature as part of the review, in a first step, I searched within  Business, 

Management, and Accounting databased in Scopus for the Boolean search terms in the: “grand 

challenges”, “grand societal challenge”, “sustainable development goals”, “complex social 

problems”, “complex social challenges”, “wicked problems” and “meta-problems”. Since most 

articles use the term “GC” in combination with these other terms (Dittrich et al., 2019; Ferraro et 

al., 2015; George et al., 2016; Jarzabkowski, Bednarek, Chalkias, & Cacciatori, 2019), I aimed to 

be as inclusive as possible with the terms in order to create a representative sample. These search 

terms were applied not only to the title, abstract, keywords of the article, but also to the references, 

in order to get as many relevant studies as possible. This yielded 3,920 search results. 

Next, I limited the results to articles written from 2000, which led to a total of 3,879 articles. In 

1999, global interest arose in the responsibility of organizations for their impact on the social and 

environmental world with the speech of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Kofi Annan 

on the matter, and the creation of United Nations Global Compact (Agudelo, Jóhannsdóttir, & 

Davídsdóttir, 2019).  In research as well, the early 2000s represented some of the initial recognition 

of the responsibility of firms to serve a wider network of stakeholders than just their shareholders 

and follow broader goals than just profit maximization (Freeman, 2001; Friedman & Miles, 2002). 

Trends in the articles, however, show that management and organization scholars only started to 

focus on the topic since the second half of the 2000s, as can be seen in the graphs below (see Figure 

1). This is not to say that the phenomenon did not exist beforehand or that it was not studied. 

Rather, as Agudelo et al. (2019) note, the latter part of the 2000’s meant an increased interest in 

the strategic and value driven-responsibility of corporations to solve the large scale problems of 

society (Heslin & Ochoa, 2008; Porter & Kramer, 2006). Therefore, the rapid increase in 
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publications could be explained through, first of all, the time it took for both organizations and 

scholars to respond to the call at the beginning of the 2000s. Secondly, recognition of the strategic 

role of these issues in the latter part of the decade meant that gradually more organization and 

management scholars from diverse fields and journals became interested in the issue as well. For 

example, the first paper in the decade from the Journal of Business Ethics was in 2007 (Lepoutre, 

Dentchev, & Heene, 2007). Lastly, the even more dramatic increase in publications takes places 

around the year 2015 with the launch of the UN Sustainable Development Goals, meaning an even 

higher societal focus on the role of organizations towards solving GCs (Agudelo et al., 2019; 

George et al., 2016).  

 

Figure 5: Article results trend line 

Third, similar to other reviews (Bruton, Ketchen Jr, & Ireland, 2013; Ma & Seidl, 2018; Oliveira 

& Lumineau, 2018), I limited the results to only high-impact journals, focusing on the “Financial 

Times Top 50” list. This step led to a total of 299 articles.  

Forth, I proceeded to read the abstract and, where warranted, the introduction of the articles. 

Similar to other studies (eg.: Eriksson, 2014), I firstly selected only empirical articles by 

eliminating studies that did not have any empirical data to support the claims (such as literature 

reviews or conceptual papers). Furthermore, I sorted out the articles that did not look into how 

organizations themselves tackle GCs, such as articles describing the challenge in themselves 

(explanations of poverty challenges, of climate change issues etc.) or those describing consumer 

behavior or employee branding as relating to GCs. This final step yielded a total of 74 articles that 

I proceeded in reading and analyzing (see List of Reviewed Articles in Appendix 1). The high 

concentration of articles within the Journal of Business Ethics can be explained by GCs spanning 
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multiple areas of which one of the common issues is that of the ethical considerations that they 

raise for businesses. 

Table 2: Distribution of journals 

JOURNAL NO. 

ARTICLES 

JOURNAL OF BUSINESS ETHICS 33 

ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 12 

ORGANIZATION STUDIES 7 

JOURNAL OF BUSINESS VENTURING 5 

RESEARCH POLICY 5 

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT JOURNAL 4 

HUMAN RELATIONS 2 

ORGANIZATION SCIENCE 2 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP: THEORY AND PRACTICE 1 

JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES 1 

PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS 

MANAGEMENT 

1 

STRATEGIC ENTREPRENEURSHIP JOURNAL 1 

TOTAL 74 

 

Lastly, I analyzed the articles to answer the two main research questions of this review: how are 

GCs conceptualized in management and organization literature and how do organizations tackle 

GCs. The analysis was done inductively, reading the articles and looking for the main themes that 

emerged. As relating to the first question, I looked for the terms that the authors were using (ex: 

GCs, wicked problems etc.) and the way that they defined them. Additionally, I coded for the 

attributes that they were assigning to the GC (ex: ambiguous, large scale, unpredictable).  

Furthermore, for the second question, I proceeded to read the entire article, inductively coding it 

in the software program Nvivo for how organizations attempted to tackle the challenges, paying 

particular attention to what was different in these two activities from tackling ordinary problems. 

To structure my reading, I used initially two main topics: understanding the challenge and acting 

on the challenge. These were derived from, first of all, reading the abstracts, and circling back and 

forth between the theoretical concepts, the reviewed literature and other literature such as George 

et al. (2016) and Ferraro et al. (2015). While the deep interrelation and indistinguishability between 
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the two have been highly documented (Weick, 1979), I used this artificial distinction to be able to 

analyze the different findings that have been highlighted by the literature in a clear way. Within 

these two main categories, I uncovered nine main codes under the “understanding” category, 12 

codes under the “acting” category plus five codes relating to effects achieved. I further realized 

that the “action” part of the model related almost exclusively to collaborative action, articles 

necessarily identifying the need to collaborate across different organizational boundaries in order 

to act on GCs. Through further analysis of these codes and the interrelationship between them, I 

compiled a process model that shows how organizations attempt to understand the challenges and 

act on them.  

 

Conceptualizing GCs 

Theoretical conceptualizations of GCs 

Despite the prevalence of its use in recent years, there has not yet been an attempt to define GCs 

in literature. Rather, most articles have relied on providing examples, referencing other articles on 

the topic such as  George et al. (2016) or Ferraro et al. (2015) without defining the issue 

themselves, or connecting the issues to other theoretical concepts such as wicked or meta-

problems.  Table 2 shows the papers that do attempt to define the challenges, not just exemplifying 

them. These definitions can be clustered in three main areas: GCs, wicked problems or meta-

problems and, finally, disasters. 

Depending on their use of the term and focus of the paper, authors tended to highlight different 

characteristics of the challenges. When using the term “GC” in itself preponderantly in the paper, 

authors tended to highlight the lack of or difficulty in finding solutions towards the challenges. As 

such, Castro and Ansari (2017) and Mair, Wolf, and Seelos (2016) highlight the need for “novel 

ideas” while Grodal and O'Mahony (2017) and Berrone, Gelabert, Massa-Saluzzo, and Rousseau 

(2016) underscore the lack of solutions in itself. On the other hand, by focusing the definition on 

“wicked problems”, authors highlighted the involvement of multiple actors due to the challenge 

going across organizational,  industrial and sectoral (Seidl & Werle, 2018) or even national 

boundaries (Reinecke & Ansari, 2016). Lastly, when authors defined the challenges as crises, they 

tend to highlight the impact that they have either in terms of perception or in terms of the affected 
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population.  Interestingly, Stadtler and Van Wassenhove (2016) combine all these categories and 

terms to introduce the different characteristics of the challenges – from the problematic solutions, 

to the multiple actors involved.  

Table 3: Definitions of GCs 

author Main concepts 

used 

GC definition 

Castro A., 

Ansari S. , 2017, 

pp. 362 

Grand 

challenges 

world’s major challenges that requires novel ideas and 

unconventional approaches to tackle their complex and 

evolving mix of technical and social elements 

Mair J., Wolf 

M., Seelos C., 

2016, pp. 2021 

grand societal 

challenges 

they are important at a national and global scale; they 

affect many people, including future generations; and 

tackling them requires big, bold, and novel ideas  

Berrone P., 

Gelabert L., 

Massa-Saluzzo 

F., Rousseau 

H.E., 2016, pp 

1941 

Grand 

challenges 

GCs—that is, large, complex, unresolved societal 

problems 

Olsen A.O., 

Sofka W., 

Grimpe C., 

2016, pp. 2232 

Grand 

challenges 

GCs represent the most significant, complex, and 

interdependent problems that modern, and globally 

connected societies, face 

Grodal S., 

O'mahony S. , 

2017, pp. 1801 

Grand 

challenges 

“GCs” are ambitious problems that lack  a clear single 

solution, and encompass incomplete, contradictory, or 

changing requirements that often unfold in complex 

systems  

Osagie E.R., 

Wesselink R., 

Runhaar P., 

Mulder M. , 

2018, pp. 892 

sustainable 

development 

challenges 

sustainable development challenges are extremely 

complex, as they are ever-changing, often ill defined, and 

require multi-stakeholder alliances to tackle them. 

Klitsie E.J., 

Ansari S., 

Volberda H.W., 

pp. 403 

wicked problem defined by their circular causality, persistence, absence of 

well-structured alternative solutions, relative lack of room 

for trial and error learning 

Seidl D., Werle 

F., 2018, pp. 831 

meta-problems 

(complex 

multidimensional problems of strategic significance that 

often cut across different industries or even different 

sectors 
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strategic 

problems) 

Rühli E., Sachs 

S., Schmitt R., 

Schneider T. 

2017, pp. 291 

complex socio-

economic 

issues,  wicked 

problems 

wicked issues imply problems that are embedded in a 

complex set of interactions within an ambiguous 

environment. They affect different societal sectors and, 

thus, define  

a large set of private, public, and non-profit stakeholders 

that need to be involved to approach a focal problem 

(Camillus 2008; Gulati 2007). As a consequence, wicked 

issues have a considerable impact on society at large. 

Brook C., Pedler 

M., Abbott C., 

Burgoyne J., 

2016, pp. 369 

wicked problem wicked problems, characterized by having multiple 

stakeholders with competing perspectives and by an 

absence of obvious solution 

Dentoni D., 

Bitzer V., 

Pascucci S., 

2016, pp. 35 

wicked 

problems 

“wicked problems,’’ i.e., problems that are large, messy, 

and complex 

Reinecke J., 

Ansari S., 2016, 

pp. 299 

wicked 

problems (GCs, 

complex social 

issues) 

wicked problems are large scale social challenges caught 

in causal webs of interlinking variables spanning national 

boundaries that complicate both their diagnosis and 

prognosis. 

Stadtler L., Van 

Wassenhove 

L.N. , 2016, pp. 

660 

social and 

development 

problems (uses 

disaster/crisis) 

…social and development problems (…) such as poverty, 

health, education and environmental challenges. Rittel and 

Webber (1973) call these problems ‘wicked’. They are 

difficult to define, are interlinked in a web of other 

problems, and standard solutions rarely apply to them.  

(…). Relief operations are inherently wicked in that they 

involve complex, interdependent processes and engage 

multiple actors  

Kornberger M., 

Leixnering S., 

Meyer R.E., 

2019, pp. 241 

Crisis/disaster crisis is commonly described as an unanticipated, 

surprising, and ambiguous event posing a significant 

threat, leaving only a short decision time 

Williams T.A., 

Shepherd D.A., 

2016, pp. 2070 

Crisis/disaster disasters are crises that create adversity for those in their 

path (Bonanno et al., 2010; Turner, 1976). Disasters 

deplete resources (Kaniasty & Norris, 1993), break up and 

isolate communities (Bonanno et al., 2010), and can be 

appraised as traumatic 
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As can be seen above, the literature draws on four main theoretical concepts when conceptualizing 

GCs. First of all, as noted above, one of the main theoretical concepts used to understand the 

characteristics of GCs is that of wicked problems. Rittel and Webber (1973b) introduced the 

concept to refer to the complex policy problems that public professionals had to deal with. The 

authors introduced 10 characteristics of such problems: not having a definitive formulation; “no 

stopping rule”; “solutions (…) are not true-or-false, but good-or-bad”; “there is no immediate and 

no ultimate test of a solution”; “there is no opportunity to learn by trial-and-error”; “do not have 

an enumerable (or an exhaustively describable) set of potential solutions”; unique; “every wicked 

problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem”; “the choice of explanation 

determines the nature of the problem’s resolution”; “the planner has no right to be wrong”. While 

a lot of articles make use of the concept, very few however, actually operationalize all these 

characteristics. Most refer to challenges’ lack of solutions and ill definitions when referring to 

wicked problems. In a rare exception,  Dentoni et al. (2018a) cluster the ten characteristics into 

three main ones: knowledge uncertainty, value conflict and dynamic complexity, lack of consensus 

amongst actors and unpredictability. 

Introduced by Levin, Cashore, Bernstein, and Auld (2012) and Lazarus (2008), super wicked 

problems have been characterized as wicked problems that have four additional characteristics: 1) 

time is running out to find a solution; 2) there is no central authority that can command a solution; 

3) there is an irrational discounting of the future and 4) those who see to solve the problem are also 

the ones who cause it. The term has been used primarily in relation to climate change issues 

highlighting the urgency of finding solutions. This tendency might be due to the first characteristic 

described. Climate change is a problem to which time for finding a solution is running out, as, after 

a certain threshold, no solution could reverse the damage that had been done. However, it seems 

that authors find difficulty in connecting this to the other GCs such as war or poverty.  

In a similar vein, some articles build on the concept of meta-problems (Cartwright, 1987; Trist, 

1983), mentioning challenges that are composed of multiple interrelated and interconnected 

elements and dimensions. Through their interconnectivity and scale that go beyond the capabilities 

of one organization, meta-problems require the collaboration of multiple organizations (Trist, 

1983). For example, Seidl and Werle (2018) make use of the term to study how organizations need 

to collaborate with others in order to make sense of actors the complexities of water problems.  
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Lastly, research has been drawing on the literature on crises to conceptualize GCs. Pearson and 

Clair (1998: 60) define a crisis as “a low-probability, high-impact event that threatens the viability 

of the organization and is characterized by ambiguity of cause, effect, and means of resolution, as 

well as by a belief that decisions must be made swiftly.” More recently, synthesizing definitions 

in the field, James, Wooten, and Dushek (2011: 461) identify three key elements of crises: 

“ambiguity, high stakes, and perceived urgency.” As can be seen from previous 

conceptualizations, the main difference between crises and the rest of the GCs rely on the 

“perceived urgency” of the situation. 

GC characteristics and typology 

Besides drawing on different theories, articles also highlighted different characteristics of GCs 

when building their arguments and presenting their findings. These different characteristics can be 

clustered under three main dimensions: actor, issue and solution dimensions, as can be seen in 

Table 3. Some of the most highly cited characteristics of GCs are their scale and ambiguity. These, 

together with the high interconnectivity of multiple issues and the ever-changing nature of the 

problem, would mean that GCs are impossible to be fully defined. From an actor standpoint, 

multiple actors are involved in GCs not only in terms of creating the challenge but also in terms 

of the need to solve them. The multitude of actors involved, ambiguity and lack of clear definitions 

mean that the GCs are also highly value-laden. Multiple actors will have opposing views of how 

the challenge should be appraised or what would be the right thing to do. GCs are also dynamic. 

This complex dynamism stems from 2 interrelated characteristics – that they are always change 

(ever-changing) and unpredictable. Furthermore, drawing from complex systems theory amongst 

others, the articles have pointed to the fact that even when trying to act on GCs, this might lead to 

unintended negative consequences. Due to all the above characteristics, solving GCs has been 

deemed impossible (Rittel & Webber, 1973b). 

Table 4: GC characteristics 

Characteristic Original 

theoretical 

concept 

Tackled  Exemplary quote  

Temporal dimensions 

Time is running 

out 

Levin et al. 

(2012) – 

Dentoni et al. 

(2018a); 

Galbreath, 

That is, while the worst outcomes of climate change could be 

more than 50 years away, urgent attention is needed now to 
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super-

wicked 

Charles, and 

Oczkowski 

(2016); Wright 

and Nyberg 

(2017) 

avoid these potentially devastating long-term effects 

(Galbreath et al., 2016: 219) 

Long term  Grodal and 

O'Mahony 

(2017); Wright 

and Nyberg 

(2017) 

Matsuno and 

Kohlbacher 

(2019)  

Population aging constitutes a gradual, continuous change, 

which can be called “environmental scarcity” (…) or 

“environmental erosion” (…) where munificence of external 

environment is being depleted slowly.(Matsuno & 

Kohlbacher, 2019: 250) 

Actors dimension 

Those seeking 

to end the 

problem are 

also causing it – 

everyone is 

involved in 

causing it at one 

level or another 

Levin et al. 

(2012) – 

super-

wicked 

Brook et al. 

(2016); Dentoni 

et al. (2018a); 

Wright and 

Nyberg (2017) 

The notion of ‘super wicked problems’, draws attention to 

elements of self-causation, where wickedness stems in part 

from the actions of those also seeking urgent solutions 

(Brook et al., 2016: 372) 

Multiple actors Meta-

problems 

Cartwright 

(1987); 

Trist 

(1983) 

Osagie, 

Wesselink, 

Runhaar, and 

Mulder (2018); 

Seidl and Werle 

(2018); Stadtler 

(2016); Stadtler 

and Van 

Wassenhove 

(2016) 

Have multiple stakeholders with strongly held and conflicting 

values related to the problem (Dentoni, Bitzer, & Pascucci, 

2016: 36) 

 

The societal groups affected by the issues tackled (…) may 

swiftly change, making them difficult to identify (Dentoni et 

al., 2016: 39) 

Value laden Rittel and 

Webber 

(1973b) 

Dentoni et al. 

(2016); Grimes, 

Gehman, and Cao 

(2018); Valente 

and Oliver (2018); 

York, Vedula, and 

Lenox (2018) 

The presence of value conflict represents another dimension 

of wicked problems. Multiple stakeholders are affected by 

wicked problems, each with their own set of values, frames, 

perceptions and interests, which may not only diverge but 

downright oppose and clash with one another. The 

wickedness of problems is such that there may not even be a 

general consensus on broad societal goals and much less a 

consensus on what type of information and knowledge would 

be relevant to address a particular wicked problem (Dentoni 

et al., 2018a: 336) 

Discounting 

proof and the 

Levin et al. 

(2012) 

Dentoni et al. 

(2018a); Matsuno 

and Kohlbacher 

Thus, due to their long-term nature, GCs are readily 

discounted by businesses in favor of more immediate 

problems and opportunities. (Wright & Nyberg, 2017: 1656) 
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future 

irrationally 

(2019); Wright 

and Nyberg 

(2017) 

Issue dimension 

Ambiguity  Reinecke and 

Ansari (2016);; 

Arikan, Reinecke, 

Spence, and 

Morrell (2017) 

Wicked issues imply problems that are embedded in a 

complex set of interactions within an ambiguous 

environment. (Dentoni et al., 2018a: 336) 

Impossible to 

define 

Rittel and 

Webber 

(1973b) 

Stadtler and Van 

Wassenhove 

(2016); Grodal 

and O'Mahony 

(2017) 

An issue like climate change cannot be defined as an 

economic, political, social, or natural problem and the field 

is fraught with disputes about whether it needs market, 

regulatory, or technological solutions (Reinecke & Ansari, 

2016: 302) 

Nonlinear & 

unpredictable 

Complexity 

theory 

Kornberger, 

Leixnering, and 

Meyer (2019); 

Tuazon, 

Wolfgramm, and 

Whyte (2019) 

Evolve unpredictably over time: the situation had taken on a 

“dynamic on its own” (Eigendynamik) that could not be 

controlled. (Kornberger et al., 2019: 249) 

Predictable  Matsuno and 

Kohlbacher 

(2019) 

These demographic developments are well known and quite 

predictable with time-series actuary data. Indeed, 

population aging is a rare situation in which a wealth of 

reliable information is publicly available to managers, and 

they routinely have to deal with a significant degree of 

uncertainty in relation to changes in market conditions. 

(Matsuno & Kohlbacher, 2019: 237) 

Incremental & 

ever changing 

 Tuazon et al. 

(2019) 

Matsuno and 

Kohlbacher 

(2019) 

Freshwater crises, such as water scarcity, are generally  

both incremental (…) Global water scarcity is strongly tied to 

increasing global population, changing water consumption 

patterns as well as the expanded use of irrigated agriculture 

(Tuazon et al., 2019: 2). 

Scale  Berrone et al. 

(2016); Mair et al. 

(2016); Olsen, 

Sofka, and 

Grimpe (2016) 

Wicked problems are large scale social challenges (…)sheer 

magnitude and transnational scope (Reinecke & Ansari, 

2015: 299) 

 

although GCs—that is, large, complex, unresolved societal 

problems—are global in nature, they are instantiated in local, 

territorially bounded contexts (Berrone et al., 2016: 1941) 

Interconnected, 

indivisible, 

multi-

dimensional 

Meta-

problems 

Cartwright 

(1987); 

Trist 

(1983) 

Reinecke and 

Ansari (2016); 

Rühli, Sachs, 

Schmitt, and 

Schneider (2017); 

Getting to grips with meta-problems is challenging, because 

the various aspects of a meta-problem cannot be understood 

in isolation, but only in relation to each other. This means 

that organizations have to think about different “factors 

together rather than separately [and] to focus on them 

collectively” (Cartwright, 1987, p. 93). With regard to 
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Seidl and Werle 

(2018) 

Mair et al. (2016); 

Valente and 

Oliver (2018) 

sensemaking, this means that meta-problems are typically 

associated with a large number of cues that cannot be 

interpreted individually, but have to be considered in relation 

to each other. (Seidl & Werle, 2018: 834) 

Solution dimension 

No central 

authority 

Levin et al. 

(2012) 

Dentoni et al. 

(2018a); Wright 

and Nyberg 

(2017) 

Finally, no central authority exists to deal with climate 

change. The global response has been likened to 

“cooperation under anarchy” (Levin et al., 2012: 128), since 

it requires coordination of different economic sectors, policy 

jurisdictions, and industries at multiple political levels. Even a 

global agreement would have insufficient legal authority to 

address the implications for different states, sub-regional 

systems, and industry-specific regulations. (Wright & Nyberg, 

2017: 1637) 

No answers or 

definite 

solutions 

Rittel and 

Webber 

(1973b) 

Brook et al. 

(2016); Dentoni 

et al. (2018a); 

Stadtler and Van 

Wassenhove 

(2016) 

Rittel and Webber (1973) call these problems ‘wicked’. They 

are difficult to define, are interlinked in a web of other 

problems, and standard solutions rarely apply to them 

(Stadtler & Van Wassenhove, 2016: 660) 

Unintended 

consequences 

Rittel and 

Webber 

(1973b) 

Brook et al. 

(2016); Cherrier, 

Goswami, and 

Ray (2018) 

Attempts to resolve wicked problems can lead to 

unintended consequences (Brook et al., 2016: 372) 

 

Paradoxically, it can be seen that some characteristics presented by the literature reviewed are 

contradicting of each other with GCs being predictable with slow-moving, incremental 

developments but also unpredictable with sudden dynamics and unpredictable changes. They are 

both highly visible and uncertain. These seemingly contradictory characteristics are also observed 

by Matsuno and Kohlbacher (2019) that highlight that GCs are “all largely uncontrollable, but 

some are slow-moving and continuous while others are abrupt and discrete” (Matsuno & 

Kohlbacher, 2019: 249). Therefore, while climate change and its evolution are quite easily 

observed and recognized over a long period of time, disasters (sometimes related to climate change 

in itself) can occur suddenly and unpredictably.  

From these different conceptualizations of GCs, it can be observed that while some characteristics 

remain constant across types, others change. All papers seem to highlight that GCs are ambiguous, 

uncontrollable, unique in nature and indivisible. However, GCs seem to range according to time 

and geographical scale. Super-wicked problems will have a much larger scale, exhibiting mostly 
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global scales and longer time frames. However, at the other extreme, disasters will be sudden and 

with a more local instantiation (and therefore limited geographical scale). Even more, super-

wicked problems will be incremental in their evolution, while crises will be highly unpredictable. 

In comparison, the differences between wicked problems and meta-problems are less distinct, with 

researchers using them somewhat interchangeably. However, their scale could still be said to be 

diminishing. Papers building on the wicked problem concept mainly deal with issues that while 

still multi-dimensional relate to some larger industry or sector such as “agribusiness”(Dentoni et 

al., 2016), biodiesel (Hiatt & Carlos, 2019) or social workers (problems such as child protection 

or drug addiction) (Brook et al., 2016). Meta-problems, on the other hand, relate mostly to an issue 

of “strategic significance” (Seidl & Werle, 2018: 831). Therefore, Seidl and Werle (2018) studied 

the collaborative explorations around challenges around water problems that came in the form of  

“availability of fresh water, potential conflicts over access to water, and ways of treating 

wastewater” (pp. 832). However, the companies explored these issues in terms of creating “flexible 

production” (pp. 832), therefore not attempting to tackle the challenge in its entire complexity. 

While still highly complex and multi-dimensional, this is a simplification of the problem, 

narrowing down its scope. Even more, the issue’s temporal aspects of problem change do not seem 

to be an issue in the case.  

 

Common 

characteristics 

 

GCs 

 Ambiguous, no solutions, uncontrollable, unique, uncertain, interconnected & 

indivisible, multi-dimensional, no central authority, unintended consequences 

  

 

Name Super-wicked 

problems 

Wicked problems Meta-problems Crisis 

Unique 

characteristics 

 

 

Very Long term 

Visible 

Incremental 

Very large scale 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sudden 

Invisible 

Shifts 

Local instantiations 

Examples Climate change Environmental problems Water problems Disasters, hurricanes 

 

Figure 6: GC Typology 

Time & Scale 
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Therefore, as figure 2 shows, GCs represent large scale, ambiguous, dynamic and complex 

problems with multiple interrelated dimensions and multiple actors involved, aspects which 

impede their definition and solving. GCs can range from super-wicked problems to crises 

depending on the time frame and scale of the problem.  This difference in range does not 

necessarily mean though that the challenge in itself is more or less complex. Rather, when trying 

to make sense of the problem, the actors (or even the researcher) might take different levels of 

complexity into account, eliminating some parts such as the dynamism of the problem or the 

implications of the challenge to other fields of activity.   

 

Tackling GCs 

In this section, the inductively identified findings from the review will be presented. Based on 

these findings, I developed a process model of organizational GC tackling that is presented here 

to allow easier comprehension. As Figure 3 shows, tackling GCs can be roughly structured into 

two main themes – how organizations attempt to understand GCs and how they act towards 

addressing GCs. I will present each of these themes individually while recognizing the strong 

interconnections between them. 
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Figure 7: Tackling Grand Challenges 
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A. Understanding GCs 

 

By drawing on sensemaking (Weick, 1979) and framing (Benford & Snow, 2000) literature, 

amongst others, studies within this theme show how understanding of the challenge is created at 

the individual, collaborative and institutional level. The abundance and complexity of GC cues 

lead to a need for complex cue sensing practices such as purposive embodied sensing and gathering 

of information. However, when trying to make sense of these issues, actors will encounter 

difficulty is setting the scope of the problem due to their multi-dimensionality of 

interconnectedness. The high ambiguity and multiple ways of interpreting allow actors to frame 

the challenges differently according to their interests, which impacts how the challenge will be 

understood at the level of a field/industry/society. Lastly, literature describes the attempts of 

organizations to figure out how to address GCs either at the organizational level through 

experimentation or through setting standards at the broader field level. In the following, each 

theme will be described more in detail.  

 

1. Apprehending the challenge 

As shown in the previous chapter, GCs are ambiguous, multi-dimensional and highly interrelated, 

making them inherently difficult to make sense of (Kornberger et al., 2019; Seidl & Werle, 2018). 

Therefore, multiple studies recognize this inherent difficultly, even if usually not having it as the 

central focus of study. Studies that tackle this issue describe how organizations and individuals try 

to make sense of a challenge taking into account the complexity of the problem by, for example, 

gathering information. Dentoni et al. (2018a) identify the importance of “collectively gathering, 

interpreting and using data on the causes, symptoms and consequences of the problem“(pp. 340) 

in order to be able to make sense and decide on issues. The authors also highlight the need to 

update this knowledge due to the dynamic nature of the challenges, being able to take the evolution 

of the problem over time into account.  

However, some studies observe that this rational gathering of information is not enough. 

Kornberger et al. (2019) describe the highly embodied nature of the gathering of cues by being 

present at the site of a crisis and “feeling [the events] in the tips of one’s fingers” (pp. 250). The 

authors describe the experience of actors deliberately walking around the sites where a migration 
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crisis was taking place in order to begin to understand the situation. Even more, Tuazon et al. 

(2019: 13) describe how the General Electric board members walked around the banks of a river 

in order to understand the freshwater crisis: “the board saw and smelled the raw pollutants eliciting 

visceral responses that demanded urgent change.” Therefore these cases show that the nature of 

GCs requires not only the constant gathering of rational information such as reports, video data 

etc., but also an embodied knowing that is accomplished by being present as close to the site of 

the problem as possible. This necessity of embodied sensing of the challenge can be explained 

from different perspectives. First of all, in situations of crisis, physical presence might allow the 

rapid bracketing of cues and assessment of which cues are most salient (Weick, Sutcliffe, & 

Obstfeld, 2005), especially taking into account the rapid dynamics and therefore change in the 

situation that a crisis entails. However, a similar need seems to exist in the case of more long-term 

challenges such as super-wicked problems. As mentioned before, these do not meet the same 

characteristics of rapid change, but rather exhibit incremental change. Therefore, in the latter case, 

physically sensing the challenge might help through helping actors more readily notice the cues, 

bringing the normally more subtle cues to their attention (Ocasio, 1997).  

However, these two types of knowledge – objective and more emotive/embodied – seem not to be 

able to be easily combined. As Jarvis, Goodrick, and Hudson (2019) show, high tensions might 

arise in managing the emotional knowledge and objective knowledge, necessitating the 

suppressing of the emotive in order to, for example, add more objective knowledge. More research 

would be required to understand how actors work to combine them to actually make sense of the 

GC in itself and around the micro-practices – material and discursive – that actors use to build 

understanding around these issues in situ.  

2. Setting the scope of the problem: Increasing and decreasing complexity 

GCs are highly complex and contain multiple interrelated dimensions and phenomena and can 

never be fully defined (Rittel & Webber, 1973a). Therefore, taking into account the full complexity 

of the challenge becomes a problem in itself (Tuazon et al., 2019). 

Most studies identify the simplifying that organizations do in order to reduce ambiguity involved 

in the challenge (Hiatt & Carlos, 2019; Tuazon et al., 2019; Valente & Oliver, 2018). However, 

having a simple understanding of the GC can create problems in being unable to take into account 

all its interconnected elements (Seidl & Werle, 2018; Valente & Oliver, 2018) and even eventually 
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displacing the challenge to simpler goals  (Grodal & O'Mahony, 2017). Therefore, on the one hand, 

actors need to simplify the challenge in order to start understanding it; however, the simplifying is 

risky, taking into account the interrelated nature of the phenomena that are part of GCs. 

Simplifying the challenge can create problems in terms of not understanding the systemic nature 

of the problem, impeding change or even creating unintended consequences (see effects). 

Therefore, actors need to complexify the current framing of the challenge (Valente & Oliver, 

2018). As Valente and Oliver (2018) show that actors that maintained a complex systems framing 

of the challenge were able to successfully attract the right partners that were key to address the 

interrelated nature of the challenge. On the other hand, firms that simplified the challenge were 

not able to see its interrelated nature and therefore unsuccessfully attempted to solve the challenge 

alone and in a simpler form. However, complexity can also be overwhelming. As such, Reinecke 

and Ansari (2016) find that actors needed to strip down the complexity of the GC of armed conflict 

in Congo in order to make it seem as it could be overcome to a wider audience to it. The authors 

introduce the concept of “cognitive shortcuts” to refer the process of “taming or breaking down a 

multi-faceted wicked problem into sub-problems from which a single or a few ‘points of leverage’ 

with plausible links to the target are handpicked (Reinecke & Ansari, 2016: 316).  

These studies show that simplifying and complexifying need to be balanced in order to allow a 

level of understanding that can allow the tackling of the challenge at the appropriate level (Feront 

& Bertels, 2019). However, we do not know how actors go about finding this appropriate level of 

GC complexity and, most importantly, how actors achieve this balancing in the long run. Most 

studies tackling this issue do not study the phenomenon at a level of granularity that allows such 

dynamics to come forward. More micro-analysis, such as practice studies (Jarzabkowski et al., 

2019) and discourse analysis studies (Vaara, Golsorkhi, Rouleau, Seidl, & Vaara, 2010) would be 

needed in order to reveal them.  

 

3. Framing the problem: assigning vs. avoiding responsibility 

Reviewed studies show that organizations dealing with GCs will experience increased levels of 

scrutiny from a myriad of diverse and often changing stakeholders (Dentoni et al., 2016; Olsen et 

al., 2016; Stadtler, 2016; Stadtler & Van Wassenhove, 2016). This is due to the GCs’ high stakes 

(Levin et al., 2012), multidimensionality (Trist, 1983) and need to consult diverse stakeholders 
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(Dentoni et al., 2016). GCs’ complexity in cause and effect relationships will allow actors such as 

governments (Reinecke & Ansari, 2016), citizens (Luo, Zhang, & Marquis, 2016) and NGOs 

(Ferraro & Beunza, 2019) to construct frames and narratives around GCs that define the problem. 

Doing so is aimed at assigning responsibility to organizations in order to mobilize them towards 

tackling the challenges. Responsibilization is created through a dynamic process of assigning 

responsibility, participation and acceptance of responsibility (Ferraro & Beunza, 2019; Reinecke 

& Ansari, 2016; Wright & Nyberg, 2017).  

As such, Reinecke and Ansari (2016) analyze the responsibilization process of companies for the 

armed conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The authors describe the highly purposeful 

process of crafting the frame around the challenge, assigning responsibility to a new actor – mobile 

phone companies – for the conflict by, amongst others, drawing new causal mechanisms. The 

actors even redefine the challenge itself from the complex challenge of armed conflict to the much 

simpler challenge of sexual violence and “conflict minerals”. Similarly, Ferraro and Beunza (2019) 

describe the process of responsibilization of Ford and GM by Sister Daly for environmental 

challenges. Sister Daly framed climate change as a business risk, highlighting, therefore, the legal 

responsibility of the companies to take action on the challenge. In both cases, the acceptance of 

the companies of the presented frame around the problem began the process of the companies 

accepting the responsibility and gradually taking more and more action towards solving the 

challenge.  

Even so, assigning responsibility and blame for the challenge does not necessarily lead to progress 

towards tackling the GC. Wright and Nyberg (2017) find that increased scrutiny and blame even 

after organizations have started to implement GC measures can eventually lead them to abandon 

such measures and revert to “business as usual” (pp. 1633). On the other hand, Grodal and 

O'Mahony (2017) find that making the use of the “all-encompassing relevance” of GCs, while 

initially can mobilize a wide range of actors towards solving the challenge, the diverging interests 

and understandings of diverse participants can lead to the “displacement” of the goal of the 

challenge “with less ambitious goals” (Grodal & O'Mahony, 2017: 1801). Therefore, in the end, it 

can either lead to no progress or, even worse, companies committing fraud in order to meet the 

ever-increasing pressures (Gaim, Clegg, & Cunha, 2019). 
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Furthermore, while initially companies might refuse the frame and the responsibilization, in the 

end, they might try to take advantage of the frame to further their own interests.  While most studies 

within this review assume benevolent actors being involved in the ecosystem around the 

challenges, a limited number of articles also attempt to analyze instances where organizations 

deliberately impede progress or try to mask inaction. As such, Ferns and Amaeshi (2019) and Bull, 

Plahe, and Gregory (2019) show how powerful organizations can take over and shape the discourse 

around the GC in order to portray the organization in a positive light, gain power and fulfill their 

own interests. Ferns and Amaeshi (2019) describe how “rapidly evading various stakeholder 

critiques” (pp. 17) can allow the organization to not engage in action towards the challenge. What 

seems to be key to the process is the construction of an ambiguous and vague discourse that can 

include the claims of the opposing party and even sometimes win them over (Arikan et al., 2017). 

Key element to how framing around the GC is achieved is the role of emotion, which can influence 

the meaning of the challenges and cause-effect relationships around them (Grodal & O'Mahony, 

2017; Reinecke & Ansari, 2015). GCs deal with highly contentious issues, affecting a wide array 

of people and can therefore lead to strong emotional reactions from people (Jarvis et al., 2019). 

GCs can be brought to the front of awareness through creating strong emotional stories around the 

GC, therefore linking emotional elements to the causal story created. As Reinecke and Ansari 

(2016: 317) note, GCs “are often ‘back-of-the-mind’ issues with which people do not identify in 

their everyday experiences (Giddens, 2009). To make them salient ‘front-of-the-mind’ issues, 

activists seek to turn them into a ‘hot cause’ that arouses empathy, guilt, and righteous anger”.  

However, Jarvis et al. (2019) find that emotional displays are not always perceived as positive by 

potential supporters. The authors describe how animal rights activists need to suppress their 

emotions while relying on visuals to create an emotional response in potential supporters due to 

the norms and preconceptions existing about animal rights activists in general. Therefore, emotions 

and emotional reactions become a key tool in the process of developing the framing around GCs, 

including who is responsible for it.  

As can be seen, even when responsibilization is created, stakeholders need to balance the need to 

assign responsibility with support and understanding for the organizations, as too much blame 

might end in organizations giving up on action towards such goals. However, too little blame can 

end up in ill-intended organizations controlling the way the problem-solution nexus is framed and 
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therefore impeding the tackling of the challenge. Of course, power is a crucial aspect of these 

dynamics. However, most articles in this stream assume a static view of power without looking 

into how or under what conditions power might change.  We still need to know how the processes 

of changing power dynamics may influence the way a challenge is framed and responsibility 

assigned. Especially taking into account the dynamic nature of GCs and the ever-changing 

stakeholder context of GCs, the power – challenge framing nexus would be expected to change as 

well continually.  

 

4. Figuring out solutions: Experimenting and stabilizing through new roles and regulations 

These framing dynamics, if successful on the responsibilization side, in the long term, lead to firms 

engaging in activities towards tackling GCs. Even though final solutions for GCs can never be 

found, organizations can still attempt to figure out partial solutions, ways of lessening the suffering 

created by the solution, or ways to mitigate some of the causes of the challenge. Through the 

responsibilization and new meanings created, possibilities open up for actors to take on new roles 

and experiment with new ways of doing things. Reinecke and Ansari (2016) find that governmental 

organizations’ role is switching from a regulatory one to a catalytic one, pushing actors towards 

GC solving rather than creating regulation and coercion for change. Kornberger et al. (2019) 

describe the regulatory openings created by a migration crisis that allowed actors to step into new 

roles and fulfill new tasks that would not have been permitted to them otherwise. Similarly, 

Stadtler and Van Wassenhove (2016) describe the new identities formed by actors as they 

collaborated towards solving multiple challenges. 

Most interestingly, what seems to be key in finding new practices for tackling GCs, is the feedback 

loops between the reconceptualization of one’s own identity and experimentation. As such, Purtik 

and Arenas (2019) describe the revelatory experiences of users of green technology being engaged 

in tests. Similarly, Dentoni, Pascucci, Poldner, and Gartner (2018b) describe how being engaged 

in experimentation led to epiphanies around one’s own identity, which led actors to further engage 

in action toward tackling the challenge. Only the communities that allowed actors to experiment 

with different roles, switching them between actors, experienced “epiphanies” as a result of their 

experimentation. Kornberger et al. (2019) make the point that the crisis created the space within 

which different actors could and even had to experiment with different roles in order to take care 
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of the sudden inflow of migrants in a city. Trying out new roles by different actors allows new 

ways of doing things to emerge, easing sensemaking of the problem-solution nexus. Therefore, 

what seems to be of importance in sensemaking for GCs is experimentation, but mainly in the 

context of actors taking on new roles in the challenge ecosystem.  

In addition to individual or collaborative experimentation, trying to lessen the GC can also come 

in the form of regulation and norm-setting that influence the practices of multiple organizations. 

Setting standards can be an essential way of driving change for GCs in sectors dealing with GCs 

(Dentoni et al., 2018a; Stadtler & Lin, 2019; York et al., 2018). For example, Sharma, Beveridge, 

and Haigh (2018) find that attending to standards leads organizations to change their practices, 

especially in cases where the practices were highly non-sustainable. The authors note that this 

suggests that “assessment encourages ‘laggards’ to catch up, probably by making them more aware 

of areas in which they are performing worse than other enterprises” (Sharma et al., 2018: 216). 

Moreover, DiVito and Bohnsack (2017) find that standards are used by organizations to select 

suppliers and collaborators, therefore contributing to the spread of such practices. On the other 

hand, York et al. (2018) warn that the diffusion of innovative practices might not happen in some 

partnership, which “tend to apply easy solutions and do not seek to address complex issues” (York 

et al., 2018: 875). 

However, most research in this stream highlights that direct regulatory demands have limited 

effects due to the cross-national scale of such challenges. Reinecke and Ansari (2016) make the 

point that when challenges are beyond the boundaries of one country, such strategies can have 

limited success. Instead, co-developing regulation in close cooperation with organizations can 

have a more positive effect to catalyze such efforts (Arikan et al., 2017; Reinecke, Van Bommel, 

& Spicer, 2017).  Indeed, Malesky and Taussig (2017) find that even in cases of corrupt 

governments, if organizations are allowed to participate in standard and regulation development, 

organizations are more likely to conform to the adopted regulation. However, if they feel that their 

input was not taken into account, compliance will be even lower than in cases where no 

participation was allowed. Therefore, papers in this subtheme highlight that in order for meaning 

and practices to diffuse, participation and regulation need to be balanced.  

However, there still is more to be known about the interaction between experimentation at the 

organizational level and how this reaches norm or regulation levels. While some articles within 
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this stream describe the experimentation of actors for identifying potential solutions towards 

tackling GCs (Dentoni et al., 2018b; Kornberger et al., 2019), we still need to know the processes 

through which and translation that is needed in order to be able to create standards, rules and 

regulations based on them. Taking into account the complex dynamics inherent in GCs, it would 

be expected that the practices and understandings that work at the local levels would encounter 

grave difficulty in being scaled to the overall ecosystem level. Even more, in order for new 

practices and solutions to arise, there is a need for going against rules, regulations and standard 

ways of doing things, so that new ways of seeing (new roles) can ensue (Dentoni et al., 2018b; 

Kornberger et al., 2019). However, too much regulation and standardization would tend to prohibit 

that. Therefore, we still need to know how the balance the tensions between innovation and 

regulation especially when dealing with highly dynamic GCs that will tend to shift and change 

constantly, requiring new solutions and practices (Kornberger et al., 2019; Tuazon et al., 2019). 

Overall studies dealing with how understanding is created around GCs show how meaning is 

created at the individual, (inter)organizational or system level. Problems that are being 

encountered are the multi-dimensionality, ambiguity, interrelatedness and difficulty in defining 

fully of the challenge. This allows actors to construct different framings of the challenges to tackle 

the challenge in preferred ways. However, these studies mainly lack in identifying how the 

multiple dynamics inherent in GCs affect the dynamics of these understandings. Even more, the 

studies identify paradoxically opposing ways of understanding the challenge in terms of 

apprehending it (rational vs. embodied and emotional), setting its scope (more complex vs. 

simpler), framing it (assigning vs. avoiding responsibilization) and figuring out solutions 

(regulation vs. experimentation). However, these studies do not investigate how organizations deal 

with these paradoxical demands of understanding the challenges. 

 

B. Collaborative Action towards GCs 

 

The upper-right-hand side of Figure 3 shows the main themes described in the literature as they 

refer to the collaborative acting towards solving GCs, which will be the focus of this section. While 

trying to tackle GCs can also be done within the confines of a single organization, studies in the 

review focused almost exclusively on the collaborative aspect (Seidl & Werle, 2018; Tuazon et 
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al., 2019; Valente & Oliver, 2018). These range from: simple coordination, networks (Rühli et al., 

2017), meta-organizations (Valente & Oliver, 2018), exploratory arrangements (Seidl & Werle, 

2018),  PPPs (Stadtler, 2016), CSPs (Dentoni et al., 2016), CSSP (Stadtler, 2018) etc. This might 

be because the multiple dimensions and complexities of GCs require expertise, resources and 

frames from actors that usually span multiple organizations. As Tuazon et al. (2019) note, this 

need for collaboration stems from actors encountering the GC complexity but realizing their own 

inadequacy of cognitive (and other) resources. Therefore, organizations look for other 

organizations with which they can act towards tackling the challenge. However, studies show that 

this brings in problems in terms of balancing the interests and frames of the multiple actors 

involved in the collaboration. In line with this, organizations end up setting up spaces that can 

facilitate the interaction and work on tackling the GC. In governing the entire collaboration, 

various challenges and tensions arise in terms of controlling the multiple actors while allowing 

flexibility at the same time. Lastly, in tackling grand challenges, multiple types of strategic action 

have been identified by the studies.  

 

1. Selecting and adding collaborators 

As actors decide to collaborate with others in pursuit of tackling GCs, some of the first decisions 

revolve around whom to collaborate with and how to attract them. As described above, GCs have 

multiple stakeholders that need to be taken into account and included when trying to deal with 

GCs. Therefore, the engagement of the right collaborative parties both for understanding and for 

acting towards the challenge is key.  

Some articles advocate for a broad inclusion of participants. For example, even for GCs spanning 

smaller communities, Mair et al. (2016) underscore the importance of including the entire 

community into the program - “100% inclusion rule” (Mair et al., 2016: 2026) – finding that just 

one household missing might lead to the failure of the entire program. Powell, Hamann, Bitzer, 

and Baker (2018) find that one of the aspects key to collaborations being able to deliver on their 

GC goals was the inclusion of partners with diverging and even conflicting interests and frames. 

On the other hand, other studies advocate for the inclusion of particular parties that would be 

especially beneficial for the collaboration. Seidl and Werle (2018) find that, when dealing with 

GCs, the decision around whom to include in the collaboration is driven by three main aspects – 
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the wicked problem to be made sense of itself, the frames of the already present participants and 

their interests. Similarly, Olsen et al. (2016) find that technological search consortia add advocacy 

groups in order to bring in non-technological perspectives and legitimacy to the group.  

Articles also identify the pitfalls that can arise as actors are excluded through not being invited in 

the first place (Mair et al., 2016; Powell et al., 2018), self-exclusion from the collaboration or not 

being given voice (Dentoni et al., 2018a; Powell et al., 2018).  Powell et al. (2018) find that cases 

where actors were being silenced (intentionally or inadvertently), led to collaborations not being 

able to deliver on their intended goals. Similarly, Dentoni et al. (2018a) describe the case of a 

collaboration where actors not only did not include different actors but also “some actors decided 

to stay absent from the discussions or even leave the RSPO as a sign of protest” (pp. 347).  

With GCs spanning multiple domains of activity and requiring increased resources, it is natural to 

assume that the more actors that can be included, the better. However, as the next section will 

make clear, this also means increased potentials for conflict due to diverging frames and interests. 

Even more, adding more actors does not necessarily include more diverse actors in order to tackle 

different dimensions of GCs (Seidl & Werle, 2018). Lastly, since GCs are difficult to fully define 

always, even when organizations would like to include all relevant types of actors, this would be 

an ambiguous task, with multiple potential blind spots (Dentoni et al., 2018a). Therefore, more 

research would be needed into how organizations make decisions about whom to include.  

2. Balancing interests & frames  

As could be seen previously, additional collaborators are invited based on their different views and 

perspectives that they can bring to the collaboration in order to tackle the complexity of the 

challenge (Seidl & Werle, 2018). This also means however that the collaboration will encounter 

diverging interests (Powell et al., 2018), institutional values (Dentoni et al., 2018a; Valente & 

Oliver, 2018) and goals such as economic goals conflicting with the goals of the GC (York et al., 

2018). Even more, GCs can bring together partners that had been historically in highly conflicting 

stances such as in the case of social inequality (Mair et al., 2016; Powell et al., 2018). Therefore 

tensions are bound to be high, GCs potentially making conflict around personal interests 

insurmountable (Rühli et al., 2017). The majority of the studies in this review looked into how the 

difference in interests, frames or perspectives impacted work towards GC tackling. 
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However, as Grodal and O'Mahony (2017) note, working through conflicting interests could be 

the only way in which tackling GC could be attempted. The authors present a model of how 

collaborations work through especially material interests. Similarly, Dentoni et al. (2016) find that 

the ability to change and learn in cross-sector partnerships increases up to a point after which it 

decreases as the diversity (in terms of frames and logics) between partners increases. Therefore, 

divergence and commonality need to be balanced in order to avoid debilitating conflict while still 

allowing for enough diversity to ensue in order to be able to tackle the complexity of the challenge.  

This balancing of diversity and commonality can be achieved in different ways. Tuazon et al. 

(2019) and Rühli et al. (2017) describe the ways in which actors tried to align goals and get to 

know each other’s’ interests. Stadtler and Van Wassenhove (2016) describe the material 

boundaries that actors create in order to balance the interest of the collaboration (disaster relief) 

and those of their own organization, such as what clothes to wear and appropriate topics of 

discussion during joint dinners. Klitsie et al. (2018) describe the processes through which a 

collaboration maintains “optimum frame plurality” to be able to deliver on a long-term GC through 

a process of frame variation, selection and retention. 

However, the studies find that maintaining frame plurality is a highly difficult process (Dentoni et 

al., 2016). Actors can simply avoid conflict by not engaging with it (Powell et al., 2018: 637), 

focusing on only one dimension even if multiple are present (Dentoni et al., 2018a), or even allow 

the most powerful actor to set the dominant frame, eliminating all others (Klitsie et al., 2018). Not 

only can such behavior lead to actors leaving the collaboration, but it can also lead to the 

elimination of essential aspects of GCs, favoring simpler frames and solutions, which could hinder 

the action towards tackling the challenge. One interesting observation is that of Mair et al. (2016) 

who find that highly conflicting interests between collaborators can be overcome by concealing 

the real goal of the collaboration – i.e., elimination of social inequality – and replacing that with a 

less controversial goal – i.e., eliminating open defecation and poor health resulting it. The authors 

note: “concealing helps generate consensus across social groups, enables collective purposive 

action” (Mair et al., 2016: 2033). Similarly, Valente and Oliver (2018) observe that even though 

divergence can exist in the interpretation of the challenge, commonality can be created in terms of 

the strategies to be pursued.  
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These findings show that collaborations need to balance highly conflicting interests and frames 

with commonality in order to act towards GCs. While studies mostly agree on the need to engage 

fully with the conflict and the diversity of the frames (Grodal & O'Mahony, 2017; Tuazon et al., 

2019) in order to tackle the challenge in a significant way, there are also some examples where 

this is not necessarily the case (Mair et al., 2016; Valente & Oliver, 2018). 

 

3. Connecting spaces 

Taking into account the high potential level of conflict and multiple types of actors that need to be 

connected in order to tackle GCs, several of the articles in this review note the creation of different 

types of spaces to facilitate interaction.  

Most articles present spaces that facilitate interaction among groups in opposition to each other. 

Highly entrenched hostile interactions inhibit progress towards tackling GCs. Therefore, the initial 

step towards creating headway in cases of oppositional groups is to create a way for these groups 

to interact with each other. Alexius and Furusten (2019) find that hybrids can become “a space and 

node for assimilation” (pp. 9) that connect actors with rival societal logics, helping them talk 

together about the GC. Mair et al. (2016) describe how an NGO sets up spaces of interaction 

between castes and between genders that allows “renewed or altered local orders [to]emerge” 

(Mair et al., 2016: 2040). Reinecke and Ansari (2015) describe the “discursive spaces”(Hardy & 

Maguire, 2010), where organizations deliberated with the GC activists leading to the organizations 

accepting their responsibility for the problem. What these spaces do is normalize the other and the 

interaction between the two rival parties by offering them joint activities on which to work and, 

therefore, routinizing interactions between them (Mair et al., 2016).  

Especially for disadvantaged and historically discriminated against groups, it also seems important 

to initially create safe spaces for the development of self-confidence and trust before spaces of 

interaction are possible (Mair et al., 2016). Trujillo (2018) describe the neutral and safe spaces that 

were created to allow the disadvantaged group members “recognize each other as human beings 

(…) there they could come and have some coffee and chat for a while and they knew there they 

would be safe” (pp. 436). Similarly, Mair et al. (2016) highlight the importance of initially creating 

safe spaces for the gender-segregated women in the community. These spaces allowed them to 

initially meet alone without the men and build confidence in their own voice and power on aspects 
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that concerned them. After this initial capability was developed, the safe and interaction spaces 

were merged to create a common village meeting space where everyone was allowed a voice. 

Lastly, in order to facilitate understanding of the complexities of the GCs, the articles note the 

creation of what I will term sensemaking spaces. These spaces allow participants to discuss GCs 

and how they should be tackled without being in an adversarial role with anyone. Dentoni et al. 

(2018b: 605), describe “informal (…) spaces for distributed experimentation” that consist of 

socializing meetings in which actors could try out and discuss new practices for tackling GCs with 

others. Sharma et al. (2018) describe the annual retreats where the entrepreneurs which were part 

of a certification for prosocial behavior asked questions and tried to understand other’s practices 

for dealing with such issues.  

From the above, it can be seen that at least in the initial stages of starting to tackle a GC, common 

spaces that facilitate interaction between different groups need to be set up. At a minimum, 

opportunities to make sense of the challenge through common spaces of discussion and 

sensemaking (Sharma et al., 2018) need to be set up to allow actors to understand and discuss new 

practices for tackling the challenge. In the case of highly antagonistic or conflicting groups, 

interacting spaces, where the different groups are given a common goal, could help normalize 

routine activities between them. Lastly, in the case of segregated groups, safe spaces where actors 

can meet between themselves and develop the capacity for action initially, are found to be 

beneficial. In this way, creating spaces becomes an important practice to sidestep the challenges 

of dealing with highly diverse frames and interests while creating common understanding g (Haug, 

2013). 

 

 

4. Governing collaborative action 

 

GCs pose multiple problems to governance choices. Firstly, the high level of complexity in the 

challenges creates difficulty in choosing the right governance modes to handle the different 

dimensions of the challenge. For example, Ballesteros and Gatignon (2019) find that organizations 

preponderantly make the wrong choice (in terms of having the most impact) in the way they 
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allocate their donations to natural disaster relief.  Furthermore, GCs’ high level of dynamism can 

create problems for the stabilizing tendency of governance mechanisms (Grodal & O'Mahony, 

2017). However, the absence of clear governance structures can also be problematic, inhibiting 

organizations from committing resources to work on tackling challenges (Rühli et al., 2017) or 

leading to a declined commitment to the challenge in the long run (Stadtler, 2018). 

Studies tackle different aspects of governance choices. Alonso, Andrews, Clifton, and Diaz-

Fuentes (2019) find that clear targets are preferable way of governing cross-sector partnerships 

that deal with GCs. They find that the higher the diversity between the partners is, the higher the 

effectiveness of targets is. Similarly, Stadtler (2018) find that clear targets, objectives and reporting 

led to successful achievement of targets towards tackling the social challenge while lack of them 

led to waning commitment.  In terms of decision-making styles, Dentoni et al. (2018a) describe 

the difficulties that organizations face when dealing with GCs. The multiple perspectives and 

complexity of the challenge made it difficult to integrate them all within one decision leading in 

the end to members using voting to reach a consensus. The highly disputed issues were 

continuously postponed, which created problems in terms of the dynamic nature of the problems. 

Enforcement of decisions becomes complicated as well due to the difficulty in being able to 

measure the effects of the highly interrelated mechanisms (Stadtler, 2016). Even more, as Dentoni 

et al. (2018a) describe, enforcement may depend on highly impoverished actors affected by the 

challenge which do not usually have the resources necessary to enforce fines.  

The studies have diverse findings with regards to the types of governance mechanism best suitable 

for tackling GCs, ranging from top-down (Alonso & Andrews, 2019; Stadtler, 2018), bottom-up 

(Grodal & O'Mahony, 2017; Trujillo, 2018) or combination of the two such as self-reporting and 

self-regulation (Quarshie & Leuschner, 2018; Reinecke & Ansari, 2016). Stadtler (2018) 

highlights the importance of a central coordination body that can act as an intermediary between 

the distributed activities of multiple organizations on the GC. Lack of such a body that takes 

responsibility in coordinating and defining the challenge can lead to the displacement of the initial 

aims of the challenge (Grodal & O'Mahony, 2017). Trencher (2019), on the other hand, observe 

the successful use of a decentralized approach in the case of smart cities that have to incorporate 

multiple GCs under the same umbrella. Valente and Oliver (2018: 682) find that while traditional, 

contract-based, dyadic style of relationships were used by some organizations to  “identify 
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responses to a specific issue (e.g., to lay water pipelines) but [they] were disconnected from any 

other external actors and did not cross over to other sustainability-related issues”. For dealing with 

the broader complexities of the GCs, organizations opted for a meta-organization style of 

collaboration that was looser and trust-based.  

These different findings might be because appropriate governance mechanisms might differ 

depending on the GC to be tackled. For example, Grodal and O'Mahony (2017) note that in the 

case of GCs with concrete goals, a distributed approach to governance where actors are empowered 

to act on their own might be appropriate. However, in cases where the goal is less discrete or can 

be easily challenged, a central governing body that can define the goals and action might be more 

appropriate. On the other hand, for crises, Kornberger et al. (2019) identify the need to combine 

decentralization with centralization principles: “the former created agility, while the latter 

provided direction and ensured traction of energies set free” (pp. 256). Stadtler (2016) proposes 

that for GCs that are highly embedded in institutional arrangements such as poverty (in contrast to 

climate change), a PPP style of collaboration with a “relatively formalized” (pp. 74) structure to 

allow work with the more bureaucratic public institutions is more suitable. 

As such, the common finding of these studies seems to be that governance will have to be adapted 

to the type of GC to be tackled and the level at which the collaboration aims to tackle the challenge. 

More research would be needed to create a more systematic understanding of how governance 

mechanisms range across GC types.  

 

5. Taking action  

 

As could be seen so far, acting within a GC context is complicated both by the problem itself but 

also in terms of the organizing complexities around it. The lack of clear definition, 

multidimensionality and complex causal mechanisms of the issue make it ambiguous for 

companies to know where to begin their action towards tackling the challenge. Furthermore, the 

multiple interests and high stakeholder complexity of the overall environment combined with a 

need for overall collaboration due to the scale of the challenge make knowing how to act difficult 

for organizations. The papers in this review highlight these issues as well when describing the 
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strategic action taken by organizations. Based on the findings in the literature, I inductively 

distinguish between seven types of actions depending on the deliberateness (deliberate vs. non-

deliberate) and the intended consequence (positive vs. negative vs. no intention) as the papers 

present them.  While, in reality, the differences between these categories may be less clear-cut, 

this categorization presents an inductively derived general distinction of types of strategic action 

that organizations take to tackle grand challenges.  

Table 5: Types of GC action 

 POSITIVE NO INTENTION NEGATIVE 

DELIBERATE Constructive: 

Act towards  

Non-action towards 

Hidden action 

No action 

Impeding:  

Act against 

Superficial action 

EMERGENT 
Positive Emergent Inaction - 

 

First of all, articles described deliberate action toward addressing GCs. These include most of the 

articles in the review dealing with mitigative and adaptive strategic measures such as the rapid 

deliberate action to solve crises (Ballesteros & Gatignon, 2019; Kornberger et al., 2019) or more 

long term investments to take advantage of opportunities in the long run (Ferraro & Beunza, 2019; 

Matsuno & Kohlbacher, 2019). Papers describe the resources gathering (Mair et al., 2016; 

Williams & Shepherd, 2016) and resources allocation (Dentoni et al., 2018b; Trujillo, 2018) that 

organizations need to engage in to create change and the process and technological innovation 

required (Galbreath et al., 2016). For example, Galbreath et al. (2016: 219) differentiate between 

mitigative innovations – i.e., “changes that reduce the firm’s impact on climate change” – and 

adaptive innovations  - i.e., “change products and processes in response to direct threats from 

climate change, in order to maintain or increase outputs while controlling costs” – leading to 

different effects on firm and sustainability performance.  

While acting towards tackling GCs is usually the norm, some articles have identified non-action 

as a viable option towards tackling GCs as well, which is different from the avoidance of action 

found in the “negative consequences” column.  With challenges that can have unexpected feedback 

loops leading to unintended consequences, non-action is a crucial alternative as well. Brook et al. 

(2016: 370) identify “non-action as (…) a capacity enabling self-restraint and the deliberate 
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limiting of actions”. The authors find the capacity to engage in non-action as arising after the 

critical engagement in unlearning to stop oneself in engaging in a routine, taken for granted action. 

Therefore, non-action and its necessary previous unlearning become critical capabilities that 

organizations need to engage in in order to stop further development of the challenges.  

Another type of intended action towards tackling GCs is hidden measures, referring to an action 

that is concealed from some stakeholders within the GC ecosystem. Taking into account the 

multiple interests and frames of a GCs’ multiple stakeholders, organizations sometimes need to 

hide their actions and their aims from such stakeholders. For example, Mair et al. (2016) describe 

the active hiding of the goals of the organization by an NGO tackling the challenge of inequality 

and offering the overt goal of water quality instead. Cherrier et al. (2018) also describe the hiding 

of gender equality goals within the aims of simple women hygiene in India. Even more, Bhatt, 

Qureshi, and Riaz (2019) describe the actions of social entrepreneurs in China to gradually earn 

tacit support from the governmental institutions that are generally against such organizations. What 

these articles emphasize is the deliberateness of acting and planning towards solving the 

challenges. For example, Mair et al. (2016) describe the highly methodical procedures and 

contracts that the NGO had developed in order to help small communities handle the inequality 

challenge. 

Additionally, articles described the emergent action that can arise for tackling GCs. The articles 

describe these actions as arising as a result of some external mechanism such as the challenge itself 

(Williams & Shepherd, 2016) or as a result of the overall system characteristics (Tuazon et al., 

2019). Williams and Shepherd (2016) describe the emergent ventures that arise as actors identify 

“potential opportunities to alleviate suffering” (pp. 2080) in the context of crises. Similarly, 

Kornberger et al. (2019) describe the emergence of action by multiple actors, from volunteers, to 

NGOs and other organizations, to rapidly respond to the unfolding crisis situation. As can be seen, 

these articles mostly focus on crisis situations rather than more slowly developing challenges.  

As noted previously, some actors might not aim to solve the GCs but aim to impede such progress 

in line with their own interests. While very few papers in this research actually look at these 

actions, they are briefly hinted to in some of the studies. For example, Ferraro and Beunza (2019) 

describe how Ford and General Motors supported lobbyists that denied climate change to advance 

their interests in producing non-climate-friendly cars. Stadtler and Lin (2019) also hint to the 
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resistance of different types of stakeholders and actors. Ramirez (2019) goes even further to 

describe the social injustices done towards local populations in the pursuit of climate change 

action, therefore identifying the intended harm that can be done in pursuit of some GC goals. 

Secondly, actors can engage in just superficial action towards the challenge without really trying 

to address it. Actions under this category can be engaging in stalling decision making, opting for 

convenient, simple solutions (Powell et al., 2018; Stadtler & Lin, 2019), or simply repurposing 

existing activities under the new aim of the challenge (Grodal & O'Mahony, 2017). These actions 

are taken to give the impression that engagement with the challenge is happening, but the 

organization is either not acting at all, or simply pursuing contrary self-interests. Grodal and 

O'Mahony (2017) note that these activities can lead to the dilution of the goals of the challenge for 

much simpler, shorter-term goals.  

Lastly, organizations might also deliberately decide not to engage in addressing grand challenges 

(Grimes et al., 2018; Malesky & Taussig, 2017). However, organizations might also not act, even 

if they would like to. The GC complexities can lead organizations stuck, not knowing what to do 

and how to do it and therefore ending up not acting at all in the end. Matsuno and Kohlbacher 

(2019) find that not understanding the challenge itself, especially in the presence of ambivalence 

of how the challenge will affect the organizations, proves to be paralyzing for organizations, not 

knowing how to act to meet the challenge. Alternatively, inaction might be due to the 

characteristics of the environment such as a non-munificent institutional environment lacking the 

rules and norms to support such activities (Bhatt et al., 2019; Nambiar & Chitty, 2014). 

These studies show the diversity of action types and complexities of acting within the context of 

GCs and especially highlight the effect of the broader ecosystem of stakeholders in influencing 

action. Therefore, not only is most action collaborative (Blazevic, Reypens, & Lievens, 2019; 

Valente & Oliver, 2018), but diverse additional stakeholders engage with the collaboration, 

influencing the way that it is able to deliver action (Williams & Shepherd, 2016). Notably, these 

studies show the different array of actions available to organizations when dealing with grand 

challenges. However, as the table shows, no studies have been found that tackle the emergent 

action that is negatively intended. Such studies could look into emergent action from firms against 

for example climate change as a result of regulation by government or responsibilization by 
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stakeholders as some firms have hinted towards (Malesky & Taussig, 2017; Wright & Nyberg, 

2017). 

An interesting avenue that still remains to be explored further is the hidden (Mair et al., 2016) and 

non-action (Brook et al., 2016) that seem to have particular promise in contexts with multiple 

interests, high potential conflicts but also potential unintended consequences to action. Most of 

these articles only focus on one type of action and do not describe combinations of types of actions 

that firms might be using and their consequences. For example, taking into account the multi-

dimensionality of GCs, firms might act towards solving the challenge in one dimension, while 

hiding inaction in another. Additionally, as one organization might be trying to act towards a 

challenge, different strategies for action might be used at different times, with opting for example 

for initially acting towards after which opting for non-action if the organization observes 

unintended consequences for their action. More research would be necessary to investigate how 

these strategies are being combined and with what impact on the GC itself. 

All in all, most studies dealing with the collaborative action towards GCs focus on the highly 

complex and conflict-prone stakeholder context that these collaborations have to deal with.  These 

complexities create paradoxical demands in terms of the balancing of differences and ways of 

managing the collaborations. These studies advance our knowledge into the multiple types of 

action that organizations can take in dealing with GCs and multiple ways that organizations deal 

with the conflict and power relations that are inherent in taking action towards GCs. However, 

very few of the studies go into the actual practices of dealing with grand challenges (Stadtler & 

Van Wassenhove, 2016; Williams & Shepherd, 2016), especially when dealing with other GCs 

than crises. Being able to understand the different ways that actors deal with challenges as part of 

everyday practice could uncover how large scale action can emerge as part of the everyday micro-

practices of people or breakdowns in achieving this due to unconnected practices. Moreover, we 

still need to understand better how the dynamic nature of grand challenges affects the collaborative 

action to address GCs. Understanding how different actors could be added, how the interests 

change and even the need for different spaces, governance mechanisms, or action needed as GCs 

change could offer a more dynamic understanding of how organizations balance these tensions.  
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Effects of tackling GCs 

 

Lastly, the studies in this review identify different effects of tackling GCs. First of all, 

understanding and acting towards GCs can lead to effects at the individual, organizational and 

institutional/system level. For individuals, it can lead to new capacities for action both for the 

beneficiaries that the action was targeting and for the actors themselves. Williams and Shepherd 

(2016) observed how some ventures, in their activities, lead to the emergence of long-term 

resilience of the local population. Dentoni et al. (2018b) describe the new practices for tackling 

the challenge that arise as a result of experimentation and Trujillo (2018) finds the capacity for 

action of beneficiaries is increased. At the (inter)organizational level, studies find that working 

with GCs can lead to increased profitability (Galbreath et al., 2016), and innovation in strategy 

and business practices (Ferraro & Beunza, 2019). Lastly, at the institutional/system level, studies 

look at the systemic change (Dentoni et al., 2018a; Stadtler, 2016; Trujillo, 2018) that comes about, 

especially in terms of deinstitutionalization of existing practices and structures (Mair et al., 2016). 

As such, Quarshie and Leuschner (2018) describe the change in practices and regulation coming 

about as a result of the work done on the disaster relief at Hurricane Sandy. Mair et al. (2016) 

describe the overall changes in the institutional structures of the communities that had been part 

of the work. Most interestingly, Dentoni et al. (2018a: 334) differentiate between the breadth – i.e. 

“across multiple spheres (…) and subsectors” -  and the depth of systemic change – “power shift 

among actors in society and a related redistribution of resources in a system”. The authors describe 

the difficulties of a collaboration of actually reaching sufficient levels of depth and breadth in its 

attempt to create systemic change.  

Studies also observe that effects can range in terms of intended and unintended. Taking into 

account the interconnectedness of GCs and their dynamic nature, tackling them can lead to 

different effects than expected. On the positive side, action on one part of a GC can lead to positive 

effects on other parts such as ripple effects to other groups or new capacities for action (Harley, 

Metcalf, & Irwin, 2014; Mair et al., 2016; Stadtler, 2016). However, intending to create positive 

change towards addressing GCs can also have unintended negative consequences. The 

proliferation of standards for sustainability can lead to more confusion and contestation (Wijen & 

Chiroleu-Assouline, 2019), technological innovations can be used to restrict trade (Hall, Matos, & 

Bachor, 2019), donations can end up overwhelming local respondents and disrupting economies 
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(Ballesteros & Gatignon, 2019) or local injustices can be done in the name of climate change 

(Ramirez, 2019). 

Future research 

While being quite fragmented, the field of GCs has come a long way in identifying the 

collaborative and sensemaking mechanisms at play. The review has uncovered the different 

paradoxical tensions (Jarzabkowski et al., 2019) inherent in tackling GCs that arise both in the 

process of understanding and acting on the GC. Making use of institutional theories (Thornton, 

Ocasio, & Lounsbury, 2012), framing (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014; Snow, Rochford, Worden, & 

Benford, 1986) and sensemaking (Weick, 1979) among others, these studies have shown especially 

the difficulties that organizations need to deal with when tackling GCs. The studies show how 

actors try to make sense of the challenges but also influence the way others perceive it in order to 

encourage tackling the challenge or advance their own interests. This literature has started to 

uncover the myriad of practices and strategies that organizations use especially in collaboration 

with others to start addressing GCs even if overall solutions are not possible. Building on the 

insights and shortcomings presented above, I discuss some opportunities for future research in the 

field. 

1. Strategies for tackling different types of GCs 

Identifying the continuum of GCs opens up new research opportunities into how organizations 

deal with GCs and their dynamics. So far, the field has looked at GCs as a quite static uniform 

term. However, as it can be seen with climate change, crises such as fires and extreme weather that 

are caused by climate change are increasing in frequency. Even more, as “time is running out” on 

climate change, action becomes more likely to resemble crisis-style rather than long-term planning 

types. Therefore, future research could look into how the changes in the scales on the GCs affect 

the practices and processes of strategic acting and understanding GCs. Especially interesting would 

be comparative studies of firms’ strategizing around different types of GCs. For example, 

Galbreath et al. (2016) identify different types of innovations that companies can pursue to tackle 

climate change – mitigative and adaptive – showing that while the formed increased reduction in 

greenhouse gases, the latter increase performance. Therefore, future research could look at how 

organizations make sense and strategize around the different types of GCs. As could be seen in the 

Governance section, different governance mechanisms are preferable for different types of 
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challenges. A more systematic analysis of both governance and strategizing differences amongst 

the different challenges could facilitate a more ingrained understanding of both the challenges 

themselves and organizations’ ability to deal with them.  

Moreover, as could be seen from the literature above, not only does a GC include multiple 

interrelated elements, but GCs can also be interconnected between themselves. For example, 

organizations can use water challenges to solve inequality issues (Mair et al., 2016) but can also 

commit grave injustices to the local population in the pursuit of climate change action (Ramirez, 

2019). More research is required to understand how organizations make sense of and collaborate 

on jointly dealing with multiple, interrelated GCs.  

 

2. Sensemaking triggers & types 

Furthermore, the different characteristics of GCs have implications for sensemaking. In some 

conceptualizations, sensemaking is triggered by unexpected circumstances (Maitlis & 

Christianson, 2014). If we are to take this perspective seriously, it raises some questions with 

regards to how grand challenges are perceived. As compared to crises for example, challenges 

such as poverty and aging are highly incremental and might therefore not trigger sensemaking. 

This might be one of the reasons why action towards such challenges still lags. Bansal, Kim, and 

Wood (2018) also note that some challenges might include cues that are too large or too small of 

a spatial or temporal scale, which would make them go unnoticed by actors. Matsuno and 

Kohlbacher (2019) propose that this is one of the reasons why long term and highly incremental 

GCs such as population aging become challenging to plan for by organizations. More research 

would be needed into what makes organizations and other actors pay attention to the different 

types of GCs.  

Even more, the high complexity and interrelatedness between issues of GCs pose questions on 

how organizations actually make sense of grand challenges. Even though multiple papers take a 

sensemaking perspective (Dentoni et al., 2018b; Kornberger et al., 2019; Seidl & Werle, 2018), 

only Kornberger et al. (2019) look at the actual practices used by organizations to make sense of 

GCs. However, as has been shown above, making sense of GCs, brings problems especially in 

terms of determining the scope of the problem, requiring both simplifying and complexifing. More 
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research would be required on the actual practices used by people in organizations during, for 

example, meetings and workshops aimed at discussing such issues.  

 

3. Time and dynamics of tackling GCs  

While it seems that theorizing around GCs has emphasized the temporal aspects of them in the 

“time is running out aspects”, there are few who have taken this seriously into account. Bansal et 

al. (2018) theorized about the impact that our different conceptualization of time – as too short or 

too wide – might have on the way we make sense of GCs. However, the review has not found any 

instances of empirical cases that have aimed to understand the implications of GC’s diverse 

temporal aspects on the strategizing of actors. However, some of the articles hint to the importance 

of time in the dynamics of GCs. For example, Klitsie et al. (2018) describe the difficult task of 

maintaining a collaboration running for tackling a long term GC. Williams and Shepherd (2016) 

also observe that different temporal perspectives of entrepreneurs can lead to completely different 

types of disaster relief ventures being created. There are multiple aspects  

Furthermore, taking into account the different characteristics of GCs that are being presented in 

the literature, the dynamic nature of the challenges has not been seriously taken into account when 

analyzing the processes and practices of understanding and tackling the challenges. As Grodal and 

O'Mahony (2017: 1803) noted, “GCs are not static, but are subject to feedback loops, phase shifts, 

and tipping points as they evolve.” More research would be required to understand how the 

feedback loops and phase shifts impact the practices of sensemaking and acting of GCs. We still 

do not understand how the practices of understanding, strategizing, and acting change due to those 

shifts (Van Der Vegt, Essens, Wahlström, & George, 2015). Not only will organizations need to 

include higher levels of learning (Ballesteros & Gatignon, 2019; Brook et al., 2016), absorptive 

(Galbreath et al., 2016) and adaptive capacities (Tuazon et al., 2019), but probably requires entire 

new processes and practices of dealing with such shifts. 

 

4. The Materiality and Spaces of GCs 

Another important understudied question within the GC research refers to the role of materiality 

in understanding GCs. As GCs are highly complex, it is expected that actors will try to use different 

types of tools or develop models that would help them take into account this 
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complexity(Jarzabkowski & Kaplan, 2015). However, traditional strategy tools or mathematical 

models should be ill-equipped to take into account the multiple interrelated dimensions that are 

part of GCs (March, 2006). Therefore, actors might develop new tools or combine old ones to help 

them keep track of the dynamic complexities of the challenges. This trend might be even more 

important since multiple actors from quite different domains, diverging frames and values usually 

need to come together to act on such challenges. For example, Rühli et al. (2017) touch briefly on 

the importance of visualization techniques in order to understand the stakeholder landscape of a 

GC. It would be important to understand how, for example, boundary objects are constructed and 

in how they need to be different for GCs as compared to everyday collaborative contexts.  

Even more, it seems important to consider the role of natural materiality in the context of making 

sense of GCs. As Dentoni et al. (2018b) notes, when engaging with nature in different experiments 

aimed at understanding and tackling the challenge, this has important implications actors’ further 

action towards these goals. “Simply the act of touching the soil, as well as the plants and the food 

stemming from the land” (pp. 613) allows “epiphanies” to that can further the goal of creating 

consistent action towards climate protection. Similarly, Kornberger et al. (2019) underscore the 

highly embodied nature of sensing required in crisis situations. Therefore, more research would be 

required to understand the role of nature in itself as a tool for understanding GCs. Understanding 

why sensing the natural environment is such an important part of dealing with GCs (Whiteman & 

Cooper, 2011), might uncover how organizations strategizing and learn to “wayfind their way to 

sustainable success” (Chia, 2017: 107).  

Lastly, setting up different kinds of spaces is observed as a necessary step for tackling GCs by 

multiple studies. Studies describe the need to set up such spaces to facilitate interaction between 

disadvantaged or conflicting groups or in order to help make sense of the GCs. While multiple 

studies make this observation, we still need to understand why and how the setting up of spaces 

helps in tackling GCs. For example, as relating to sensemaking spaces, it may be that setting them 

up allows the suspension of daily routines necessary for a reflective stance, new roles and practices 

to emerge so that actors can reach new understandings of the GC and potential ways to address it 

(Bucher & Langley, 2016; Hendry & Seidl, 2003). In this  

Furthermore, while most of the articles discuss spaces that were created in the initial stages of 

trying to solve the challenge, it still remains to be uncovered what types of spaces, if any, would 
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be required to tackle more advanced stages of GC tackling. For example, Alexius and Furusten 

(2019) find that the spaces of interaction were closed after the initial interactions were stabilized 

through rules and regulations. This could lead one to conclude that spaces are set up primarily in 

order to create initial order in the unstructured interactions between disparate actors, being 

eliminated the moment that rules or other mechanisms such as contracts are set up. However, more 

research would be needed on what types of spaces, if any, are set up in the long run for 

organizations dealing with GCs and how they evolve as the needs of organizations and the 

challenges themselves change. 

Lastly, research is still silent on the actual practices that actors engage in to set up the different 

types of spaces and in what way such practices aid in the different aims of tackling the challenge 

such as understanding it or bringing together conflicting parties. For example, discursive practices 

around defining and developing the causal chains around the challenge would be expected in the 

case of sensemaking spaces (Abolafia, 2010; Kwon, Clarke, & Wodak, 2014), while setting of 

boundaries that make actors feel safe and give them a joint identity would be expected in the case 

of safe spaces (Gamson, 1996; Kellogg, 2009).  

 

5. The everyday practices of GCs 

This review has shown that research so far has been looking into the structures and processes of 

tackling GCs. However, there is still a need to understand the practices and routines that actors use 

to tackle and understand GCs. Since beginning to tackle GCs will necessitate continuous sustained 

action, it would be important to start understanding how actors try to deal with GCs on an everyday 

basis, in their routines and practices. Some of the little we know on this topic comes for the 

literature on crises-style of GCs. For example,  Williams and Shepherd (2016) describe the 

different practices of ventures started in the aftermath of the 2010 Haiti earthquake engaged in in 

order to meet “potential opportunities to alleviate suffering” (Williams & Shepherd, 2016: 2080). 

The authors show the different everyday practices that two types of ventures engaged in in order 

to, for example, gather resources led to differentiated results in terms of how sustainable the results 

were in the long run for the affected population. It would be beneficial to understand how such 

different practices take form in the case of other types of GCs that necessitate sustained action for 
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longer term and, additionally, do not benefit from the same drive (for example international 

donations) that a high impact crises have. 

Even more, understanding how actors try to change entrenched practices that lead to social GCs 

would be a worthwhile line of research. For example, Mair et al. (2016) describe the introduction 

of new interactive routines between members of different castes that led to the change in 

entrenched rituals that were part of social inequality challenges. The authors find that the 

introduction of these new practices and routines necessitated the highly intentional setup of tested 

structures and even concealing the aims of tackling the challenge. On the other hand, Brook et al. 

(2016) study the unlearning that needs to be done in order for new practices to emerge. Therefore, 

more is required to understand how organizations can change entrenched practices that are 

embedded in the highly interconnected GCs and in the institutional, material and everyday life of 

people.  

 

6. Methods 

Finally, looking at the methods used for understand the challenges, the studies in this review made 

use of a wide variety of designs ranging from single longitudinal cases studies (Ferraro & Beunza, 

2019; Grodal & O'Mahony, 2017), comparative case studies (Dentoni et al., 2018b; Powell et al., 

2018; Valente & Oliver, 2018) to quantitative analysis (Alonso & Andrews, 2019; Malesky & 

Taussig, 2017; Olsen et al., 2016). These types of studies, whether by focusing on the temporal 

aspects or by analyzing the cases across, allow the inclusion of complex elements that aim to 

encompass the complexities that are inherent in GCs (Eisenhardt, Graebner, & Sonenshein, 2016).  

As relating to the potential avenues for future research described above, more research could make 

use of video ethnography (Hassard, Burns, Hyde, & Burns, 2018; Vesa & Vaara, 2014) to study 

the micro practices of tackling GCs. As has been seen before, a lot of the research emphasizes the 

embodied nature of the sensing taking place in GCs, and the need to create spaces in order to 

facilitate interaction. However, most of these articles rely on interviews to report on these findings. 

Especially suitable for the study of socio-materiality (Vesa & Vaara, 2014) and discursive micro-

practices (LeBaron, 2008), making use of video ethnography could potentially offer a more 

ingrained and systematic understanding of the in situ practices of (embodied) addressing and trying 

to make sense of GCs. Furthermore, multi-sited ethnographic (Marcus, 1995) approaches could 
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help track the practices of dealing with GCs across space, especially in the case of large scale GCs 

that would require the coordinated practice of multiple actors across the world in order to start to 

be addressed (Jarzabkowski et al., 2019). 

 

Conclusion 

 

In this paper, I have aimed to investigate how research so far has conceptualized and how 

organizations strategically tackle GCs by engaging in a systematic literature review of 74 articles 

in organization and management journals. In literature, GCs have been conceptualized as dynamic, 

ambiguous and complex. However, four different challenges and can be differentiated between 

according to their time and scale: super-wicked, wicked-, meta-problems and crises. While 

traditionally, the term “grand challenge” has been used as an all-encompassing term (see, for 

example,  Ferraro et al., 2015; George et al., 2016), our conceptualization brings to attention the 

differences and dynamics between these different types of GCs.  

Next, as relating to the way that organizations tackle GCs, I differentiated between two, highly 

interrelated, main activities: understanding GCs and collaborative action for addressing GCs. As I 

show through a process model, tackling GCs means dealing with multiple tensions and paradoxes 

that stem from the complex nature of the challenges. By identifying the commonalities between 

the papers together with their shortcomings, I identify potential avenues for research, especially 

lying in the practices and materiality of tackling GCs.   
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Introduction 

Research on collective sensemaking has revealed that sensemaking unfolds in the interactions between 

people (Maitlis 2005; Taylor and Van Every 1999). Thereby, meetings and other forms of social gatherings 

serve as primary spaces for such sensemaking to take place (Weick 1995). To the extent that the spaces 

shape the interactions within them, they also shape how the included people make sense of their world. A 

central tenant of the sensemaking literature is that the more complex the issues people are trying to make 

sense of, the greater the complexity of the space has to be, in terms of the variety of perspectives available, 

(Weick 1995).This is also referred to as the “law of requisite variety” (Conant and Ross Ashby 1970). The 

main mechanism for regulating the complexity of the space is the regulation of the boundaries of the space. 

In particular, the more people are included, the greater the range of perspectives available for sensemaking.  

However, increasing the variety of perspectives available for sensemaking comes at a cost: the more 

perspectives are included in the sensemaking space, the greater the equivocality becomes, that is, the greater 

the potential conflicts between perspectives. As Weick et al. (2008) highlight, in regulating the boundaries 

of the sensemaking space there is a trade-off between ensuring requisite variety and the danger of 

introducing too much equivocality: “too restricted a set of individuals might lead to limited complexity in 

the sensemaking system, yet too many individuals may lead to multiple, conflicting interpretations of a 

situation that inhibit action” (Maitlis and Sonenshein 2010: 572). Thus, finding the right balance between 

ensuring requisite variety and preventing the challenges of equivocality is central in regulating the 

boundaries of the sensemaking space. 

The imperative to find the right balance between complexity and simplicity of the sensemaking space leads 

to a serious dilemma when it comes to so-called grand challenges  (Ferraro et al. 2015), which are clusters 

of interrelated societal problems. Grand challenges have been characterized as “super wicked' problem(s) 

because of the(ir) scale, scope, and time horizon” (George et al. 2016: 1886) and highly interrelated causes 

and mechanisms (Reinecke and Ansari 2015). Thus, to be able to make sense of grand challenges the variety 

of perspectives has to be extremely high, resulting in extreme levels of equivocality likely to lead to a 

breakdown in the sensemaking process. While the sensemaking dilemma of grand challenges has been 

widely recognized (George et al., 2016) we know very little about the ways in which organizations handle 

it. Against this background, this paper aims to explore how actors use boundary work to complexify and 

simplify the space for making sense of grand challenges 
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To answer this research question, we conducted a two-year ethnographic study of the sensemaking 

processes surrounding two Smart City initiatives from different municipalities in Northern Europe. These 

initiatives engaged actors across sectors to solve grand challenges such as: climate change resilience; city 

overcrowding and population mobility; sustainability and resilience in the face of new technologies; 

transparency, sharing and protection of data; assuring a digital workforce in the city etc. We examined what 

sensemaking spaces were set up and how the actors defined and redefined their boundaries tracing how this 

affected the sensemaking process in turn. 

Our analysis of the data yielded two main results. First, we identify different types of boundary work for 

regulating the complexity of sensemaking spaces. In particular, we show how boundary work are used not 

only for simplifying or complexifying sensemaking spaces but also for something that we refer to as 

“simplexifying”, that is, the simultaneous increase and decrease of complexity. Second, we identify 

different temporal patterns of how boundary work plays out over time and we show the implications of 

these patterns for the outcome of the sensemaking process. With these findings, we contribute to the 

literature on grand challenges, on sensemaking and on space. 

Theoretical Background 

Sensemaking, Space and Requisite Variety  

Sensemaking is the process through which people “produce, negotiate and sustain a shared sense 

of meaning” (Gephart et al. 2010). It involves bracketing and labeling puzzling issues, so called 

cues. and subsequently selecting and applying appropriate interpretive frames to make sense of 

these cues (Weick 1979). Cues refer to issues, problems, or challenges that actors try to make sense 

of, while frames refer to the mental models that guide the selection of cues and their interpretation 

(Cornelissen and Werner 2014). 

Sensemaking is inherently a discursive and collective activity, done in the interaction between 

people (Maitlis and Christianson 2014; Weick et al. 2005). When actors find it difficult to 

understand aspects of the world, they set up meetings to discuss them face-to-face (Maitlis and 

Christianson 2014). These communicative spaces (Weinfurtner and Seidl 2018) allow them to 

“define, represent and reproduce social entities as well as relationships” (Weick 1995: 143). For 

example, Teulier and Rouleau (2013) describe how a group of middle managers created four 

spaces – “intensive working sessions”, “industrial visits”, “writing sessions” and “organizational 
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meetings and talks” – in order to try to make sense of a change in technology. These spaces allowed 

different actors to be present and enabled different meanings to arise. 

Building on Conant & Ashby’s (1970) law of requisite variety, Weick (1979) argues that in order 

to ensure appropriate understanding, the complexity of the sensemaking process within the 

communicative space, i.e., the variety of interpretive frames, need to match the complexity of the 

cues that it tries to make sense of:  “if a simple process is applied to complicated data, then only a 

small portion of that data will be registered, attended to, and made unequivocal. Most of the input 

will remain untouched and will remain a puzzle to people concerning what is up and why they are 

unable to manage it” (Weick 1979: 189). Therefore, more or less complexity inside the 

communicative space will be required, depending on the nature of the issues to be made sense of. 

The existing literature has treated the regulation of the degree of complexity within communicative 

spaces as a question of boundary work, that is, as a question of how to draw the boundaries around 

the communicative spaces (Langley et al. 2019).  

Weick (1995; 2005), in particular, highlights the role of social boundaries in regulating the 

complexity of the communicative spaces. The more actors are included in the communicative 

space, the greater the variety of interpretive frames available in the communication for making 

sense of the cues. When cues become particularly complex, organizations might even include 

actors from outside the organization in the communicative space thereby “pooling expertise” 

(Hardy et al., 2006: 98) from outside. For example, Seidl and Werle (2018) describe how a group 

of managers trying to make sense of highly complex strategic issues invited managers from other 

organizations to participate in joint workshops to help make sense of those issues. Thus, when 

faced with cues for which they did not have the appropriate sets of frames, they tried “to identify 

people from other organizations who might have those frames in their interpretive repertoire and 

invite them to join them” (Seidl and Werle 2018: 839).  

A second type of boundary work often discussed in the literature, even though not necessarily in 

the context of sensemaking processes, are symbolic boundary work (Lamont and Molnár 2002; 

Langley et al. 2019). Through the use of particular verbal expressions or concepts, actors group 

particular phenomena together distinguishing them from others. Thus, depending on whether we 

classify something in one way or in another it is treated as belonging together (or not belonging 

together) with particular other things. For example, Jarzabkowski et al. (2010) show how a more 
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narrow or wide labeling of strategic directions allows the inclusion of more or less strategic issues. 

This is directly relevant to the regulation of the complexity of our communicative space. If we 

label a meeting as being concerned with topic “XYZ”, all cues and frames can be included that 

can be subsumed under “XYZ”.   

Recently, research has also started to look into the impact of temporal boundaries on sensemaking, 

In a rare example, Strike and Rerup (2016) describe how a consultant used temporal boundaries to 

regulate the complexity of the communication space of his clients. Expanding the temporal 

boundaries of the communicative space by, amongst others, extending the time for reflection, the 

consultant indirectly influenced the number of frames that could be taken into account in the 

respective sensemaking process. Having more time for discussions allowed the participants to 

explore more frames and cues in their discussions.  

Together, these studies show how different types of boundary work allow adjusting the complexity 

of the communicative space in order to match the requisite variety of the sensemaking process to 

the complexity of the issues to be made sense of. Such matching of complexity, however, becomes 

very tricky when it comes to grand challenges that are characterized by excessive complexity.  

 

Sensemaking for Grand Challenges: The Simultaneous Necessity of Simplification 

and Complexification 

In today’s world, organizations are increasingly faced with the need to make sense of large scale 

problems such as climate change, war and political instability (Kolk et al. 2017), digital 

technology’s impact on work and the economy (Colbert et al. 2016; Dodgson et al. 2015). These 

so-called “grand challenges” can be characterized as “super-wicked problems” (George et al. 

2016) or meta-problems ”where neither their full scope nor their detailed nature is understood” 

(Cartwright 1987: 93). They include a multitude of issues, with ambiguous interrelations making 

them exceptionally difficult to makes sense of.  

The difficulty in sensemaking arises from two characteristics of grand challenges. First, grand 

challenges are constituted of a multitude of different cues (Norgaard 2011). For example, in their 

study, Seidl and Werle (2018) highlighted how the grand challenge of water scarcity consisted of 

many different issues such as uncertainty over the availability of fresh water, potential conflicts 
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over access to water, and ways of treating wastewater etc. The authors quote one of the managers 

struggling to make sense of the grand challenge: “the problem with water is, it’s not a single issue. 

It is about thirty different issues that all just happen to be connected by the molecule of H2O” 

(Seidl and Werle 2018: 840-841). 

Second, the different cues of which grand challenges are made up are highly interrelated  

(Cartwright 1987; Ferraro et al. 2015), which means that individual cues cannot be understood in 

isolation. Often there are intricate causal relations between different issues that one needs to attend 

to in order to understand individual cues. As a consequence of the interrelatedness of the many 

different cues of which they are made up, grand challenges require multiple frames to be made 

sense of. As Ferraro et al. write, grand challenges “are multidisciplinary, cutting across 

conventional epistemic and professional boundaries (…) the issues at stake cannot be defined as 

discrete economic, political, or social problems” (Ferraro, Etzion et al. 2015: 366). This tends to 

“complicate both their diagnosis and prognosis” (Reinecke and Ansari 2016: 299).  

The multiplicity and interrelatedness of the cues they are made up of render grand challenges 

extremely complex, creating a dilemma for any attempt at making sense of them. On the one hand, 

the law of requisite variety requires the complexity of the sensemaking space, i.e., the variety of 

frames, to match that of the grand challenge. However, increasing the variety of frames to such 

extreme levels also increases the equivocality to such a degree that no understanding might be 

realized at all. Sensemaking scholars (Maitlis and Sonenshein 2010: 572; see also Weick et al. 

2008: 42) in this regard speak of a trade-off between requisite variety and the danger of introducing 

too much equivocality from too many different people. Referring particularly to the social 

boundaries of sensemaking systems, they write: “Too restricted a set of individuals might lead to 

limited complexity in the sensemaking system, yet too many individuals may lead to multiple, 

conflicting interpretations of a situation that inhibit action” (Maitlis and Sonenshein 2010: 572). 

While this trade-off between requisite variety and equivocality can be found in any sensemaking 

situation, it is particularly acute in the case of grand challenges. In this case, it is not simply a 

question of finding the right balance between the two aspects but it is about finding ways in which 

the need for complexity (i.e., ensuring requisite variety) and for simplicity (i.e., keeping 

equivocality at bay) can be achieved at the same time. Yet, we know very little about how people 

deal with this problem. 
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Examining this trade-off more carefully, it becomes clear that in the case of grand challenges, we 

are dealing with two related types of complexities: the complexity of frames and the complexity 

of cues. Research has so far dealt with this dual complexity by noting the need to adjust the 

complexity of the frames in order to match the complexity of the cues. Thereby, the complexity of 

the cues is treated as fixed, requiring an adjustment in the complexity of the frames mobilized. In 

this sense, organizations are treated as trying to adapt to the problem complexity by adding and 

adjusting frames. However, apart from manipulating the complexity of the frames, it is also 

possible to regulate the complexity of the cues. As such, organizations may decide to attend only 

to certain cues from the environment rather than all perceived. As Seidl and Werle (2018) describe 

in their study, people manipulated the complexity of the cues by selectively including and 

excluding cues in the sensemaking system. Thus, by including fewer cues and thereby keeping the 

complexity of the cues low, the required complexity of frames is kept low as well. In this sense, 

the complexity of the cues and the complexity of required frames is directly related to each other. 

Were it not for the high degree of interrelatedness between the different cues of which grand 

challenges are made up, the requisite complexity of the sensemaking system could easily be 

controlled through the selection of cues. Yet, due to their interconnectedness, excluding cues from 

the sensemaking system is likely to affect also the understanding of those cues that are included, 

which leads to the dilemma that one has to exclude some of the cues in order to be able to make 

sense of grand challenges, but the more one excludes cues from the sensemaking system the less 

comprehensive the understanding will be. How this dual need for complexity and simplicity is 

achieved is not understood well. Against this background, we specify our research question as 

follows: How do actors use boundary work in balancing the simultaneous need for complexity and 

simplicity of the communicative space in trying to make sense of grand challenges?  

 

Methods  

Research Design 

In our study we followed the sensemaking processes of two municipalities in Northern Europe, 

SouthMetro and NorthMetro (all names used in the case description are pseudonyms), engaged in 

Smart City projects.   Given the exploratory nature of our research questions and our interest in 
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the unfolding nature of sensemaking processes, we chose a longitudinal case-study design 

(Pettigrew, 1990). Using purposeful sampling, we looked for prototypical cases that would allow 

us to examine the phenomenon of interest “in depth and over time” (Patton, 2015, p. 266). Similar 

to related studies in the field (Bucher and Langley 2016; Seidl and Werle 2018), we selected two 

cases that would allow comparing case-specific findings and thereby help sensitize us to what can 

be theoretically generalized and what is idiosyncratic to the respective cases. In this way, we also 

hoped to be able to investigate more varied patterns of sensemaking and boundary work, increasing 

the robustness of our findings. 

Our two cases exhibited important similarities and differences. First of all, in terms of common 

elements, both cases dealt with similar grand challenges and handled them in a similar way. Both 

municipalities were engaged in Smart City projects. Smart city initiatives aim to tackle the 

complex challenges of that cities face which (such as pollution, water problems, and social 

exclusion) through the use of new digital technologies such as Internet of Things technology and 

big data analytics (Bolívar 2015; Martin et al. 2018; Trencher 2019). Our two municipalities faced 

challenges such as congestion, pollution, development of remote areas and ghettoes, 

entrepreneurial growth and development, climate change preparedness etc. These challenges could 

be seen as grand challenges (see also George et al. 2016) as they were particularly difficult to 

understand and find solutions to. They required not only multiple actors to come together to solve, 

but also included multiple interrelated issues. Therefore, for example, the issue of congestion was 

related to not only pollution and health issues but also with citizen behavior patterns, employment, 

business rules, seclusion of remote areas etc. The teams were tasked, therefore, to try to find 

solutions to these problems with the aid of new technology. As the teams were mostly comprised 

of project managers, they organized meetings and workshops with not only other departments 

inside the municipality (such as IT departments, mobility departments etc.), but also companies, 

entrepreneurs, universities and citizens in general which were seen not only as stakeholders but 

also able to help in the development of solutions to the complex problems. The meetings ranged 

between 2 and 12 participants and the workshops included between 3 and more than 50 

participants. Discussions in these settings focused on how the participants could understand the 

problem and find solutions to it.  
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At the same time, our cases differed significantly with regard to the municipalities’ prior 

experience in dealing with grand challenges. While NorthMetro had been organizing such 

collaborative events exploring Smart City issues for over 8 years, SouthMetro had just started these 

kinds of collaborations when we began our research project. As such, NorthMetro is widely 

recognized as a leader and pioneer of Smart City work in the country, while SouthMetro was just 

putting together the team for handling their Smart City strategy.  This difference between the cases 

had an important role in enabling us to uncover the different practices and patterns of boundary 

work. In the case exhibiting a higher level of experience, the actors were more likely to manage 

the process based on what they had learned from earlier instances. In this way, we are more likely 

to find successful ways of managing the process since they have a lot of experience dealing with 

these processes. The more inexperienced case was likely to experiment more uncovering what 

does not work and why certain approached do not work. Having only a case of an inexperienced 

case, we might not have seen what works since the actors might not get to it within the timeframe 

of the observation. On the other hand, observing only an experienced case would not have allowed 

us to see what does not work since the actors might have explored alternative ways of organizing 

the process already. 

Data Collection 

The data collected for this paper is part of a larger project investigating collaborative strategizing 

for grand challenges. Through initial interviews and observations, it quickly emerged that meetings 

and workshops played a major role in the way actors tried to tackle grand challenges 

collaboratively. Therefore, we focused our data collection on these types of settings as places 

where grand challenges are discussed in terms of both problems and solutions. We collected data 

through a number of sources that allowed access to the different particularities of the spaces (see 

Table 1). These different sources enabled us not only to triangulate our findings but also to capture 

different aspects of the boundary work and the sensemaking process.  

 

 NorthMetro SouthMetro 

Observation of  meetings & 

workshops 

19 meetings and 

workshops (>100 hours 

observation) 

20 meetings and workshops 

(>80 

 hours observation) 
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Interviews 
37 semi-structured 

interviews 
15 semi-structured interviews 

Documents >150 pages >50 pages 

Table 6: Data 

The most important part of our data are non-participant observations. One of the authors 

participated in the meetings and workshops that the organizations set up to make sense of grand 

challenges. We conducted over 180 hours of observation of meetings and workshops, all video 

and audiotaped, that were later transcribed. We also took notes of the contributions and activities 

of participants together with pictures of the artifacts (such as filling in of templates) produced 

during the events. The observations were used as the main part in analyzing the sensemaking and 

boundary work of the participants.  

In addition to our observations, we conducted 52 semi-structured interviews ranging between 30 

minutes and 2 hours with participants of the different workshops and with those people who set 

up and managed the collaboration. Interview questions focused on, amongst others, how the actors 

were setting up the meetings and workshops, what issues they were trying to understand, what the 

barriers to understanding the issues were, what they felt could not be addressed in the meetings 

and workshops, and how they managed to reach an understanding of the issue and of how to 

proceed. The interviews were used not only to understand more in depth the boundary work going 

on during the meetings but also to track the understanding that evolved as part of the meeting.  

Finally, we collected documents such as reports, brochures, emails between participants and other 

written material that actors used during the meetings or produced afterward. We used these 

documents, particularly in tracing the emerging understanding of the participants to the various 

meetings and workshops. 

In sum, the combined data sources enabled us to generate rich descriptions of the boundary work 

and the unfolding sensemaking process and to create opportunities for triangulation. 
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Data Analysis 

We followed a highly iterative approach for our data analysis (O'reilly 2012), continuously circling back 

and forth between our data and theory. In analyzing the data, we proceeded in four steps. 

First, driven by our overall interest and focus on how meetings and workshops were used to make sense of 

grand challenges, we conducted open coding of the communications going on in these settings. Examining 

this data, we noticed the important role that boundaries played in the communications. Circulating between 

data and theory, we drew from the literature on boundary work (Bucher and Langley 2016; Langley et al. 

2019; Weinfurtner and Seidl 2018) to identify three types of boundaries that actors were using in shaping 

their understanding of the grand challenges: social, symbolic and temporal boundaries. By drawing these 

boundaries, actors established what we refer to as communicative spaces – a term we borrowed from 

(Bodorkós and Pataki 2009: 314) who used it to highlight the “constructive dialogue and creative problem-

solving among stakeholders”. We differentiated between communicative spaces according to who was 

present at one time working on a common problem. As such, while a meeting in itself could be one 

communicate space, within a workshop, you could find multiple communicative spaces as actors split up 

into different groups, therefore, changing the social and symbolic boundaries. We identified 54 

communicative spaces from the 40 meetings and workshops observed in the following way: a meeting that 

would start initially in common and then would break down into two working groups would count as two 

spaces. 

In a second step, we analyzed how the actors made use of these boundaries in their sensemaking efforts. 

By drawing on the sensemaking literature (Maitlis and Christianson 2014; Weick 1995), we observed that 

boundary work was strongly related to the sensemaking of actors. More specifically, we saw that boundary 

work was used by participants to allow more or less complexity within the communicative space. We 

observed that actors were using the boundary work to either increase the complexity of the space, decrease 

it or, in some cases, to increase complexity while decreasing it at the same time. We termed the latter 

“simplexifying”, a term we borrowed from Colville et al. (2012), who used it in a somewhat different 

context. We found that actors did this in two ways: putting cues on hold, i.e., bracketing some cues while 

still acknowledging their relevance, or simplifying by removing some cues while adding others at the same 

time.  

In a third step, we created individual timelines of each communicative space in terms of how the boundary 

work was used over time. Comparing the individual timelines, we were able to identify general phases that 

were common across all timelines. We labeled these phases: “outlining phase”, “focusing phase” and 
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“adjusting phase”. Additionally, we identified variations within this general pattern according to the types 

of boundary work used.  

As a last step, we analyzed how the different variations of the different patterns affected the sensemaking 

process and, therefore, the understanding of the GC. By looking at interviews and the produced materials 

from these meetings, we captured the understanding in terms of shared narrative accounts (Gephart et al. 

2010). We distinguished between: shared vs. scattered understanding; wide vs. narrow understanding; deep 

vs. shallow understanding. We coded the sensemaking outcome as scattered understanding when the 

participants did come up with a shared account, particularly because they could not agree on what issues to 

focus on; in contrast, we coded as shared understanding, if a shared account was created. We coded an 

understanding as wide or narrow depending on how many interrelated elements of an issue were captured 

in their narrative accounts. For example, creating an understanding only about the technology required to 

solve a particular part of the issue would qualify as a narrow understanding while considering multiple 

aspects such as multi-actor partnering, technological, and societal (the citizen/benefactor) aspects related 

to the issue would qualify as a wide understanding. Finally, understanding ranged from deep to shallow 

depending on how detailed the narrative accounts of the challenge were, for example, how the technology 

should be organized for tackling the challenge.   

As it pertains to the quality of our data analysis, we tried to increase it in a number of ways. In order to 

increase the objectivity of our findings, we followed the “insider-outsider” approach (Gioia and Chittipeddi 

1991), complementing the embedded author, with an author who had not been in part of the observation 

process. Even more, we discussed initial findings with key actors from the case companies to increase the 

validity of the results. 

In the next sections, we will present our findings in three steps. First, we highlight how the nature of grand 

challenges leads to a general increase in the complexity of the space. Second, we show how this complexity 

is tackled through different types of boundary work. Third, we show how these different types of boundary 

work shape the development of collective understanding over time. 
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Findings 

The Natural Momentum towards Complexity in Efforts at Making 

Sense of Grand Challenges 

As a main part of their tasks, SouthMetro and NorthMetro managers had to tackle, together with their 

collaborators, complex problems such as how to solve congestion and overpopulation in the cities, how to 

deal with climate change, how to address elderly problems, or how to prepare the local society for the digital 

revolution. Each of these problems was constituted by a multitude of different issues, which all had to be 

addressed in order to make sense of the problem. Often, what seemed initially like a simple issue would 

turn out to be connected in intricate ways with multiple other issues resulting in an overly complex bundle 

of issues. 

First of all, we found that actors were confronted with the fact that what seemed to be one issue was actually 

a multitude of issues. In many instances, we found that managers started to highlight the need to address a 

particular issue but then realized that the issue itself consisted of multiple sub-issues or were related to other 

issues that needed to be addressed as well. The following exchange during a workshop of NorthMetro on 

the city’s mobility challenges illustrates this very well. Here two participants, Alex and Jake, discuss what 

issues need to be addressed when discussing mobility. As they exchange about this, more and more issues 

pop up.  

Alex: [The city’s mobility challenge is about:] How do you get people from their workplace from 

here to there and how do you get more people to choose other solutions (…) and how do we get 

people so that they don’t buy a car or not use the car so much or lose the car altogether. Use the 

car more effectively. The ones who don’t have a car now to choose. 

Jake: To continue with the bike 

Alex: Also how is the situation in other cities. 

Jake…how is the transportation between cities 

Alex: Yes, but I also think locally, it’s a must that you have a car if you live outside [the city center]. 

So you can’t really take part in any events if you don’t have a car (…)  

Jake: But it’s also ultimately a lot about the weather 

As it can be seen, Alex and Jake, when trying to approach the issue of mobility, challenge in the 

municipality, realize that they are not dealing with one clearly identifiable cue but with a large 

number of very different cues.  

Secondly, we found that actors, when trying to make sense of the issues, were not only challenged 

by the multitude of cues but also by the high interrelation between the cues. For example, in 
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another workshop of NorthMetro discussing mobility challenges, the participants addressed 

morning congestion. The participants, which were traffic data managers (GIS), notice that a big 

problem is that everyone wants to get to work at the same time.  

B: We live in the middle of the city. If I bike to work 15 minutes before, and then if I now ride home 

from 7.20 instead of 7.40, then there is a world of difference, right? (… ) our society is setup in 

such a way that it is important that you meet exactly on the dot. 

A: After all, it's screwed up, it's inside people's heads that ... (…)    

A: (…) so now you were quick to say, well, it can't be done, to get people to stop commuting and 

so on, right? But there are some mental things to work on too. 

B: Yes, yes. 

A: We are technicians and engineers and stuff like that, no? So we can quickly get a proper 

computer program and a proper computer… 

B: We can easily. 

A: ... who can just handle this. 

B: We can easily do that. 

A: And we can count them all. 

B: Yes, yes, we can easily. But there are some emotions and something ... 

 

As can be seen from this interaction, the managers observe that congestion problems relate to 

societal cues initially and then also to mental, psychological cues. They realize that the congestion 

cue is not only about traffic planning (through computer programs) but is also related to ways in 

which society works and ways in which people think and feel.  

The examples reveal the inherent complexity of these issues in terms of an abundance of and 

interconnectedness between cues. This means that, as actors try to make sense of one issue, new 

issues arise. The complexity naturally arises due to the interrelatedness between the cues. 

Therefore, complexity will tend to increase as more relations between cues and frames appear. 

Types of boundary work to decrease or increase the complexity of the communicative space 

Our analysis revealed that in their attempts at handling the complexity of their sensemaking efforts, 

the actors engaged in different types of boundary work determining which cues and frames should 

be included in the communicative spaces. We found three types of boundary work: symbolic, 

social and temporal boundary work. Each type of boundary work was used as a means to simplify, 

to complexify or to simplexify (i.e., increase complexity while decreasing it) the communicative 

space. In the following, we will present each type of boundary work in turn. 

Symbolic boundary work was reflected in attempts at controlling the topics and aspects of topics 

that should be discussed. In our cases, the work that actors did around the symbolic boundaries 
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meant setting up what the topic of discussion was, thereby simplifying, complexifying or 

simplexifying the communicative space.  

Symbolic boundary work increases complexity by increasing the number of cues or frames and 

reduces complexity by decreasing the number of frames or cues. For example, at the start of each 

meeting at SouthMetro, Andrew, one of the project managers in charge of the Smart City projects, 

began by setting out what aspects of the grand challenge Smart City was to be discussed – and, 

indirectly, which ones were not to be discussed:  

Smart city (…) is a very broad concept (…) [for us] it is very much data-focused. It is a lot about sensors 

and we see it as a tool for our operation. (…) It's just about making some tools that can support our 

operations. And, in the end, it is, of course, the citizens who use it, but we do not make anything for the 

citizen yet, it is primarily for our operations. That is our definition. 

As can be seen in this quote, Andrew focuses the definition of Smart City on cues relating to data 

and technology and frames relating to solving existing tasks in the city, thereby excluding cues 

and frames relating to citizen engagement. By adjusting the definition of what issues will be part 

of the discussion of Smart City, he purposefully limits what could be communicated about in the 

meeting. The very narrow definition simplifies the communicative space, allowing only 

discussions about technology and data and how it is related to the municipality’s tasks. 

In some instances, symbolic boundary work was also used for complexifying the communicative 

space. For example, at a SouthMetro meeting, talking about how to set up a climate threat readiness 

project, the initial conversation centered around setting up measures to assure readiness against 

water-related problems such as flooding. However, a manager argued for the expansion of this 

boundary: “Climate adjustment, the way I see it, is not only about water, it is also about heat. (…) 

Also, it is very expensive to cool something down…it costs a lot of energy”.  Therefore, by adding 

the concept of heating to the issue of climate adjustment, he expands the original boundaries of 

the communicative space beyond the limited notion of preventing water-related disasters.  

At some instances, symbolic boundary work was also used to simplexify the communicative space. 

In this somewhat paradoxical move, the boundary work was used to increase the complexity of the 

space while simplifying it at the same time. For example, in one of the meetings organized by 

NorthMetro, the leaders of a neighboring municipality agreed to collaborate on exploring how to 
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deal with the nationwide drive towards open government, which some municipalities attempted 

through the drive towards making municipal data openly available. That is, the municipalities were 

faced with the fact that they had to make their data available to the entire public in order to increase 

the transparency of governmental services, lower corruption and accountability and increase 

economic growth through creating the potential for new businesses. However, this issue was 

particularly difficult since it involved not only multiple stakeholders such as citizens, businesses 

and governments that had to be engaged in the problem but also involved multiple technical, 

security and privacy issues. Therefore the municipalities agreed to come together to try to 

understand how they could attempt to make their data public.  In line with that, the symbolic 

boundaries were initially set around how the present municipalities region should share their data. 

While discussing the topic, one of the participants started negotiating the boundaries around the 

topic: 

I think that when we think of open data in the municipalities, we should think it nationwide. So it is 

the whole country that has to go through (the process). And then, it is better that we have a few themes 

that we just agree that it makes sense on a national level (…). It may well be that it makes it a little 

slower and we do not get a hundred themes on the list right away, but in return there may be some 

who will be interested in it. 

The manager first increases in the symbolic boundary of the bundle of cues, by expanding it from 

local issues, i.e. cues related to the region only, to “nationwide”, i.e., cues related to any 

municipality in the entire country. Therefore, he first complexifies the space by including the 

issues related to municipalities in the entire country, all of which may be somewhat different. At 

the same time, however, he also simplifies the bundle of cues by focusing on a few issues only, 

rather than all municipality issues (ex: health, traffic etc.). Therefore, the bundle of cues is 

simplified and complexified at the same time by redrawing the symbolic boundaries, which 

excludes some cues while adding new ones at the same time.  

Social boundary work refers to effort at regulating who participates in the communicative space. 

Given that different people are carriers of different frames and take an interest in different cues, 

defining social boundaries offers a means of increasing or decreasing the number of frames and 

cues included in communicative space and hence its level of complexity. By restricting 

participation, the space becomes less complex and vice versa.  
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Boundary work could be used to simplify a space. Actors could exclude cues and frames by, for 

example, excluding people from the space. For example, when NorthMetro was setting up a 

workshop for dealing with open data, they start to think whom they should invite. One of the 

possibilities is a local entrepreneur that works with this type of data. However, the NorthMetro 

project manager recalls a previous space with the same aim that he has been invited to in order to 

“give the municipalities an insight into all the possibilities we have in our data. What he, 

unfortunately, went into was (…) the standardization that ‘you should not post data until they are 

almost perfect’.” Therefore, the entrepreneur had complicated the space by including cues that 

were too complex for the space:  

it's just not him we should bring (…) it is not because what he says is irrelevant, (…) but it may not be where 

we are right now. We need to take some steps before we get to the step he is at now. (…) we have just started 

this. So we have to take some more steps. (NorthMetro project manager) 

As the quote shows, the manager excludes the entrepreneur from the upcoming space. This is done 

in order to avoid the possibility of cues around “standardization” to be brought up, that she deems 

too complex for the solutions and understanding that the municipalities had at that moment. In this 

way, the space is simplified. 

The following example provides a good illustration of how social boundary work can increase the 

complexity of a communicative space by adding more frames. For example, when SouthMetro 

discussed to set up a meeting with a university researcher on how to solve local smart city 

challenges with the use of new technologies, they talked with a local traffic manager from the 

municipality: “I immediately got the idea that you (…) could be a part of it. If nothing else, just 

maybe with some bearing on, ‘what do you think might be interesting’, because there is at least 

the traffic dimension that we thought sounds exciting, not just car and bike traffic. But also, to a 

large extent, public transport.” The space is complexified, expanding the social boundaries by 

including an additional person who would bring in a particular frame for making sense of the issues 

discussed.  

Sometimes, social boundary work was also used to simplexify the communicative space.  For 

example, at SouthMetro, managers addressed the issue of: “urban transformation as a whole, what 

is data while we build, what is the level of activity while we rebuild and what is the level of activity 

when things gradually get done” (Samuel, manager SouthMetro). While multiple frames were 
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presented by the participants to the meeting, they were having problems finding a way to start 

addressing the problem. Andrew, one of the participants, thus proposed the following: 

Andrew: we have been talking to a researcher (…) And he works with wearables, and movement in the city. 

(…) you could make some measurements in the city center and measure how people are moving now, and 

how many are in the area, and how cars are moving.  

Samuel:  (…) it could be exciting (…) something about the traffic flow that could be really interesting. Also 

the last part, we have been in the past, this with the activity level around the upcoming stations which could 

also be exciting 

The frame of “wearables”, offers a way for participants to grasp the cue and opens up the 

discussion on how the cue could be tackled. Therefore, through the social boundary work, the 

researcher and his “wearable” frame is included in the space. However, this is done only 

superficially, as the person is not yet fully included (being not available). Therefore, after using 

the frame to create a basic understanding of the cue, the participants, when asking for further 

clarifications regarding the frame, Andrew answers: “So far, it's just a talk I've had with a 

researcher over a cup of coffee. So I'm thinking of taking this over to him and seeing what he 

says.” As such, the cue is postponed to future spaces. Thus, the space is complexified by adding a 

new frame, which allows at least the superficial tackling of the cue. However, the frame is present 

only superficially, which means that actors, while still recognizing the cue and its connections, 

bracket this part of the cue until the frame will be actually available – i.e., until the researcher will 

be present in a future meeting. The practice, therefore, allows actors to act as if the cue is already 

made sense of, postponing actually understanding it for later spaces.   

Lastly, temporal boundary work refers to the way that actors controlled the duration and 

sequencing of the communicative space through which they manipulated the complexity of the 

communicative space. Yet, while symbolic and social boundaries directly impact the complexity 

and simplicity of the communicative space, temporal boundaries affect it only indirectly. For 

example, by allowing less time for discussion, the participants were forced to reduce the number 

of cues and frames they could address, thereby simplifying the communicative space; reversely,  

by allowing more time, the participants could address more cues and frames, thereby increasing 

the complexity. In this sense, temporal boundary work was used as an indirect mechanism of 

increasing, decreasing or simplexifying complexity.   
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Temporal boundaries were set by, for example, instituting extremely short deadlines for 

discussions, in some cases just 5-7 minutes. As one consultant noted: “set the pace for the 

workshop in relation to (…) what depths we come to (…) the breadth and depth”. Thus, extremely 

short deadlines limit the “breadth and depth” of the conversation and, as such, tends to simplify 

the communicative space in terms of the number of cues and frames that can be discussed. In cases 

where more cues and frames should be discussed, managers deliberately extended the time allowed 

for discussions: “you get a little more time to get into the depth” (Randy, NorthMetro). For 

example, as the project manager from NorthMetro recalls about one workshop she notes: “it had 

much lower tempo, we have more time to talk together, which works overall well, (…). i.e. 20 or 

25 different insights.”  As the as manager notes, having the extra time, allowed the actors to talk 

more and therefore deal with cues and frames around the problem.  

Temporal boundaries were also used to simplexify the communicative space. For example, in some 

workshops NorthMetro consistently postponed particular issues, deferring them to later 

conversations. For example, at the beginning of one workshop, the organizer from NorthMetro 

announced: 

Data standardization and alignment (…) we know that they are a large challenge and that it has a 

strong significance to solve the real value creation that sits in open data. But, at least with regards 

to today, we park these barriers and don’t talk standardization in data. 

The organizer acknowledges that standardization and alignment are important aspects of open 

government, but he postpones these two issues to a later discussion. Thereby the current 

communication space is simplified by postponing cues to later communication spaces while still 

maintaining the complexity by not dismissing them entirely.  

As can be seen, boundary work was used by the participants to simplify, complexify and 

simplexify. The work around symbolic, social and temporal boundaries defines the communicative 

space. However, as we will elaborate in the following, setting the boundaries of the communicative 

space is a dynamic process. As actors tried to make sense of their problems, they repeatedly 

modified the degree of complexity of the communicative spaces 
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Temporal Patterns in the Dynamics of Boundary Work 

In this section, we present the results of our analysis of how the different types of boundary work 

described above shaped the participants’ sensemaking over time. Comparing the data of the 54 

communicative spaces that we observed, revealed a general pattern in terms of how the boundary 

work unfolded over time. Common to all cases was a process consisting of three consecutive 

phases, which we labeled “outlining phase”, “focusing phase” and “adjusting phase” (see Figure 

1). For ease of presentation, we will first briefly describe our empirically derived model, before 

presenting our empirical material to illustrate the model and to highlight potential variations within 

the general pattern. 

All communicative spaces that we observed started with the outlining phase. In this phase, the 

relevant actors were primarily concerned with simplifying the complexity of the communicative 

space by setting up boundaries determining who and what is allowed into the communicative space 

and what is not. However, as the actors do not have any grasp of the respective grand challenge at 

this stage, the boundary work is done in a rough and haphazard way. Having only a very vague 

idea (if at all) about what the grand challenge consists of, the actors typically struggle in deciding 

what cues to address and what types of frames might be necessary.  Actors set symbolic boundaries 

by establishing the general topic and aim of the communicative space; set social boundaries by 

naming who should be part of the space and what their general frame repertoire is; and set temporal 

boundaries by setting timeframes for the discussions. Within the meeting, actors typically state 

these boundaries at the beginning of the meeting by for example, presenting themselves and 

mentioning the aim of the meeting. Therefore, by providing an initial selection of cues to focus 

discussions on and frames through the people invited, this first stage, sets the space up, setting its 

initial, rough outline. 
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Figure 8: A model of boundary work for making sense of grand challenges 
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In the following, focusing phase, actors tend to simplify the communicative space further by re-

negotiating the boundaries initially set up. After the rough demarcation of the communicative 

space during the outlining phase, which created the basic conditions for the actors to come 

together, this second phase consists of actors unpacking the included cues and frames, which 

typically results in the realization that some further simplification will be necessary. At this stage, 

cues are not yet made sense of. Rather the discussions focus on deciding what subset of cues and 

frames they want to focus on and which ones should be excluded. Therefore, at this stage, 

participants typically present pre-prepared materials such as presentations and reports that allow 

the selection of sub-cues, and the selection of appropriate frames.  

In the concluding adjusting phase, actors focus on altering the previously agreed upon boundaries 

to the necessities of the ongoing sensemaking process. The phase starts when actors begin to 

explore the possibilities of connecting the selected cues and frames and thus to develop a shared 

understanding. While discussing in depth how cues can be connected to frames and how cues relate 

to other cues, the participants encounter varying degrees of complexity. Often they realize that 

included cues are tightly interrelated with other cues that have been excluded from the 

communicative space or that some cues might require certain sets of frames that are not available. 

This, in turn, will result in attempts at changing the boundaries in order to include the respective 

cues and frames. Hence, while the first two phases focused primarily on reducing the complexity 

of the communicative space to a level that participants can start relating cues and frames to each 

other, the third phase is primarily concerned with a selective increase in complexity allowing those 

excluded cues and frames back in that seem necessary for making sense of the cues that have 

already been included. Thus, this phase is about dynamically adjusting the complexity to the 

immediate sensemaking needs. In this way, actors compensate for some of the over-simplifications 

that have been taking place in the previous spaces.  

While this model represents the overall pattern observed, we also identified five types of variations 

in this pattern. First, in several cases, we found a variation in the second phase in that the attempts 

at renegotiating the boundaries to simplify the communicative space were rejected by other 

participants. This led either to a breakdown of the communicative space (arrow C) or to the setup 

of entirely new boundaries with a new set of cues and frames taking the process back to the first 

phase (arrow B). We found four instances of breakdowns and three of reject & reestablish. 
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Furthermore, during the third phase, we observed variation in terms of the degree to which the 

boundary work was focused on complexification or simplification or simplexification.  In 17 cases, 

which we refer to as focused exploration, the actors engaged primarily in simplifying boundary 

work (arrow A1). In those cases, as actors were confronted with the issues, they opted to gradually 

eliminate cues and frames from the communicative space. In 6 cases, in turn, which we refer to as 

unfocused exploration, the actors oscillated between simplifying and complexifying boundary 

work (arrow A2).  As actors became aware of relevant but excluded cues, they started to include 

them but confronted with the increase in complexity eliminated them again. This often repeated 

itself many times. Lastly, in 25 cases, which we termed balanced exploration, actors engaged 

primarily in simplexifying boundary work (arrow A3). In those cases, when becoming aware of 

excluded but interconnected cues, the participants would acknowledge the cue, but when they 

could not tackle, it would bracket out to be dealt with in a subsequent communicative space.  

As our analysis revealed, the different patterns in the dynamics of the boundary work had a 

profound effect on the development of shared understanding. In cases where no agreement was 

reached regarding the boundaries of the communicative space, the understanding that evolves was 

scattered (arrow B and C), as actors did not even start applying frames to cues. In the case where 

such a consensus is reached, we find that understanding further differed in terms of depth and 

breadth. Looking at what the different variations accomplished, we found that the cases of focused 

exploration, where actors used mostly simplifying boundary work (arrow A1), lead to a narrow 

and deep understanding. Actors, here, did not tackle many cues and frames, but explored the ones 

they select in quite high detail. This, however, is problematic due to the lack of understanding of 

interrelated issues, as actors are not able to take into account how aspects outside of their narrowly 

selected cues impact the cue and therefore having an incomplete understanding of the cue. In 

contrast, unbalanced explorations typically lead to shallow but wide understanding. Since this 

variation presents a rapid change of cues and frames, it allows the participants to explore multiple 

cues with a multitude of frames, but only shallowly. Lastly, balanced exploration (arrow A3) based 

primarily on the use of simplexifying practices that increased and decreased complexity at the 

same time tended to lead to both wide and deep understanding. In the following section, we will 

illustrate the three main variations observed with three narratives that show how the different types 

of understandings were achieved through the boundary work of the actors. 
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Narrative 1: An Example of Balanced Exploration 

As part of their efforts to understand how to approach local mobility challenges through Open 

Data, NorthMetro set up a meeting with seven other municipalities, ten people in total. This 

meeting was part of a larger project set towards this purpose by a collaboration of regional 

municipalities and having NorthMetro as the head manager of the project. Mobility represented a 

grand challenge for the group through problems of congestion, mobility between cities and moving 

of an increasing amount of people from smaller cities to larger cities leading to overpopulation on 

one side and population scarcity on the other.  Opening municipal and governmental data was 

perceived by the municipalities as a grand challenge as well firstly due to the complex set of 

requirements and interactions between multiple stakeholders (municipalities, businesses, 

government, citizens, legal bodies) involved that all needed to coordinate and agree on joint value 

creation principles. The complexity is further increased by ambiguity regarding the impact of the 

technology (e.g. putting citizen privacy in jeopardy) and regarding the causal mechanisms (e.g. 

data from one municipality is linked to another’s) leading to ethical and security concerns. 

However, opening the data is a requirement for increasing the engagement and empowering 

stakeholders in solving local challenges such as mobility challenges.  

The process started with the NorthMetro inviting participants to the meeting. These were selected 

by each municipality in part, therefore leading to a very diverse set of individuals (and therefore 

frames) “very different regarding where they are working in their respective municipality and their 

personality”. The invitation also included an agenda to the meeting that included looking at the 

“business plan” for the collaboration which aims at understanding how to develop the dialogue 

with the diverse stakeholders required (including their own municipalities, citizens and 

businesses). Furthermore, the agenda also mentioned a deep dive into one item of the business 

plan, namely a municipality facing- and external stakeholder-facing list of data that were aimed at 

creating a starting point of how data could be shared amongst municipalities but also with external 

stakeholders. 

In the initial moments of the meeting, actors present themselves, their frames (GIS, HR) and focus 

on their lack of experience of open data. In the process, some of the managers request an expansion 

from the symbolic boundary of tackling the future action plan to adding issues around the purpose 

of the open data and the experiences so far: “don't quite know what to use [open data] for and 
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what's important. (…). And then we would like to have some experience of what others are doing”. 

However, this initial request for expansion is met with rejection by NorthMetro manager: “I will 

not answer it in detail”. This first phase, as the outline phase therefore sets out the general 

boundaries of what will be discussed in the meeting and a mentioning of the frames available. 

Boundaries around the space are formed by setting symbolic boundaries around the problem of 

how the actors should open their data to engage other stakeholders and around the frames generally 

to mobility data.  

Afterwards, the meeting goes in the second, focusing stage. One of the municipality managers 

holds a presentation describing the list that  has been created of all the data areas available in their 

municipalities that could be opened up to external audiences – “which can be a starting point for a 

dialogue about the possibilities in the data”. The presentation focuses firstly on what data is 

available and its format. The conversation afterwards focuses on the software, data formats and 

general technical aspects of getting the data. Therefore, by bringing in the list and presenting it, 

the symbolic boundaries around the bundles of cues are narrowed from the more general use of 

the data to begin a conversation with relevant stakeholders, to simply how the data can be taken 

out of the systems of the municipalities. The presentation ends with the manager inviting the rest 

of the participants to a discussion around the privacy aspects of publishing the data: “something I 

might think was interesting (…) what level of aggregation one imagines can be a level where it 

can be published as open data”.  

Posing the question by the previously presenting manager marks the entering into the adjusting 

phase. Through the question, a legal frame is applied to the issue of opening the data, looking into 

how data privacy should be protected when sharing the data with the external stakeholders. 

However, as a response, a participant observes the lack of appropriate frames to deal with the issue 

within the space: “after all, it is not certain that we, who are here, know anything about the data 

(that the customers want), so then it is necessary to go to the professionals”. As such, the 

participant observes that the people part of the meeting are not able to identify the data that would 

create value, not having the frames for that. Therefore, he proposes inviting others such as 

entrepreneurs and businesses to future spaces that can assess the value of the data. In this way, the 

participant tries to simplexify the space by postponing the issue of data set value to future spaces. 

However, the simplexification attempt fails as the other members argue for maintaining the topic 
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within the boundaries since the lack of knowledge is the basis on which work should continue in 

order to find out “what we can and what we should do and what others have done, who has gone 

to jail and all those things”. As such, the symbolic boundaries are maintained and even increased 

by introducing a legal frame into the discussion. 

As discussions progress, it becomes clear to the participants that they cannot discuss all data areas 

that the municipalities have, since that would be too complex. Rather, they start discussing what 

would be relevant to further focus on. They initially attempt to tackle the issue of mobility 

challenges – that is, using open traffic and mobility data to solve mobility challenge. In this 

context, however, the participants observe that the mobility cue is not a single cue, but that it 

actually consists of multiple different cues: “we would like to have the same traffic problems as in 

NorthMetro, which could be solved in some way. But we do not have that. We have a tractor 

occasionally blocking a road”. Therefore, the actors deal with an increase in the level of 

complexity with not only interrelated cues (mobility and open data) but also in the mobility cue 

actually consisting of multiple different cues (mobility problems in the big city vs. smaller cities).  

In an attempt to simplify the space, one actor tries to eliminate the mobility challenges cues and 

instead proposes to focus on health challenges (cues): “so this is the health area, I think it could be 

really exciting.” However, the attempt is blocked by reapplying the legal frame - “I just have little 

doubt whether we should start there for a municipality that has never worked with this ‘Please, 

get started with five compulsory health data sets’ / "it's not really that hard to get data uploaded, 

but I think the big challenge are the legal aspects” – that again highlights the complexity of the 

bundle of cues relating to health – that is both the challenge in itself and legal complexities of how 

to securely open the data. 

Another simplification attempt is made by one participant who points out that the main problem 

lies in having to deal with data (cues) that are highly interrelated across municipalities- “many of 

the other data sets are about having a volume, preferably at the national level”.  Therefore, she 

proposes to work with newer data styles – IoT data – that could be interesting to all municipalities 

and suffer less from interconnectedness. However, the other participants observe other connections 

between the new cue and other interrelated cues, such as ethical cues: “so there is no doubt that 

IoT is, after all, an easier area to address (…). But it also opens up some completely different 

debates about data ethics (…) if we have measured something on a device in a room where there 
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has been a child abuse case and a cell phone is registered there, then you suddenly start to have 

some data, which, in isolation, is not as dangerous (…) when you start looking at other data we 

might be exhibiting. Then one can quickly lose sight of the merge (…) So it is difficult”. Therefore, 

as explorations continue, managers start to observe the high interrelation between the open data 

IoT cues and other cues of data security and ethics. Seeing the complexity of the issue the 

discussion has reached, the initial proponent of the IoT data simplexifies the issue: “my idea was 

just that you could start to gain some experience in the field (…) with the visualization, (…)  how 

to make some curves and charts, some blue and red and green colored shading in areas based on 

the data there.”. She eliminates the complex ethical additional cues, maintaining only the data 

visualization cues and highlighting its simplicity. This simplexification is accepted by the 

participants and discussions continue on what cases they could look at to start finding some data. 

However, the participants do not have enough knowledge of the cases present. Therefore, the 

NorthMetro manager simplexifies the space again by postponing the IoT cue: “I think for now we 

just park this IoT. I will to talk to John, you get to talk to your colleague”. 

Finally, realizing the lack of appropriate frames to deal with the complex bundle of cues, another 

attempt is made to simplexify the issue by postponing it to another space where others would be 

present who could help with finding the right ways and data sets to open: “maybe you could invite 

some business people who are hooked in this direction, to do some workshops together in the 

innovation center, and then see what comes of it. Because it may well be that they can see some 

opportunities in this data that we have that we cannot see.” For the rest of the meeting, the 

participants discuss the particularities of how these new spaces should be set up.  

The space allowed the participants to, first of all, explore what cues – mobility, health, IoT - and 

frames were relevant – legal, national, local, big city vs small city – therefore creating a wide 

understanding of the issue. At the same time, it allowed them to go in depth, analyzing multiple 

interrelated cues – IoT data, health data, mobility data, business value, legal problems etc. For 

example, as relating to IoT, the end of the meeting finds that: “requires that the municipalities have 

and exhibit IoT-data. In the majority of BRAA municipalities, one has not come this far. It became 

clear that there is a need for cross-communal knowledge sharing for IoT” (report). 

Within this line, at the end of the meeting, the participants decide to create two spaces: a workshop 

that would explore with more municipalities the different cues and difficulties that they experience 
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with the mobility area (having dealt in depth with the cue and realizing the need of other 

municipalities and which frames would be needed) Secondly, they decide to have a separate 

workshop with businesses that would allow them to get frames on which data sets would be most 

valuable and at what level of aggregation to these stakeholders. This showcases their 

understanding of the complexity of both the different bundles of cues that they have to deal with 

and the necessary different frames required. 

Narrative 2- an example of Focused exploration 

Achieving proper waste management especially from a circular economy perspective is a grand 

challenge that both SouthMetro and Garbage Inc. (the local waste company) had been dealing 

with. Not only does it require collaboration between municipality (that manages waste in public 

spaces and can influence citizens), the waste company (that manages private waste) and companies 

(that can recycle the waste) but also includes complex interrelations between citizens moving and 

waste patterns, digital technologies used to solve some of the issues etc. With this is mind, John 

from SouthMetro sets a meeting with Garbage Inc. to explore what the two organizations are doing 

on the issue and discuss potential ways to collaborate on it, especially as it might relate to a new 

troubled neighborhood (GhettoIoT) that SouthMetro was working on developing. Two managers 

(a technical manager – M1 - and a business manager – M2) from Garbage Inc. attend the meeting 

and except himself, John brings along an IT manager as well to be able to discuss the more 

technical related issues.  

The outlining phase sets out the aim of the meeting and available frames. First of all, John sets 

the topics that he wants to touch upon: “how far long are you actually. Then we would like to 

introduce ourselves and how far ahead we are, then specific projects that you have (…) and then 

there also are some GhettoIoT things that we are looking at which may be interesting to you too”. 

Furthermore, the frames are presented. For example, John states - “I sit with the business side [of 

smart city] (…) so I try to find the business case, I try to find the overview of what could make 

sense.  In this way the general outline of the space is created, while the IT manager notes – “support 

smart city on the technical side (…) [how do you] run smart city on data sources”. In this way, the 

general outlines of the meeting are created where there are both business and technical managers 

on both sides and looking at waste issues. 
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In the second, focusing phase, actors start presenting their frames more in detail. Below the 

Garbage Inc. participants start presenting the circular economy project: 

Garbage Inc. M1: it is a business development project that is not what can be said, it is not something we 

traditionally deal with (…) we do garbage, basically 

Garbage Inc. M2: We take garbage 

Garbage Inc. M1: (…). it started and based on what we thought was smart city before looking up and it 

said that it is a business development project  (…) maybe we can get it (smart city) into this circular 

economy or something. (…) there are some opportunities for us to do something that is for both business 

support and someone who wants to develop new solutions (…) sensors, IT or other things. (…) primarily 

to make the city more intelligent. So at this time we pick up when we come by a fixed route and I found (…) 

that we empty [garbage bins] when they is on average less than 30% full.  

(…) 

SouthMetro IT manager: The question of your interests, (…) presentation because it counts into solving 

that one need, maybe not so much with this circular economy, but that's exactly what it is about to be solved 

 

The managers from Garbage Inc. present their project for circular economy. They have entered the 

project with the thinking that circular economy would mean optimizing of their waste processes 

with the help of new technologies. However, they were presented with the fact that the project 

connects circular economy with the more complex bundles of cues of having to collaborating other 

entrepreneurial companies to develop new solutions, which is outside of their normal frames – 

“that is not something we traditionally deal with”. The company continues to describe their original 

intention “to make the city more intelligent” by using new technology to optimize their processes, 

i.e. sending garbage trucks to empty the bins only when they are full. Hearing this need, the 

SouthMetro IT manager starts an impromptu presentation of the smart city platform that could 

help them try to solve the optimization problem, eliminating the cues around business development 

as well: “not so much this with circular economy”. He, therefore, presents the technical 

specifications of his platform, even simplifying the smart city cues even more from using new 

technologies to solve challenges within the city to: “smart city comes down to (…) at the core of 

it, it’s about gathering data”(SouthMetro IT manager). Therefore, the second phase sees a drastic 

simplification of the space, choosing to focus exclusively on the optimization problem by using 

just sensors.  
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During the ensuing adjusting phase very little expansion of boundaries is observed. After the 

presentation from the IT manager, the discussion focuses on trying to jointly develop a way to 

technically implement a pilot project of the solution for measuring the fullness of garbage bins. 

Therefore, the discussion is monopolized by the technical managers of the two organizations, 

keeping within the narrow technological frame and therefore excluding the business frames from 

the other managers and demanded by the problems.  Rather, the technical managers from the two 

organizations remain within the narrow boundaries that they have set for themselves in the 

previous stage. 

Small attempts at expansion are brought in by the business managers in trying to bring back the 

circular economy cue: – “on the project with circular economics - how long are you with it?” 

However, as the complexity becomes too high and actors, therefore, bound the conversation back 

to the original boundaries: 

Garbage Inc. business manager: So there are many challenges. That's why I like what we're talking about 

today, we have a sensor, we try it on a container, we build experience, it works. We collect data that lies 

somewhere and there is data interface that is being tested. I believe in that 

SouthMetro IT manager: (…) I am very practical, in the real world. (…) But I really like it because it's 

really very very concrete (…) you call us and we take some measurements and get it dirty and get it over 

with. So we’re finished this month. 

The encountered complexity makes even the business manager reaffirm the initial, narrower 

boundaries and thereby return to the technical pilot frames and cues for the rest of the meeting. 

Until the end of the meeting, the participants finish setting up the practicalities of the technical 

pilot test, not expanding boundaries and maintaining within the simplified space. 

Through the continual elimination of both cues and frames, actors eliminate complexity and 

achieve only a narrow understanding of the problems without managing to tackle the cues around 

circular economy for example or solve larger problems: “[the meeting] went in another direction 

than I thought it would (…) it went very fast. (…) This we have done for several years, like this 

putting on two sensors is nothing new at all. This is something we have done since we started (…) 

I would like to have this overview of the city and who knows what and how far are we and I don’t 

think  we got that. (…)” (John). Despite this, within the narrow boundaries that they have set, they 

do go in depth exploring the various technical cues relating to setting up the test. Even so, since 
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no other connections were explored on how the business complexities of the technology or the 

problem, Garbage Inc. is unable to connect it further with its wider business and therefore set up 

the actual test: “so we have developed some very small types of prototypes (…) they have the 

sensors but they haven’t installed them” (John).  

Narrative 3: an example of Unfocused exploration 

As part of their Open Data and Mobility project, NorthMetro organizes a workshop with the 

neighboring municipalities aimed at defining and understanding the challenges of open data and 

mobility. As described above, mobility presents multiple interrelated challenges of congestion 

within cities, traveling between cities, remoteness of citizens outside cities etc. NorthMetro had 

started an initiative to collaborate with the neighboring cities on trying to solve this problem 

through the use of open data – in the belief that by sharing data between themselves and the wider 

environment (ex: businesses) steps can be taken to remedy the situation. However, opening data 

is a complex problem in itself due to the high interrelation between the actors needed to cooperate 

on the problem, the difficult to predict consequences of opening the data in terms of privacy and 

security amongst others.  

As part of the outlining phase, NorthMetro set the aim of the workshop to understand and define 

the problems in order to try to solve them in later workshops. As such the managers set the 

symbolic boundaries around understanding and making the mobility challenge more concrete, 

while at the same time, postponing trying to find solutions to future workshops: “it’s forbidden to 

get to solutions. It’s just to understand the problem. On the [next workshop] it’s going to be about 

solutions” (workshop coordinator). With this in mind, NorthMetro invites “a mix of people (…) 

those that sit close to data” (NorthMetro manager) such as data owners and employees who have 

knowledge of traffic-related issues such as traffic coordinators and road planners”.  As part of this 

phase, at one table that included four managers, all from different municipalities, the actors begin 

by presenting their frames as well: “I sit in the data department and we do open data and I am here 

because I am interested to find out what data is required from us (to make open)” . “I sit with traffic 

and I am here because I think it is very important to figure out the mobility challenges”. 

After the general introduction into the workshop, the group starts to discuss their experiences so 

far, trying to solve mobility challenges in their respective municipalities, which marks the 
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transition into the focusing phase. Within this phase, the actors use their present experiences to 

decide on what challenges they should discuss. During these discussions, the participants realize 

that they have been working on similar problems in isolation:  

Manager 1: now you are making a solution there, and they probably also do 

something in [small city 2] and NorthMetro”  

Manager 2: we make a solution around parking data, you make a solution and I 

can't use it for anything.  

Manager 3: Then it may well be that someone has to coordinate it. (…)  

However, the managers decide not to focus on the problem of coordinating work across 

municipalities since “we can't just wait and wait” for the problem to be coordinated by someone. 

Therefore, the team decides to focus on understanding the mobility challenge bundle of cues itself, 

and eliminate cues relating to coordination between municipalities: “but then, that's clear, and 

that's what you should look at, right? Because we shouldn't sit down and discuss that coordination 

is a problem, right? So it just needs to be resolved and then on to what is important, right?” 

Furthermore, as managers share their experiences - “we offer young people (…) a free opportunity 

to get transport within the municipality's borders” - this leads another employee to notice:  

We're sitting here talking about (…) the mobility challenge (…) I think there are two 

different solutions, or two different things, we need to look at it in two different ways. 

There is a challenge in NorthMetro and the other major cities. And then, it is a completely 

different situation for the people who have chosen to live in the countryside. These are 

completely different needs that they demand.  

By noticing the differences between cues, and feeling that usually the focus of mobility challenges 

is put on larger cities, the actors choose to focus in their discussions on cues  relating to remote 

area mobility challenges - how do we also help the smaller urban communities to come forward” 

-, eliminating large city cues.  

With these boundaries set, the team goes on to start applying frames to cues therefore, entering the 

adjusting phase. As one of the first moves, the team tries to create an understanding of getting 

citizens from remote areas to other destinations through the highway: “it may well be that on [the 

highway], there are many community hours that go to waste there because you keep in line.” 

However, as the actors try to understand the challenge – “it may well be that if you live in [small 

city 1] and have to work in [small city 2], that your biggest problem is in the last five kilometers” 

– they realize the interconnectedness between this cue and the larger city cues. As such, having to 
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go from one small city to the other would require going through the large NorthMetro city. 

Therefore, the interconnectedness between the cues makes the participants reintroduce into the 

conversation the large city cues, marking an expansion in the symbolic boundaries of the space: 

“It should not stand alone. That's also why these things go across municipal boundaries, right? (…) 

We are not small islands.”  

Continuing to try to make sense of the mobility problem especially in terms of the connection 

between cities, one manager expands the topic boundaries by taking a longer-term perspective: 

M1: But another thing that I was thinking about is, I know, well, it's utopia. But 

basically, you have to make sure that people do not commute, right? 
M2: Well, you can't. 
M1: After all, it's 5000 people from NorthMetro who drive to [small city 3] every 

day. 5000 drive from [small city 3] to NorthMetro. 
M2: Yes, but you can't ... Yes yes. 
M1: No, but it requires a slightly longer-term plan, right? 

By increasing the perspective to a longer-term, it  allows more frames to enter the discussion, from 

their initial planning and data frames to taxation and governance frames: “why should there be 

driving tax deductions (for people driving a long way to work)?(…) So let's, then, either let people 

move into cities or workplaces move out into the countryside”. And later on even to a higher order 

political regulation frame: “if we had the social security number that ended up with an odd number, 

then we would have to meet at a quarter past eight or so. I think we will have to run in that 

direction”. Therefore by including a longer-term perspective, new frames enter the space as well. 

However, as discussions continue within the longer-term cues and frames, the actors realize that 

they don’t have the frames to tackle them properly. They, therefore, use the outlined boundaries 

set in the first phase of focusing on understanding the challenge rather than coming up with 

solutions, to eliminate the longer term frames “before it gets into solution mode”.  

To continue the conversation, the actors turn to the data necessary to understand and try to solve 

the mobility challenge: “what is it really ... If you have to do something properly in the area of 

mobility, what the hell type of data, you need at minimum?”. Therefore, the actors start to explore 

what type of data is required, especially as it relates to open data. For example, as in the extract 

below, the manager shares that construction work data is valuable but creates complications in 

creating additional work on the part of the municipality:  
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M1: there were some of our ' [employees] who got really tired of it because all of a sudden their data 

was exposed. Then you had to set an expiration date, then you had to set a proper start date. 

M2: So it's probably getting a bit more refined data, but also a little more accurate. 

M1: But again, this is again a good example of this with open data that we technicians, we are so 

nervous about releasing some data, so think now if they are not good enough. But data, they only get 

good from being used, right? (…) 

M2: Quality assurance, right? 

M3: Yes. But what do you think about the challenge of the country versus country? Because it is not 

essential in this. 

 

Therefore, the actors discuss that as data is opened, it gets better, but it creates more scrutiny and 

work on the part of the municipality. Therefore, by following the connections between the cues 

(mobility challenges require data to understand - type of data required - requirements on data – 

requirements on municipality for data) the actors expand the symbolic boundaries around the 

space, from the mobility challenge to challenges of opening data. At this point, one of the manager 

questions the connection between the challenges in making data open and the aim in focus – the 

mobility challenges – eliminating the latter cues from the space: “But what do you think about the 

challenge of the country versus country? Because it is not essential in this”. 

Returning to the mobility challenge, they try to create a deeper understanding of the challenge 

within the city and country area. However, one manager observes: “it could also be that there were 

different mobility challenges depending on what age group you are (…) If you are a family with 

children, then the mobility challenges may be something. If you are retired and so are not at work, 

it's something else.” However, the other actors, encountering this increase in the complexity of 

cues -  from cues relating to differences in geography to cues relating to differences in age groups 

-  prefer to simplify the space again: “So we must also keep in mind that you do not have so many 

parameters that we will eventually drown in it.”.  

The workgroup then goes in further exploring the cues of mobility, especially exploring further 

the problems in remote areas. In this way, they realize that the problem is not just commuting, but 

larger societal problems: “it is not just commuting that is a problem when we talk countryside 

because it is shopping, visits to a doctor, dentist and how to get there? Because the doctor is long 

overdue, the grocery store is closed (…) There are no schools either. So that's why it's a slightly 

broader problem for those out there “. Finally, reaching the end of the meeting, the actors split the 

problems into two. One referring to large city problems - “how could we solve with data the 

problem of traffic stopping during peak hours when people are going to work?” – and one for 
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remote areas:  "How could we solve the problem of transport options for rural residents when there 

is a lack of public transport so that they can better achieve that they can achieve daily chores, like 

going to the doctor, among other things?”. In this way they, the cues relating to remote areas are 

included in the previous one. 

As it can be seen, the actors in the workgroup go through multiple rounds of complexifying by 

adding cues and then simplifying by removing them when faced with the added complexity. While 

these discussions allow the actors to explore a wide set of cues, they do not manage to explore the 

problem in-depth. That is why the problem formulations that they end up with at the end of the 

meeting end up being “a bit wide” by the actors own words. Furthermore, when trying to find 

solutions based on these challenges in the next workshop, managers found it difficult to deal with 

the problem formulations find them: “a bit too fluffy (…) somewhat of a big problem to solve and 

you can do it in a few ways” (workshop 2 attendee). 

 

Discussion  

This study was motivated by the observation that organizations are increasingly engaged in trying 

to make sense of grand challenges (George et al. 2016). As “super wicked problems”, they are 

extremely difficult to make sense of as they require ensuring, on the one hand, that the 

communicative space has the requisite variety necessary to make sense of multiple, interrelated 

cues and, on the other hand, that the communicative space is simple enough (both in terms of cues 

and frames)  to keep equivocality in bay (Ferraro et al. 2015). Our study has revealed three key 

findings that we detail below. 

Insight 1: the role of boundary work to ensure the requisite variety of the 

sensemaking system 

First of all, we identify the mechanisms through which the tradeoff between requisite variety and 

equivocality is managed in practice. Through our analysis, we reveal how actors manage this 

tradeoff by using boundary work to allow more or less complexity, depending on the in-the-

moment sensemaking needs. Our findings show that in order to make sense of complex problems, 

actors use boundary work to actively select not only frames but also the cues that will be tackled 
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within a space. Previous research, such as that on inter-organizational collaborations, has looked 

into how a selection of frames can be used to tackle predefined cues (Gray 1989, 2008; Hardy et 

al. 2006). While most research in this stream simply notes the tendency, Seidl and Werle (2018) 

look into how requisite variety is achieved when trying to make sense of meta-problems. The 

authors observe that, as actors encounter cues that they cannot make sense of, they expand the 

social boundaries, inviting other participants with suitable frame repertoires. However, while Seidl 

and Werle (2018)’s model is driven by the personal interests of participants, our findings show 

that this might not necessarily be the case. In our findings, selection of participants and cues is 

driven by the in-the-moment sensemaking needs of the participants to understand the challenge. 

As such, we extend the authors’ findings and literature on sensemaking in general, in showing that, 

attempting to make sense of grand challenges is not only a matter of frame selection but also cue 

selection.   

Colville et al. (2012) have also theorized how the balance between requisite variety and 

equivocality can be managed, the authors focused on the combination between “complexity of 

thought with simplicity of action” therefore highlighting that “taking simple action” takes 

precedence in the face of complex problems. However, our research show that this might not be a 

dichotomy. We extend the authors’ work showing that thought and action intertwine through the 

boundary work as actors attempt to make sense of the highly complex challenges. Adding and 

removing participants, deciding on the cues and frames with which to attempt to understand and 

solve these challenges all intertwine within one space.  

Moreover, other authors have shown that sensemaking, especially to reduce equivocality can be 

organized through the use of storytelling (Weick 2012), using them as templates to set “the 

parameters within which creativity is permitted,’ (Humphreys et al. 2012: 57) or to build logics of 

appropriateness that allow actors to select certain cues and frames as suitable (Abolafia 2010). 

This research hints at the need of an organizing mechanism that can allow actors to build “islands 

of relatively stabilized relational order in a sea of ceaseless change’ or ‘a temporarily stabilized 

event cluster’”  (Weick 2012: 147 referring to Chia, 2003),  that can allow them to make sense of 

complex challenges. Our research goes in depth in showing how this “stabilizing” is achieved by 

using boundary work to select specific cues and frames that will be tackled within the confines of 

a thus defined space.  
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Our findings show that as actors try to make sense of a bracketed selection of cues, more cues 

require attention due to their interconnectedness, therefore putting a strain on the frame complexity 

requirements. As such, actors need to make explicit decisions of what cues and frames to allow 

within the sensemaking space and which not. In doing so, the selection of cues in itself becomes 

an issue. As more cues are added, the frames need to be adjusted as well. Boundary work facilitates 

this process by allowing the balancing between cues and frames so that provisional sense can be 

made. Our study contributes to the literature on sensemaking by bringing forth the reflexivity that 

can arise in sensemaking (Orton and Weick 1990). As cues and frames are added and removed in 

the space, their number itself becomes an issue. Therefore, actors have to engage in understanding 

their own sensemaking process purposefully, need to make reflexive decisions on which issues 

they can and will handle within the confines of the space. However, most research so far has 

conceptualized issues as fixed entities to be made sense of (ex: Colville et al. 2013). At high levels 

of complexity, sensemaking itself becomes an issue to be made sense of. Therefore, reflexivity is 

required to manage the sensemaking process, finding which speaks into the debate over the agentic 

and reflexive nature of sensemaking (Weick et al. 2005).  Sharma and Good (2013) theorize about 

the capability of middle managers of being reflexive in their cue selection when “manager ‘coolly’ 

adopts a reflective distance to gather information from conflicting cues in the environment” 

(p.103). Similarly, Termeer et al. (2015) illustrate the importance of taking a reflexive stance with 

regards to frames when dealing with wicked problems.  Our findings add to these studies in 

showing how reflexivity is achieved in situ through boundary work as actors try to make sense of 

the challenges. Therefore, it is not only a governance tool (Termeer et al. 2015) or stance (Sharma 

and Good 2013), but it is a reflexive practice whose need arises in the moment as actors try to 

make sense of highly complex challenges. Within the literature on boundary work, Langley et al. 

(2019) notice a similar tension between “highly intentional and planned activities (…) of the 

creation of a boundary organization, and the everyday pre-reflexive boundary interactions” (pp. 

57). Our study extends these initial findings showing that the boundary work associated with 

sensemaking for grand challenges can be both deliberate and emergent. On the one hand, actors 

purposefully add and cut out cues and frames in order to simplify or complexify the space. On the 

other hand, it can also be emergent as actors follow the connections between cues, thereby adding 

and accepting the cues into the space. We believe that this comes especially from the nature of the 

problems that, being highly complex, require additional reflexivity on the side of the actors. 
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Insight 2: Simplexifying for grand societal challenges to allow the simultaneous 

increase and decrease of complexity 

Our second important finding relates to the different types of boundary work that we identify. We 

show that in order to make sense of the highly interrelated bundles of cues that they are faced with, 

actors use three types of boundary work: simplifying (that eliminates cues and frames), 

complexifying (that adds cues and frames) or simplexifying (that combines simplification and 

complexification).  We especially identify two mechanisms through which actors achieve the 

latter: either by simultaneously adding and removing cues to restructure the overall bundle of cues 

or by acknowledging the complexity and then bracketing the bundle of cues for future spaces. This 

finding substantially adds to our understanding of how requisite variety and equivocality are 

combined to make sense of inputs. Weick (1979) notes that “equivocality can be suppressed only 

after processes have first registered equivocality. Accurate registering requires the matching of 

processes to the characteristics of their inputs.” However, in the case of highly complex challenges, 

actors might not have at hand the “processes” necessary to accurately deal with the inputs in the 

moment. Therefore, our findings of the different types of boundary work expand our understanding 

of how registering of complex cues and matching that with an appropriate level of complexity is 

done in practice. Actors can increase or decrease the level of complexity actively within the space 

through simplifying or complexifying boundary work, but they can also bracket complexity for 

other spaces where the appropriate level of complexity can be assured within the space. 

The identified mechanisms enable us to explain how actors make sense of grand challenges. The 

literature on grand challenges has identified them as wicked and complex problems, characterized 

by multiple, highly interconnected, issues (Ferraro et al. 2015; George et al. 2016). That is why 

they are inherently difficult to make sense of (Cartwright 1987; Hardy and Maguire 2010; Rittel 

and Webber 1973). The mechanisms we identified show that through boundary work consisting of 

simplifying, complexifying and especially simplexifying actors are able to tackle these 

interlocking of cues. Complexifying boundary work allows the addition of interlocking cues that 

abound in grand challenges, and of frames to fit them. Alternatively, simplifying boundary work 

can remove frames and entire bundles of cues. Simplexifying boundary work, on the other hand, 

is able to adjust cues in such a way that they fit the capabilities of solving in the moment, therefore 

still acknowledging the cue and its interconnections even if capabilities to tackle it are not present 
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in the space. As such, we found that the predominant use of simplexifying boundary work can lead 

to a better understanding of the challenge. This finding has implications for surpassing the problem 

identified in literature when dealing when grand challenges, in the form of a tendency of 

oversimplification. Palermo et al. (2017) illustrate how an insurance company that was trying to 

make sense of the financial crisis initially went through a phase of increase in complexity followed 

by a reduction of it. The cases studied by Wright and Nyberg (2017) also hint at a similar problem 

of reduction of complexity throughout time by reverting to “business as usual”.   

Implication 3 – the management of boundary work over time 

Lastly, we found that trying to make sense of complex problems is a dynamic process. We show 

how this plays out over time, which we synthesized in a three-stage process model, consisting of 

outlining, focusing, and adjusting and leading to differentiated understandings depending on the 

boundary work used. By differentiating between the different types of understanding, we extend 

Seidl and Werle (2018)’s model by showing that changes in the way that cues and frames are 

selected can lead to different outcomes in terms of the way the problem is understood. While we 

did not attempt to analyze how the boundary work and understanding affect the boundary work of 

future spaces, our data hints to this being highly interrelated. Therefore, in cases where balanced 

understanding was achieved, actors were able to plan for the development of their understanding 

in future spaces. Through simplexifying boundary work that would bracket the issue to future 

spaces, they chose whom to invite and with what frames in a way that should allow the further 

understanding of the issues. This was not the case in the other patterns of unfocused and focused 

exploration. Future research could attempt to investigate the dynamics between the boundary work 

for sensemaking further, looking at how these dynamics unfold over multiple spaces.  

Our model of the different phases of boundary work demonstrates the highly dynamic nature of 

spaces.  We show how boundary work not only creates the outlines of spaces but that its dynamics 

continuously reshape its limits. While not necessarily dealing with the concept of sensemaking, 

literature on boundary work has shown how actors use boundaries to create spaces (Langley et al. 

2019; Weinfurtner and Seidl 2018) that can lead to new understanding of organizational routines 

(Bucher and Langley 2016) or innovation from institutionalized understandings (Cartel et al. 2019; 

Hardy and Maguire 2010; Zietsma and Lawrence 2010). As such, for Bucher and Langley (2016), 

reflective spaces are set up by managers through boundary work to create change in how routines 
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are conceptualized. Similarly, Cartel et al. (2019) describe the boundary work done to set up 

experimental spaces that opens up participants “to exchange views on the field’s issue” (pp.81). 

While these studies present the importance of spaces and boundary work for developing new 

understandings, they present a relatively static view of boundary work (Langley et al. 2019). As 

such, once the boundaries of a space have been set, they remain relatively stable. Our findings, on 

the other hand, show that boundaries within one space are continuously redrawn as actors try to 

make sense of the issue. As such, space is continuously reshaped by the social, symbolic and 

temporal boundary work of actors. This finding shows, therefore, the mechanisms through which 

constant change, through the different boundary work dynamics used, can, at the same time, 

change and stabilize the nature of the space.  

While we do believe that the findings apply to a wide range of situations, one of the boundary 

conditions that might apply to this case refers to the special role of power and politics. In our cases, 

we did not observe a strong effect of power in the dynamics. This might be, first of all, due to the 

Nordic European cultural characteristics that exhibit mostly flat hierarchies and power structures. 

Even more, due to the nature of the problems, none of the parties had a dominant frame that they 

would have liked to impose, focusing instead on trying to understand the problem and potential 

solutions. However, power might have a consequential impact on how boundary work is achieved. 

For example, Maitlis and Sonenshein (2010) suspect that the entire process of creating a balance 

between requisite variety and equivocality might be driven by power dynamics. Similarly,  Seidl 

and Werle (2018)’s model of sensemaking was driven mostly by the interests of the participants. 

Future research might attempt to compare the differences in the way boundary work is done when 

the process is driven by power and interests rather than sensemaking needs.  

 

Conclusion 

 

This paper has set off to investigate how actors use boundary work to complexify and simplify the 

space for making sense of grand challenges. To answer this question, we built on a comparative 

case study design of two smart city organizations with embedded units of analysis in the form of 

the sensemaking spaces that were formed as part of the boundary work. Our analysis revealed three 
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main findings: 1) boundary work can be used to balance the tradeoff between requisite variety and 

equivocality; 2) boundary work can be used to simplify, complexify or simplexify the space 

depending on the in the moment sensemaking needs; 3) boundary work is a dynamic process that 

continuously refines the space that it creates. Through these findings, we bring contribution to 

three main streams of literature. Firstly, we contribute to the literature on sensemaking by 

illustrating how boundary work is used in practice to manage the trade-off between requisite 

variety and equivocality. Secondly, we contribute to the literature on grand challenges by 

identifying the special role of simplexifying boundary work for dealing with highly interconnected 

bundles of cues. Lastly, we contribute to the literature on spaces and their associated boundary 

work by demonstrating their highly dynamic nature.  
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Introduction 

The past decade has witnessed a strong surge of interest in the concept of open strategy in both 

research (David Seidl et al., 2019a; Whittington et al., 2017) and practice (for corporate examples 

see Dobusch et al., 2019; Luedicke et al., 2017; and the overview in Tavakoli et al., 2017). Driven 

by a broader societal trend towards openness in various domains – including open innovation 

(Chesbrough, 2003), open-source software (Von Krogh & Von Hippel, 2003), or open government 

(Janssen et al., 2012) – the idea of transparency and/or inclusiveness has entered the strategy 

domain (David Seidl et al., 2019b; Whittington et al., 2011). The idea of opening up strategy work 

runs against conventional thinking of strategy being exclusive and secret (Birkinshaw, 2017). 

Nonetheless, research argues that widening inclusion and increasing transparency yields 

substantial advantages such as access to more diverse strategic ideas (Aten & Thomas, 2016), 

better and faster decisions (Stieger et al., 2012), or an increased acceptance of strategy by various 

stakeholder groups (Doz & Kosonen, 2008; Hutter et al., 2017).  

Importantly, a guiding assumption running through most past and current work on open strategy 

is that increased openness is worth striving for, as openness is associated with immensely positive 

aspects (Dobusch & Dobusch, 2019). Recently, however, scholars have reflected on the dominant 

programmatic approach (Dobusch & Dobusch, 2019) toward openness and pointed out that 

openness may, in fact, yield various tensions and dilemmas. This is because openness is not only 

associated with benefits but also comes with significant risks and costs (Birkinshaw, 2017; 

Dobusch & Kapeller, 2018; Hautz et al., 2017). A particularly important and counterintuitive 

paradox is that, while openness and its counterpart, closure, may appear contradictory, they may 

simultaneously depend on each other (Dobusch & Dobusch, 2019). Hence, to reap the benefits of 

open strategy, certain forms of closure may be necessary. As Dobusch et al. (2019: 345) argue, 

“openness does not connote absence of rules, instructions and prescribed procedures but rather 

requires such bureaucratic – albeit transparent, reliable and modifiable – forms of organizing to 

enable openness”. Put differently, to avoid the ‘tyranny of structurelessness’ (Freeman, 1972), 

structuring elements are necessary. Creating rules for participation and transparency and therefore 

limiting openness, can remove structural inequalities and therefore increase openness by for 

example, assuring that previously excluded actors are included through affirmative action. 

In this study, we put forth the idea that ‘space’ takes on the role of one such structuring element. 

As a multidimensional bounded social setting, space allows the interaction of actors to be 

organized in distinctive ways (Bucher & Langley, 2016). The ‘bounded’ quality of space thus 
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directly regulates the two critical dimensions of open strategy, namely ‘inclusiveness’ and 

‘transparency’. On the one hand the boundaries regulate who has access to the space, but also, on 

the other hand, the inner arrangements and practices regulate what is seen as acceptable 

participatory practices within the space. We investigate how actors purposefully create and use 

different spaces to advance open strategy initiatives. In particular, we ask the following research 

question: How do actors use space to structure the open strategy process? 

Empirically, we explore our research question by drawing on a case study of a municipal team 

engaged in a long-term Smart City strategy. OpenMuni (pseudonym) engaged in multiple inter-

organizational open strategy initiatives to inform their strategy. These initiatives however lack 

traditional structuring mechanisms such as hierarchies, contracts, or agreed-upon rules and 

procedures (Seidl & Guerard, 2015), making them particularly prone to the ‘tyranny of 

structurelessness’. Hence, the empirical setting provides a unique opportunity to explore the 

dynamics between inclusion and exclusion as actors create and make use of different spaces in the 

context of strategy work. 

With our findings we contribute to the literature on open strategy (D. Seidl et al., 2019). We 

identify the informal structuring practices such as arranging, enclosing, and reciprocal opening 

that create different degrees of openness and closure within spaces. We further develop a process 

model showing how the structuring of open strategy is achieved through the dynamic interplay of 

multiple spaces. We also contribute to the literature on spaces (Langley et al., 2019; Weinfurtner 

& Seidl, 2018) by identifying the  practices of connecting spaces and the special role of one-on-

one spaces within this process.  

The remainder of this study is structured as follows. Next, we describe our theoretical foundation, 

foregrounding how both closure and openness are part of open strategy initiatives and the role of 

space in structuring them. After that, we present our inductive analysis of a longitudinal case study 

of a municipal organization – OpenMuni – engaged in smart city projects, focusing on the open 

strategy initiatives that the organization engaged in. Finally we develop a model of how open 

strategy is organized across different spaces.  

Background 

Open strategy as openness and closure  

Organizations progressively use open strategy to get innovative input on their future direction 

(Aten & Thomas, 2016) and increase strategic buy-in from internal (Stieger et al., 2012) and 
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external stakeholders (Gegenhuber & Dobusch, 2016; Whittington et al., 2016). However, we still 

know very little about how open strategy is organized and controlled. Opening the strategy process 

requires a level of relinquishing of control if input is to be received (Malhotra et al., 2017; Stieger 

et al., 2012). For example, Stieger et al. (2012) note the unpredictable directions that the 

conversations of employees can take, outside of manager issued topics. Malhotra et al. (2017) note 

the continuous risks of conflict and self-promotion that organizers of open strategy processes need 

to mitigate. Together, these findings highlight that, as actors are invited to contribute to the 

strategy-making process, they can have different opinions and interests (Dobusch et al., 2017; 

Seidl & Werle, 2018) that can lead to a loss of control over the content or the process of 

strategizing.  

In line with this finding, research has shown the necessity of structuring and organizing 

mechanisms that can avoid this loss of control. For example, technology and hierarchy—such as 

top management decision making—can act as control mechanisms both in cases of employee-

focused open strategy and in cases of external, crowd-based open strategy (Hautz et al., 2019; 

Vaara et al., 2019). Hansen and Flyverbom (2015) show that even in what is considered as the 

most transparent instances of openness, this transparency is organized and controlled through the 

use of digital technologies and practices. Through the use of these digital technologies and 

practices, choices over concealment and reveal of information have essential implications over the 

ultimate form of openness. Similarly, Amrollahi and Rowlands (2018) describe the design 

elements necessary in a platform to facilitate and control the open strategy process. Malhotra et 

al. (2017) describe the control mechanisms embedded in the design of the online platform aimed 

at controlling the type of input received. They give the example of providing specific instructions 

and creating the invitation in a desired way that yields a focus on the future rather than the past in 

order to control the content of the input received. The authors also describe how the “2-phase 

guided approach” through platform design principles such as drop-down lists, hyperlinks, and 

temporal displays controls the process. Heracleous et al. (2017) and Dobusch et al. (2019)– 

describing Wikimedia’s and Wikipedia’s strategizing processes, respectively – analyze the 

organizing mechanisms used by the organization to structure the process. In both studies, the 

authors highlight the need for closing control mechanisms through different hierarchical 

processes, boundaries in participation, and rules and policies for participation. 

Therefore, organizing open strategy processes becomes a balancing act between closing and 

opening. Dobusch et al. (2017) note that organizations might balance the loss of control in one 

aspect of the strategizing process by closing (i.e., increasing control) in another aspect. Dobusch 
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et al. (2019) make use of Whittington et al. (2011)’s inclusion and exclusion framework to analyze 

how Wikimedia balances openness and closure. The authors show how the organization gives 

access to sensitive information (i.e., transparency) while implementing informational policies at 

the same time and extended opportunities to participate (i.e. inclusion) while regulating it at the 

same time. Through this balancing process, the company increased openness on the content side 

while limiting it procedurally at the same time. In sum, prior research has argued and shown that 

open strategy requires the simultaneous balancing of openness and closure (Dobusch & Dobusch, 

2019) 

To date, research has typically focused on individual instances of open strategy (Aten & Thomas, 

2016; Malhotra et al., 2017; Stieger et al., 2012) and only a few studies have researched the reasons 

and moves from one state to another (openness to closure or vice versa) (Gegenhuber & Dobusch, 

2016; Hautz et al., 2017; Yakis-Douglas et al., 2017). However, none of these looked into the 

structuring practices that allowed the long-term organization of the open strategizing practices. A 

notable exception is a study of Luedicke et al. (2017), in which the authors describe the longer-

term organizing of open strategy processes. In particular, they describe the practices that the 

Premium Cola collective uses regarding agenda setting, governance, and participation aimed at 

radically opening their strategizing and counterbalancing this openness in the face of barriers. 

Nevertheless, the study does not address the organizing practices that allow this type of openness 

to ensue.  

Long term openness is not necessarily a problem for private organizations that can close down 

previously open processes or counterbalance what should be radically open strategizing with more 

closed processes without facing backlash from the stakeholders (Gegenhuber & Dobusch, 2016). 

For public organizations, however, facing public scrutiny and multi-vocality, reverting or 

balancing openness and closure might be difficult, illegitimate, or simply impossible. Public 

organizations face a special requirement to balance openness and closure due to the increasing 

international expectation for public organizations’ openness and due to the highly bureaucratic, 

rule-driven processes and practices that these organizations need to stick to (Kornberger et al., 

2017). Accordingly, how to balance openness and closure is a central issue in public organizations’ 

open strategy process. 

Space as organizing mechanism for openness 

The section above highlights the necessity of structuring practices and mechanisms that can 

balance openness and closure when setting up open strategy initiatives. However, this research 
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also shows that actors organize the open strategy processes by setting up spaces (Weinfurtner & 

Seidl, 2018) that help stabilize the interactions between actors in desired ways (Hernes et al., 2006: 

46). By defining rules for interaction and behavior and creating more or less strict boundaries with 

regards to who should participate, spaces can shape the interaction of actors within them (Langley 

et al., 2019). 

With the spatial turn in organizational studies, research attention has increasingly focused on the 

concept of space (Taylor & Spicer, 2007). The literature conceptualizes space in its physical 

dimensions and, beyond that, as a socially constructed entity that exhibits interrelated mental, 

experiential, material, and practice elements (Lefebvre, 1991). Spaces are particularly useful in 

guiding interactions due to their ability to “bring together things to form a basis from which action 

can take place and meaning can be created” (Hernes et al., 2006: 62). As such, through the 

intertwining of practice, meaning, and materiality, action can be organized both to support deeper 

structural conditions (Gander, 2015; Taylor & Van Every, 1999), but also to change them (Hardy 

& Maguire, 2010; Hatch, 1999). For example, Kellogg (2009) shows how setting up spaces, within 

which less powerful actors could interact, created the structures needed for the group to organize 

and coordinate.  

The organizing capacity of space arises from its ability to create connections that allow rituals to 

arise as guides for action and its ability to create boundaries that define which practices are 

appropriate (Anand & Watson, 2004; Lampel & Meyer, 2008). Blagoev et al. (2019) show how 

shared co-working spaces structured the work of the entrepreneurs situated in the space by 

facilitating rituals and routines. Similarly, Wilhoit and Kisselburgh (2015) show how arranging 

elements such as street lights and barriers create norms of how it is appropriate to bike in the city, 

while boundaries such as biking lanes and curb ramps delimit the practice of biking from the other 

practices done on the street (walking and driving). 

Especially outside of formal, hierarchical settings, spaces in the form of meetings have a 

particularly adequate capacity to organize interaction (Jarzabkowski & Seidl, 2008). As Haug 

(2013: 707) notes, when “relationships (…) are not pre-defined by formalized rules and roles (…) 

meetings are the natural way to establish and stabilize social relations and to create a social order 

that facilitates collective action and fosters social change.” For example, Jarzabkowski et al. 

(2015) identify the bodily, material, and discursive practices that interrelate to create mutual, 

restricted, and dialogic spaces that combined are consequential for achieving the inter-

organizational strategy work. Similarly, Teulier and Rouleau (2013) describe the different spaces 
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that middle managers set up in an inter-organizational collaboration in order to make sense of new 

technology.  

Through its structuring capacity, spaces become particularly good at facilitating the opening and 

closing necessary within open strategy processes. Dobusch et al. (2019: 347) note that different 

spaces for open strategy can have important implications for the way in which the open strategy 

will be organized: “it is important to take the different forms of access to information (e.g. face-

to-face communication, newsletter) into account, because each form and its respective features 

induces different inclusionary and exclusionary effects”. Patriotta and Spedale (2011), describe 

how space orders the decision-making and strategizing of an inter-organizational task force. The 

authors find that order develops through face-to-face interactions “that bound the participants into 

circular patterns of exchange” and that actively changing the space where interactions take place 

can affect who has control over decision-making. As such, the authors show that switching from 

meetings where “all consultants were co-present in the same meeting to one where he met different 

member organizations of the task force on an individual basis” (Patriotta & Spedale, 2011: 371) 

allowed a manager to take control of the decision-making process and reduce conflict.  

Therefore, through setting up boundaries to the external environment, spaces can affect who 

participates (Langley et al., 2019; Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018) in the open strategy process and the 

level of transparency that is allowed. At the same time, by guiding patterns of behavior inside, 

spaces can organize practices of inclusion and transparency. Hence, space structures the inclusion 

of actors and the sharing of strategy. However, we still know very little about how this is 

accomplished across time and in different spaces. Therefore, this paper aims to investigate how 

actors use space to organize open strategy.  

 

Methods 

Research setting  

To analyze the organizing of open strategy initiatives, we followed the open strategy initiatives 

that OpenMuni, a team in a municipality (CityMain) in Northern Europe was engaged in. Since 

our interest was in exploring the organizing of openness over time, we used a longitudinal case 

study design (Pettigrew, 1990) to uncover the unfolding nature of the practice. We chose 

OpenMuni purposefully due to the large number of open strategy initiatives that they were 

engaged in for a single strategic issue – developing the city into a “smart city” (Bolívar, 2015; 
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Bolivar & Meijer, 2015). In this way, the city tried to use new technologies such as internet of 

things, artificial intelligence, and big data analytics to develop better public services, solve 

challenges for the city and reduce costs. In order to do so, OpenMuni engaged in a high number 

of open strategy initiatives targeting internal employees, large enterprises, small and medium-

sized businesses, entrepreneurs, and research institutions.  

Furthermore, we selected OpenMuni due to their use of open strategy for the same strategic 

initiative, over an extended period. Namely, the municipality had been engaged in the Smart City 

initiative since 2011, when two researchers (not authors of this study, but included as interview 

participants) contacted George – the CEO of the municipality – with the proposal of creating a 

cross-sector collaboration aimed at joining resources to tackle the challenges and opportunities 

arising from digitalization. Beyond this collaboration that ever since included the most essential 

stakeholders in the city as members, the municipality has regularly been engaging with other 

stakeholders as well. For this paper, we collected data over two years and a half, which allowed 

us to follow the open strategy practices of several projects as part of the overall smart city strategy. 

We focused specifically on collecting data as relating to inter-organizational instances of open 

strategy, therefore, not focusing on open strategy targeting citizens. We defined inter-

organizational both as relating to companies, SMEs, and NGOs or research institutions, but also 

other departments outside of those associated with the team engaged in the Smart City strategy.  

  

Data Collection 

The primary author of the paper collected data over a 30 months period. However, the period 

covered a total of seven and a half years, out of which five years are retrospective data (similar to 

e.g. Jarzabkowski & Seidl, 2008). To present the findings of this study, we drew on various data 

sources, detailed below. 

Observations. The primary author of the paper observed 31 meetings, workshops, and events 

totaling in over 98 hours of observation that were video or at minimum audio recorded. The 

meetings ranged from 1-hour to 4 day-workshops (of 8 hours each day). These meetings and 

sections of the events were transcribed on top of the ethnographic notes taken that focused on the 

more non-discursive aspects. During the observation, the focus was on what collaborators were 

doing in practice to share information and include actors. Following a practice perspective, we 

aimed to capture “routinized types of behavior which consist of several elements, interconnected 

to one another: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, ‘things’ and their use, a 
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background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and 

motivational knowledge” (Jarzabkoski et.al, 2007: 9 quoting  Reckwitz, 2002: 249). Therefore we 

observed the spatial arrangements, objects, movements, and activities that the actors were engaged 

in. 

Semi-structured Interviews. We conducted 56 interviews with OpenMuni managers and the 

actors that were part of the different open strategy initiatives. These interviews ranged from 30 

minutes to two hours.  The questions focused amongst others on how the actors perceived being 

part of the different open strategy initiatives, what their aims were and the reasoning behind their 

actions during the initiatives. Also, for the OpenMuni managers, we focused some interviews on 

how and why they decided to set up different initiatives in specific ways.   

Archival data. We read over 300 pages of agenda meetings, presentations from these meetings, 

emails and reports, and over 270 webpages and media article pages. We used these sources to 

create a timeline of the open strategy initiatives and to establish who was included and the topic 

that was discussed.   

Data Analysis 

We applied an iterative data-analysis approach by continuously circling between theory and data. 

We started with the general interest of how the actors were structuring the open strategy initiatives 

(Whittington et al., 2011). During the data gathering process, we observed that the OpenMuni 

managers regularly opened the strategy in different settings and that they were organizing these 

settings in diverse ways according to what they were sharing and who was to be present. Initially, 

we created a timeline of all the instances that we could find where OpenMuni shared their strategy 

and/or included others in their strategy process for the smart city initiatives. We did this by 

drawing from the archival data to historically establish the course of events since the establishment 

of the collaboration, but also drew from archival data, observations, and interviews to develop the 

timeline, as it was unfolding during the data collection. We observed that OpenMuni was using 

four distinct types of meetings and events – one-on-one, roundtable, workshop, and public – to 

engage different types of actors. This observation led us to the literature on space (Lefebvre, 1991; 

Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018), to analyze how OpenMuni used the different spaces to structure the 

open strategy initiatives. Specifically, we drew on Lefebvre (1991)’s distinction between 

conceived, perceived, and lived spaces to analyze: how the space was pre-arranged (conceived), 

the practices that actors used as part of the space to facilitate inclusion and transparency 

(perceived), and finally how the space was experienced by both OpenMuni and the other 
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participants in terms of openness (lived). While for the first two parts, we relied mostly on 

observational data, we primarily used interviews to substantiate our claims for the latter part.  

Next, drawing on the literature from open strategy, we categorized the practices that the actors 

used for inclusion and transparency (Whittington et al., 2011) in the different spaces. In line with 

Dobusch et al. (2019)’s assertion that openness and closure are highly interrelated, we also 

identified the closure practices that the actors used to achieve the open strategizing. In this way, 

we identified practices of enclosing and arranging that were differentially used to set up space, 

and practices of sharing and blurring strategy, inviting and controlling inclusion and reciprocal 

openness as key for organizing the open strategy initiatives. We observed that these practices 

achieved a dual role. On the one hand, they structured openness as it relates to the external 

environment, outside of the space – such as who is allowed into the space and how visible things 

done in the space are to others outside of it. On the other hand, they structured openness inside of 

the space, such as how transparent the information shared towards the participants of the space is 

and how participants are included. Furthermore, we ranked each space in terms of transparency 

from low to high, depending on how much information was shared and how straightforward it was 

towards the participants of the space. We ranked inclusion from low to high, depending on how 

much voice and decision-making were allowed to the internal participants. Drawing on Quick and 

Feldman (2011), we ranked inclusion low to high, defining low levels of inclusion as the 

participatory practices aimed simply at “increasing input for decisions” (pp. 274) and high levels 

of inclusion as aimed at joint, co-creative action-driven inclusion such as starting joint strategic 

projects. 

Ultimately, we analyzed how the different spaces and practices were used over time to lead to the 

inclusion and exclusion of actors and changes in the strategic direction of OpenMuni’s Smart city 

strategy. In this way, we further identified practices of linking spaces. As a result of this, we were 

able to identify and develop our dynamic model of how the different spaces interrelate to organize 

the open strategy process, combining openness and closure both within and across spaces.  

We present our findings as follows. First, we present a timeline of the open strategy spaces that 

OpenMuni used for one of its strategic projects. After that, we present the practices used within 

these spaces to create inclusion and transparency, which is then followed by a look into these 

practices as they are used across spaces. Finally, we present our theoretical model of how spaces 

are used to structure the open strategy process.  
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Findings 

 

OpenMuni’s strategy for the smart city initiative is to use new technologies to develop the growth 

of the city in particular in terms of supporting citizens’ digital skills development, entrepreneurial 

growth, and the local IT business cluster. The overall strategy involves the start of multiple 

strategic projects. These include, for example, a yearly festival for digitalization and a platform 

for open data. Besides, one of the latest projects represents a platform that OpenMuni had built 

for the city that enables automatic connectivity and data sharing from local sensors. The objective 

of the platform is twofold: to support the municipality in dealing with existing challenges 

regarding, for example, pollution and traffic on the one hand, and enabling growth through 

supporting entrepreneurs and students in developing new digital solutions on the other. 

Multiple stakeholders such as entrepreneurs, large companies, local educational institutions 

(university and colleges) are invited to contribute at varying levels to the smart city strategy (see 

table 1 for a description of the actors presented in this study with their associated pseudonyms). 

Typically, entrepreneurs and other smaller stakeholders contribute only sporadically to the 

initiative. However, six years ago, OpenMuni created a distinct forum—the SmartColab—that 

unites the initiative’s most important stakeholders. The members of SmartColab have remained 

relatively stable throughout the years and—apart from OpenMuni—encompasses seven 

organizations: the county, three research institutions, two large companies within the city, and a 

network representative of the local digital entrepreneurial companies. From these organizations, 

both higher-level managers such as CEOs and deans and operational staff, such as middle 

managers and researchers, are part of the smart city initiative.   

OpenMuni uses multiple intertwined spaces to include diverse actors within the city to contribute 

to its strategy. In particular, our analysis reveals four spaces, namely one-on-one, roundtable, 

workshops, and public presentations.  
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Table 7: OpenMuni and their open strategy collaborators 

  

Sector Organization Position Given 

name 
S

m
ar

tC
o
la

b
 

O
p
en

M
u
n
i 

 

Public 

CTIYMAIN CEO George 

CIO Adam 

Manager Anna 

Jenny Jenny 

Pilots Project 

Leader 

Monica 

P
o
w

er
fu

l 
M

em
b
er

s 

Public 

CITYMAIN People 

Manager 

Jasmine 

COUNTY Manager John 

COUNTY Middle 

Manager 

Joanne 

Research 

 

UNIVERSITY Dean Casper 

UNIVERSITY 
Assistant 

Professor 

Denis 

UNIVERSITY Co-

Researcher 

Alice 

RESEARCH CEO Oliver 

RESEARCH Researcher Graham 

COLLEGE Vice-dean Hector 

COLLEGE  Researcher David 

Private 
MARKETING CEO Henrik 

SOFTWARE CEO Steve 

Network of 

SMEs 

NETWORK CEO Kim 

O
th

er
 

SMEs Start-up IoTPark Entrepreneur Ned  

Start-up Inno Entrepreneur Justin 

Other 

CityMain 

departments 

Public CITYMAIN Top 

managers and 

employees  

Multiple 

* SmartColab includes the powerful members and OpenMuni managers. The entrepreneurs and the other municipality 

departments are brought sporadically into OpenMuni’s Smart City open strategy initiatives. 
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Figure 1: Timeline of Open strategy process for Platform project 
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Overlapping spaces signify that the spaces are embedded one within the other (later 

within the former) 

Time 
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Figure 1 (continued): Timeline of Open strategy process for Platform project 

 

 

Time 
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OpenMuni’s opening strategizing throughout different spaces 

Figure 1 above presents an overview of the open strategy initiatives organized by OpenMuni 

relating to the platform described above (a detailed narrative is available from the authors upon 

request).  

As it can be seen, initially OpenMuni relies heavily on input from the SmartColab even when 

organizing spaces target other actors. In the second part of the process, this changes with much 

more emphasis on internal other departments which had not been previously included and on 

startups.  At the last roundtable meeting of SmartColab, the collaborators challenge the strategy 

and decisions on how to proceed are deferred to one-on-one meetings. However, the collaborators 

are not able to decide on how the strategy should be developed further. This leads to OpenMuni 

organizing a large scale workshop on getting input for a new strategy from the wider environment. 

The input from the workshop together leads to a change in focus of the strategy from using digital 

technology for city growth towards solving the grand challenges of the city.  

As a result of these changes, SmartColab is canceled. Some relevant stakeholders—such as 

Marketing—can no longer give input, being excluded from the open strategy process altogether, 

while other stakeholders—such as College, University, Research—still present their input in 

private meetings. Nevertheless, other stakeholders—such as Software and Network—provide 

their input in private settings, not on the strategy and the specific project, but instead on initiatives 

that relate only to joint projects that OpenMuni already has with them.  

On the other hand, two entrepreneurs gradually get included more and more into the process. For 

example, Justin from Inno participates in a public presentation, after which he approaches Adam, 

having an idea on how to solve one of the challenges that Adam had presented during the event. 

A pilot test is started to test the ideas and to develop them together. He is even invited to further 

present the joint project in a common public presentation and furthermore, invited in a workshop 

to give his input on what the strategy and value of a new solution should be. 

Therefore, through the process, two entrepreneurs and the other CityMain departments 

increasingly participate in OpenMuni’s smart city strategy, while some of the influential 

stakeholders are increasingly excluded. Furthermore, the strategy’s focus changes from digital 

growth and preparedness towards solving grand challenges such as pollution and overcrowding.  

Over time, OpenMuni deliberately sets up four different types of spaces: roundtables, public 

spaces, workshops and one-on-ones. Each space requires and at the same time allows different 

levels of transparency and inclusion with regards to OpenMuni’s open strategy. An in-depth 
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analysis of how each space achieves openness and closure through different practices – enclosing, 

arranging, sharing (and hiding) strategy, inviting (and controlling) participation – can be found in 

Appendix 2.  Table two below summarizes the practices that we identified according to each space. 

Table 8: Openness structuring practices for each space 

 One-on-one Roundtable Public Workshop 

Enclosing Strong enclosure,   

spatially bounded: 

Small meeting 

rooms, cars, bodily 

positioning 

Mid-Strong 

enclosure: 

Meeting room at 

muni headquarters  

 

Low enclosure: 

large halls at 

innovation center 

(Open 

participation) 

 

Mid-low enclosure: 

large halls at 

innovation center 

Arranging Face to face, close  Roundtable with 

dominant position 

at presentation 

place 

Presenter vs. 

audience 

 

Working groups 

 

Backing up 

openness 

Sharing sensitive 

information 

Showing value of 

openness 

Reaffirming basis 

for collaboration 

Reaffirming basis 

for collaboration   

Making 

requirement to 

collaborate explicit 

Showing value of 

openness 

Sharing 

strategy  

Sharing varying 

levels strategy: 

future strategic 

ideas, project ideas,  

bringing up to 

speed on projects 

 

High reciprocal 

transparency 

Disclosing high 

level strategies 

 

 

 

 

 

High reciprocal 

transparency 

Sharing medium – 

high strategy;  

future strategic 

plans; challenges 

encountered with 

strategy so far 

 

No reciprocal 

transparency 

Sharing medium-

low level strategies: 

detailed strategy, 

problems 

implementing, 

future plans  

 

Medium reciprocal 

transparency 

Hiding/blurring 

strategy 

 

- 

Presenting already 

decided on 

strategies, hiding 

challenges 

Sharing overly 

encompassing 

strategy 

Voicing limits to 

openness 

Creating 

common 

ground 

Gradually 

intertwining joint 

interests  

Allowing only 

public good 

interests  

Openly diverging 

interests 

Gradually 

intertwining public 

good & personal 

interests  

Inviting 

participation 

Directly co-

creation, joint 

project invitations 

Asking for input 

(pre-space) high 

level strategy; 

Asking for input 

(limited –mostly 

toward other 

spaces);  mid-level 

strategy 

Input as main 

purpose 

Controlling 

participation 

Participation 

negotiated directly 

Chairman giving & 

taking voice; 

concluding ; 

sanction rule 

breaking;  

Presenter giving & 

taking voice  

 

 

Taxing rule 

breaking;  
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Achieved 

transparency  

Very high internal   

Very low external 

Medium internal  

Medium external 

Medium internal 

Very high external 

Medium-high 

internal 

Low external 

Achieved 

inclusion  

Very High internal  

Very low external  

High internal 

Low external  

Very low internal 

Very high external  

Medium internal 

Medium external 

Structured 

linking 

Proximity Pre-post linger-

time 

 

Pre-post assigned 

linger time 

(limited); proximity 

Specifically 

embedded breaks 

for one-on-one; 

proximity 

Practiced 

linking 

Direct approaching 

 

Invitations to 

contribute in other 

spaces 

Deferral of decision 

making;  

Invitations to 

contribute in other 

spaces 

Making explicit: 

-present inclusion 

responsible 

- Ways to get 

included;  

-themes to get 

included on  

-Limits to future 

participation 

Approaching 

 

1. Roundtables 

Pre-space structuring practices 

Enclosing structures the space thus controlling location and inclusion in the space. Roundtables 

take place at the headquarters of the municipality. Typically, they include five to 21 individuals. 

Participation is contingent upon prior invitation and in general, includes the most powerful and 

important actors within a field. As a result, membership of meetings has been relatively stable 

over the last five years. Having the meeting at its headquarters, OpenMuni establishes control of 

the meeting. Within the headquarters, the meeting takes place in a closed room, thereby providing 

a safe meeting ground. The shielding from the outside world increases participants’ ability and 

willingness to share information. Hence, OpenMuni establishes control of the meeting through the 

choice of location. In doing so, it increases openness through the creation of a safe and protected 

space for sharing. 

The arranging of the roundtables creates a sense of equality while at the same time allowing full 

control of a chair. The meeting room always includes an oval table at which all participants are 

seated. This arrangement creates a feeling of equal voice and co-creation and increases openness 

in terms of potential participation. However, the table points towards a presentation area that 

features a computer and projector. The head of OpenMuni is regularly sitting in this area—except 

during presentations of others. The specific positioning gives the head of OpenMuni additional 

control. He has authority over the meeting by starting the meeting and being in control of its 

agenda. 
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In space structuring practices 

Before sending out the invitations to the meeting, OpenMuni consults the participants regarding 

items that should be placed on the agenda. Hence, OpenMuni expects those invited to contribute 

to the meeting with their plans and information on what they did within a specific smart city 

domain. Openness increases because participants can share their strategies and/or ask for input 

from others. By having all meeting participants present their strategies for dealing with smart city, 

reciprocal transparency and a sense of equality is established. Furthermore, during the meeting, 

both OpenMuni and the other participants repeatedly underscore the reasoning and grounds for 

openness. Doing so creates a fertile ground for sharing both input and strategies.  

Notwithstanding that OpenMuni works towards an increase in openness, it also controls the 

information shared and the input. It is the chairman of the meeting who allows participants to 

contribute by giving them the right to speak. Interestingly, most input is already decided upon 

before the roundtable meeting in the one-on-one space. As George remembers, he “had a person 

meeting up with each of the companies individually before the big gathering yesterday. So, we 

knew they would all be positive.” Acting as chairman of the meeting, George has the power to 

sanction and conclude favorably for OpenMuni in cases where input does not conform. For 

example, during a conversation on one of the initiatives, George highlights the positive 

ramifications that the recent initiatives had on the rest of the businesses in the city. Steve disagrees 

and interjects: 

George: These are quite impressive stories. And there’s also private companies that earn money on it.  

Steve: Aah … 

George: You just can’t be quiet Steve? Yes. I think just give it all you’ve got (…) 

 

George sanctions Steve when he objects to George’s statement. Directly after, George puts an end 

to the input on this issue and moves on to the next agenda item. Even so, the level of strategies 

that the collaborators can give input to is high. Participants can directly propose joint projects, can 

give input on long term strategies of the city such as how to achieve growth and can propose ideas 

on how achieving these strategies should be attempted. 

The meeting however does not allow for the personal interests (common ground) of the 

participants. Henrik, for example, recalls his attempts to raise an issue of personal concern for his 

business. He states “but that wasn't really the forum to do that in (laughing) so I dropped that again 

(…) someone just said, we cannot do something about that in this meeting (…) but that was... that 

was out of agenda in  some sense”. Hence, the objective of the roundtable space forces topics that 

are of interest to others ‘out of the agenda’, which limits the possibilities of participation. 
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The roundtable space is linked in multiple ways to future spaces: presentations in the roundtable 

space typically include numerous invitations for inclusion in future spaces, detailing what to 

participate in and in what way. Additionally, George regularly defers the decision on specific 

strategies to one-on-one spaces. Finally, when possible (directly after the meeting, in breaks, etc.), 

participants discuss among themselves projects of interest, directly showing their private interests. 

Characteristic for roundtable meetings is a high level openness in terms of internal inclusion and 

medium in terms of transparency and low levels with regards to external inclusion and medium 

with regards to transparency. In terms of internal transparency, participants perceive OpenMuni 

as “not telling the truth.” In terms of internal inclusion, it is set as high due to participants having 

access to the long term strategies of the city. They furthermore, through the collaboration, can 

influence the decision making on what initiatives towards creating a smart city should be done in 

collaboration. However, participants experience it quite differently due to OpenMuni’s exerting 

strong control through pre-structuring mechanisms. Transparency is at a medium level towards 

the external environment as OpenMuni shares shortened agenda minutes online—accessible to 

everyone. As a result of the pre-selection of participants, inclusion with regards to the external 

environment is low. 

2. Public spaces 

Pre-space structuring practices 

OpenMuni creates a second space, the public space. This space comes in the form of public 

presentations and online materials, in which OpenMuni shares its strategy. Due to public 

invitation, the presentations can include from a few tens to hundreds of individuals. Everyone is 

allowed to participate in this space, even when the public invitation mentions a particular target 

group. For example, a public invitation reads, “the event is for you (businesses, knowledge 

institutions and public players) who are interested in Smart City solutions.” 

Public presentations typically take place at the local library, which also hosts the headquarters of 

the innovation and citizen services department. The public space is either created in large, wide, 

and tall rooms with glass windows or in open spaces where any citizen can walk by. This enclosing 

of the setting increases the feeling of openness both towards the outside world and within the space 

itself. The specific venue—a place where citizens go for multiple reasons—leaves OpenMuni with 

less control and power as compared to the roundtable space. 

The public space arrangement resembles a presentation style, with a sole presenter standing in the 

front and chairs facing the presenter. Hence, the presenter has exclusive control regarding 
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inclusion and participation, which is also reflected in the presenter standing and participants 

sitting. Participants typically only receive the information shared by the presenter. 

In space structuring practices 

During public presentations, OpenMuni shares its strategy and highlights the importance—even 

requirement—for them being open (backing up openness). Sharing both plans and challenges, 

OpenMuni increases openness. As the presentations are published online, they are available to 

anyone, not only direct participants. In a few cases, the presenter invites participants to ask 

questions or provide input to the strategy. The presenter may even ask participants to share 

experiences with smart city, thereby increasing openness. However, it is the presenter who is in 

control of giving the word to participants and ultimately decides what to do with the input. 

Differences in interest are openly addressed. The presenter announces the differences from the 

beginning and sets the boundaries on what is possible. For example, in the first public presentation, 

Adam presents the difference in interest regarding what business model should be employed in 

the following way:   

What we want to hear is what are your business models? (…) We don’t want to be in a situation 

where we pay for the entire development, take the entire risk and then deliver a finished product 

which, as a company, you can produce or sell to anyone. (…) We want to take the money back 

to make more initiatives. That is what I think we should use the remaining time to talk about. 

The open tackling of differences acts as a point of departure for receiving input, as Adam 

elaborates: 

We try to go out and tell also the private companies about our, the needs we have, the challenges we want 

to get solved. (…) I want to keep them a little... a little bit at the distance because they have... the private 

companies they have their own reason why they are here. They want to earn money, of course. And they 

should be allowed to do that. But if we are not, if we are not ... we should be aware and very specific 

about what we need from them. 

The public space is linked to other spaces in different ways: within the public presentations, 

OpenMuni invites contributions in future spaces. OpenMuni shares the topics it wants input on 

and sketches potential ways of contributing but also limits to inclusion. In doing so, the overall 

level of transparency increases. OpenMuni also links the public space to the one-on-one space by 

pointing to individuals in the room that participants can contact. Finally, before and after the public 

presentation, managers from OpenMuni are present at the venue, thereby making themselves 

available to others—connecting to the one-on-one space. 

The public space increases transparency and inclusion towards the outside world to a maximum. 

The information is available to anyone, and everyone can participate in the public space. However, 

within the public space things are different. Transparency is only at a medium level due to the 
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opposite effects of the pre-structuring mechanisms and the sharing of strategies and challenges. 

Even more, within the public space the arrangement of the space and the associated control of the 

presenter reduce inclusion to a minimum. 

3. Workshop 

Pre-space structuring practices 

OpenMuni frequently relies on workshops. The aim of the workshops is to get input on strategies 

and on ways of implementing them. Similar to the public space, workshops take place in the public 

library. However, different from the public space, workshops take place in wide rooms rather than 

in the open space. This enclosing maintains the feeling of openness while also providing some 

level of privacy to the workshop’s participants. Workshops include anywhere from four to 50 

participants, which are typically included through private invitations. Different from the 

roundtable space, the invitations to the workshop are based on fit with the subject rather than 

power.        

In the workshop space, OpenMuni and participants sit around roundtables. Typically, an external 

workshop organizer – for example, a consultant – leads the meeting, creating an even more equal 

standing between participants. OpenMuni participates in the workshop in the role of a simple 

participant or external observer (not interfering). The roles are specifically presented at the 

beginning of the workshop. In this way, the arranging creates a very high level of equality during 

the workshop. 

In space structuring practices 

During the workshop, OpenMuni repeatedly asserts the value and reasoning (backing up openness) 

behind the openness. The level of transparency is high as OpenMuni shares its strategy, its 

problems within the organization, and more sensitive challenges they deal with in the strategy. 

Since the workshop’s aim is receiving input from participants, the workshop organizer encourages 

participants to provide input. The input usually focuses on more operational strategies—such as 

how to develop a specific initiative to support local businesses or how to achieve specific 

strategies, but can also in some cases refer to longer term input as was seen in the workshop on 

what the overall strategy should be that OpenMuni organized. Different from the public and 

roundtable spaces, the workshop space allows participants to share private interests that lie beyond 

delivering public good for the city. Businesses, for example, gradually share their interests in 

starting projects with the municipality. 
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The workshop organizer and OpenMuni clearly state the rules and limits to openness. Thus, 

OpenMuni can openly state that “there are some data that we may not want to share.” The 

organizer defines the rules for participation at the beginning but allows relatively free discussions 

between the participants inside of these rules. 

In sum, the workshop space exhibits a medium level of openness in terms of inclusion of the 

external environment as the organizer invites only selected participants—even though the 

invitations are much looser as compared to the roundtable ones. The transparency reaches a 

medium level towards the external environment since most of the time participants share results 

of the open strategy workshop only among themselves and not with actors outside of the 

workshop. Within the workshop space, both transparency is set as medium-high transparency as 

OpenMuni shares the strategy itself. A medium level of inclusion is created by transferring the 

control of the meeting to an independent party, while at the same time maintaining decisions on 

what to do with the input and only giving access to short term strategies.    

4. One-on-one space 

Pre-space structuring practices 

The final space OpenMuni creates in the process of opening up its strategy is the one-on-one space. 

This space typically consists of only two participants or a maximum of two parties (four 

participants). In contrast to the other three spaces, the one-on-one space takes place either 

spontaneously or planned. In cases of spontaneous one-on-one interactions, participants enclose 

the space by extending active invitations through the use of the body in the other spaces such as 

lingering and waiting to approach target people, approaching them directly, catching their 

attention through hand gestures or, the other way around, making oneself available by spending 

additional time after the end of workshops, public presentations, or roundtables. Alternatively, 

one-on-one meetings occur as planned and take place in small meeting rooms at either parties’ 

location. As Hector puts it “we (George and Hector) meet every second month…unofficially, with 

no secretaries and no agenda and help each other. So … we talk about the challenges that we 

share.” Characteristic for the one-one-one space is that the positioning of the body or the closed-

door meetings create firm boundaries. The space excludes all others and, thereby, creates a feeling 

of privacy within the space. 

The one-on-one space creates the highest level of equality between participants in its arrangement. 

The informal atmosphere it creates minimizes the hierarchies that are present in the other spaces. 

As Anna reasons, “it’s almost a question of getting to know them a little bit better. You know, 
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having the meetings and actually looking at the people and being able to (…) have an informal 

talk.”   

In-space structuring practices 

The sharing of confidential and sensitive information within the space additionally fuels the 

informality. Anna, for example, in a one-on-one meeting with a collaborator shares “I am so tired 

of [unrelated partner], but … (…) time and again they promise everything and nothing happens.” 

Sharing confidential information, Anna lowers the level of formality within the space and 

increases the other party’s ability to share as well. Within the one-on-one space, participants 

decide on the input they give in the roundtable space, propose new ideas for strategic initiatives 

and even propose changes to existing strategies. While participants in the one-on-one space can 

ask for different input, this space typically centers on presenting new project ideas. Participants 

openly share strategies and plans both with regard to personal interests and projects and with 

regard to the public good. As Anna reflects “we used to meet every week (…) Research having a 

lot of projects that they would like to carry into the city.” Similarly, Graham from Research notes 

“I need to make sure that my company has something to do, right?” Thus, engaging in the one-on-

one space, OpenMuni opens itself to new ideas in terms of strategic projects and changes that they 

can make to their own strategies. As Anna describes: 

 So usually, it’s like when you’re at [large conference] somebody talks to our head of IT and they 

find out maybe you can test this and then something comes up. (…) So it’s very coincidental… if the 

timing is right and you meet the right people from the city, then sometimes a pilot happens     

The space acts as a window that allows a company’s personal interests – through connecting 

common points of interest – to come in. For example, after a public presentation, Justin from Inno 

creates a one-on-one space to address Adam regarding his ideas on what can be done with the 

platform. The discussion in the space unfolds similar to a negotiation, where the interests of selling 

are slowly revealed. As Justin describes   

I don’t want to sit back in the office, develop something for a month and then come out and say this is 

the product, do you want to buy it? It’s the collaborative process, the co-creation. (…) you need to 

cooperate with the municipality and in some sort of way the municipality doesn’t have to see us as some 

sort of salesmen coming. Cause that’s not the way that I typically introduce myself. I don’t want to sell 

you stuff. I just want to make sure that we are working on something that can solve your need and the 

whole business part can come after (…). Creating that shared platform was my biggest interest 

Inno approaches specifically Adam intending to open their strategy and product innovation to 

develop joint solutions. This reciprocal openness, together with the subversion of direct interests, 

increases OpenMuni’s willingness to open their strategy. Accordingly, OpenMuni puts Inno in 

contact with the right departments to start a pilot project. Similarly, when trying to create a new 
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strategy for OpenMuni, Anna initially tries to have individual meetings with the different 

SmartColab partners due to the different interests of the partners.   

The one-on-one space is the space with the lowest level of transparency to and inclusion of the 

external environment. This space excludes all but the one party allowed into the space and creates 

a high boundary between the dyad in the space and others. Within this space, however, this firm 

boundary and formality lowering practices allow for a high level of inclusion and transparency. 

OpenMuni, for example, allows the other party to propose new projects, change existing ones, and 

even share themselves confidential information. 

The dynamics of opening and closing 

Our analysis reveals that OpenMuni balances transparency and inclusion both within and across 

spaces to intentionally increase or decrease openness. That the different spaces are highly 

intertwined is reflected in the connecting practices that actors use to facilitate opening towards 

other spaces. Subsequently, we present our dynamic model of opening and closing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Each space, through its openness and closure characteristics (see figure 2), fulfills different 

functions of the open strategy process. The public space allows the attraction to and informing of 

a wide variety of stakeholders regarding the OpenMuni’s strategy by having a limited level of 

transparency and low levels of inclusion inside the space, but a high level of external transparency. 

The workshop space that follows and that exhibits higher levels of internal transparency and 

inclusion, but lower levels of openness towards the external environment explicitly aims at 

Internal External 

Figure 2: Spaces according to internal and external inclusion and transparency 
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generating ideas from actors that were already engaged—usually through the public space. 

However, OpenMuni remains in full control regarding the decision on what to do with the input. 

The roundtable space entails an even lower level of external openness, but even more increased 

levels of internal transparency and inclusion, leading actors to engage long-term with a variety of 

resources. The increased inclusion originates from actors having direct access to the decision 

making at high levels. Finally, the one-on-one space shows the highest levels of inclusion and 

transparency but also the highest levels of external exclusion. Doing so allows the proposing and 

starting of new projects. 

OpenMuni ensures receiving input from a diverse set of actors throughout the entire open strategy 

process by dynamically altering spaces, as depicted in figure 3. In terms of strategy content, 

OpenMuni requests input on the use cases for the platform and prototyping for it in the workshop 

space and input for organizing around the platform in the workshop space and the public space. 

The project is then connected to the higher-level strategies in the roundtable space, as well as 

workshop and meetings with internal departments. At the same time, in the last stages, OpenMuni 

invites new ideas for actual solutions in externally inclusive spaces such as public presentations, 

jointly develops these ideas in workshops and, finally takes these ideas into the actual projects in 

one-on-one spaces. In doing so, OpenMuni manages to receive input on a wide variety of issues, 

depending on the maturity of the strategic project and the necessary next steps. By altering spaces, 

OpenMuni involves different actors such as public employees, entrepreneurs (for the short-term 

aspects), SMEs, the powerful partners, and the internal departments (for higher-level strategies). 

The intentional involvement of different actors for different objectives is evident. While the 

roundtable space is reserved for powerful partners, entrepreneurs and SMEs are mostly involved 

in the workshop space. The reason is that OpenMuni allows the former group to provide input to 

high-level strategies that they can shape with their resources according to their interests. The 

specific arrangement of the roundtable space and the presence of the strong controlling seat reflect 

additional control mechanisms aimed at managing the complexity of co-creation. 

The dynamics of spaces combine openness and closure to allow increasingly higher input and 

control. As OpenMuni allows more access for more engaged input towards higher-level strategies, 

it increases control concerning both allowing actors inside spaces (i.e., external openness) and 

managing openness within the space. The roundtable space allows participants to present their 

input and influence strategies through their resources with OpenMuni installing tight control 

mechanisms to limit participants’ pursuit of their own interests. Conversely, in the public space, 

OpenMuni does not allow access to high-level strategies. Input that is allowed—usually through 
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the control of the speaker—relates mostly towards mid-to-low level strategies. However, in this 

space, the presenter welcomes and addresses transparently diverging interests. 

The way the interests and strategic needs of the parties interact, drive the opening and closing 

practices. The roundtable space does not allow for personal interests. In contrast, personal interests 

are welcome in the public space. The workshop space requires the careful and gradual disclosure 

of interests, and the one-on-one space is the connecting thread that enables the linking of interests 

by increasing external barriers to the maximum while lowering internal control mechanisms to a 

minimum. OpenMuni and participants connect their interests in the one-on-one space allowing the 

movement from one space to the next. 

Through reciprocal openness – the fact that actors need to share their strategies in order to be included in 

OpenMuni’s open strategy process – OpenMuni increases the openness of the spaces. This is most obvious 

within the roundtable space, highly visible in the one-on-one space, and even present in the workshop 

space. In all three spaces—though with varying emphasis—invitations to share strategies are made. The 

public space exhibits the lowest level of reciprocal openness. Here, OpenMuni shares information without 

requiring input. Beyond the level of reciprocal openness, it is also the type of reciprocal openness that varies 

across spaces. While in the roundtable space, reciprocal transparency relates to strategies around the long-

term development of the municipality, it relates to more general strategies in the workshop space. In the 

one-on-one space, short-term strategic goals are gradually revealed and co-created. The reciprocal openness 

creates long-term engagement across the different spaces and trust among the different parties therefore 

gradually increasing the level of openness between the actors as the participants move between spaces.   

The spaces’ different connecting practices further support the movement from one space to the 

next. In the one-on-one space, participants act on invitations to contribute and deferrals in the 

roundtable, public, and workshop spaces. Furthermore, roundtable, public, and workshop spaces 

include arrangements for embedding one-on-one spaces. For example, workshops have breaks, 

and public presentations, at times, involve networking sessions as part of the program. Both 

facilitate the creation of one-on-one spaces. 

Our model shows how OpenMuni, through the inclusion and exclusion of actors, creates openness across 

the spaces and along with the entire ecosystem of actors. OpenMuni intentionally controls and enables 

distinct aspects of the spaces such as who is invited, the spaces’ arrangements, the level of strategy that 

input is allowed on, whether or not participants’ interest is allowed, etc. Put differently, aiming at achieving 

openness in its strategy process, OpenMuni makes use of different forms of closure to get input on strategies 

and issues.     
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These dynamics have a consequential impact on who is included and in what way. SmartColab, 

despite its long-standing of five years, eventually fails and is closed down by OpenMuni. 

OpenMuni had run the collaboration through a combination of roundtable and one-on-one spaces. 

On the one hand, the roundtable fails to create the appropriate combination of openness and 

closure. Too strong control mechanisms in place – from the strong enclosing and arrangement, the 

strong controlling through the chair and limited transparency – are not in line with the co-creation 

and high level of reciprocal openness expected. Therefore, the space gets perceived as illegitimate 

and starts to incur increased critique from the different participants. On the other hand, the one-

on-one needs to connect the diverging interests of the participants, which eventually fails, thus, 

leading to the necessity to terminate the collaboration. These dynamics sit in stark contrast to the 

one with the entrepreneurs that, by passing multiple spaces, from public to workshop and multiple 

one-on-ones, eventually end up being included long-term in joint projects with OpenMuni.  

Discussion     

    

In this paper, we set out to investigate how actors balance openness and closure through space to organize 

the open strategy process. We described and analyzed how OpenMuni uses different structuring practices 

within and across spaces to change strategy and to include or exclude actors from the open strategy process. 

Subsequently, we discuss our contribution to the literature. 

We contribute to the open strategy literature by showing how actors use spatial practices to structure the 

open strategy process. As such, our findings provide empirical support to Dobusch and Dobusch (2019)’s 

theorizing according to which open strategy is constituted through a paradoxical simultaneous combination 

of openness and closure in varying degrees. We substantially add to this by identifying the practices of 

enclosing, arranging, including and excluding that allow actors to model the space in a way that aligns the 

level of openness with the input needed and the participants engaged. Specifically, we find that actors 

employ enclosing and arranging practices to pre-arrange the space in a way that establishes the desired 

level of internal or external openness, even before starting the open strategy process. The spatial practices 

become, thus, distinct ways of partially organizing the open strategy initiative (Ahrne & Brunsson, 2011; 

Schoeneborn & Dobusch, 2019). For example, through enclosing, and, by that, establishing the level of 

openness to the external environment, actors define membership to the space, that is, who is allowed in the 

space and who is not. By arranging, actors establish a hierarchy within the space, which, in turn, determines 

who has the legitimacy to create moments of inclusion and exclusion, transparency, and opacity during the 

space’s unfolding. Hence, erecting open strategy spaces centers around creating legitimate forms of closure 

through the “formalization of closure” (Dobusch & Dobusch, 2019: 12). In support of Dobusch and 

Dobusch (2019), our findings show that the pre-arrangement of the space defines the rules of behavior and 

who has the legitimacy to model the space. Creating this initial partial organizing is a pre-requisite for 
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starting the open strategy process.  

These findings, by showing how structuring spaces are created, bring attention to the fact that openness is 

always double facing – internally towards the participants of the space and external towards the ones 

outside of the space. Therefore, inclusion and transparency (Whittington et al., 2011) needs to be analyzed 

both as referring to the ones included within the strategy process and the ones external to it, such as external 

audiences or other stakeholders. Adding a new dimension to Dobusch and Dobusch (2019)’s assertion that 

closure is needed for openness to ensue, our findings show that in order to increase openness internally it 

needs to be lowered externally and vice versa.   

Actors employ the practice of reciprocal openness to structure increased openness as a space unfolds. Doing 

so, actors create transparency through sharing and inclusion, through asking for input while at the same 

time requiring participants to openly share information on their strategies. This echoes the dilemmas of 

open strategy as identified by Hautz et al. (2017), in particular, the increasing demands on participants in 

open strategy. Participants of OpenMuni’s open strategy process themselves need to share their strategies 

with the municipality to be included in increasingly (internally) open spaces. This finding relates to Quick 

and Feldman (2011)’s notion of inclusion aimed at creating long-term community engagement, where 

municipalities can engage with actors in “iterative discussions of content and process over time” (Feldman 

& Orlikowski, 2011: 286). As we note, the building of trust with the engaged participants is critical to this 

process and is only achieved over time. Therefore, reciprocal openness, together with the dynamics of 

movement throughout spaces of increasing openness, allows trust between the two parts to emerge. While 

prior research has already established the importance of trust in open strategy (Amrollahi & Rowlands, 

2016; Baptista et al., 2017; Hautz et al., 2017), the importance of reciprocal openness in order to build this 

trust has not yet been recognized. Participants have to trust companies in their open strategy process and 

participants need to build trust as well in order to enable long-term involvement.   

Our findings highlight that the structuring of open strategy is a highly dynamic process of interlinking 

spaces of varying openness. Across spaces, actors balance openness and closure by combining spaces of 

low openness in one aspect with those of higher openness. For example, combining public space (low 

inclusion) with one-on-one space (high internal inclusion but low external transparency). Our findings, 

therefore, reveal that actors achieve openness across open strategy instances through practices that increase 

or decrease openness. Prior research such as Costas and Grey (2014) and Dobusch and Dobusch (2019) 

have argued that increasing openness in one space “may quickly lead to newly closed [other] spaces” 

(Dobusch & Dobusch, 2019: 8). According to our findings, two interrelated mechanisms drive this process. 

First is the need for diverse input by actors on different aspects of strategy, such as long-term versus 

short(er)-term aspects. Second is the need for fulfillment and connecting of the strategic interests of all the 

parties involved, which seems to contradict previous research identifying the negative impact of participant 

interests (Malhotra et al., 2017). Our findings suggest that the fulfillment of organizational interests needs 

to be balanced with the joint interest in the space and can act as a catalyst for further open strategy 
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engagement. Hardy et al. (2006) also highlight the importance of balancing the interests of one’s 

organization with that of the collaboration. However, beyond that, we show that balancing of interests can 

be achieved across spaces rather than within the confines of the same common meeting. Alternating 

commons spaces with one-on-one protects the overall collaboration from the potentially damaging conflicts 

of handling diverging interests in a common space. 

Our paper also contributes to the literature on open strategy by showing how organizations combine 

instances for open strategy aimed at including different stakeholders. To date research has either looked at 

singular instances of open strategy (Dobusch & Müller-Seitz, 2015; Malhotra et al., 2017; see for e.g.: 

Stieger et al., 2012) or longer-term openness aimed at a singular stakeholder group (Gegenhuber & 

Dobusch, 2016; Luedicke et al., 2017). We show that actors may include a stakeholder group across 

different spaces—for example, public and workshop – depending on the type of input required and that 

different stakeholders require different ways of inclusion – with long-term power actors usually being 

included in the roundtable space or one-on-one space. This finding is particularly salient in the context of 

pluralistic organizations. In such contexts, actors have to take into account and integrate input from multiple 

stakeholders, all of which may have divergent interests and goals (Jarzabkowski & Fenton, 2006). Future 

research should investigate how private organizations deal with multiple instances of open strategy across 

multiple stakeholders and time. Appleyard and Chesbrough (2016), for example, assert that in the case of 

open innovation partnerships, organizations reverted to a more closed strategizing after most stakeholders 

had been engaged and the markets for the products had matured. 

Finally, we contribute to the literature on spaces by identifying practices of interconnecting spaces. 

Invitations and deferrals in one space connect through, for example, the creation of proximity to practices 

of connecting interests, therefore binding one space to another. One-on-one spaces themselves also act as 

connection points between the other spaces. The literature on spaces has already identified the role of 

informal, one-on-one spaces as liminal spaces that create areas where “individual actors suspend 

allegiances to their ‘home’ organization (Concannon & Nordberg, 2018: 72). In this way, informal spaces 

such as bar meetings etc. are conceptualized as spaces where rules and hierarchy can be suspended. 

However, Sturdy et al. (2006: 949) show that while some rules as they relate to organizational life are 

suspended, other, more institutionalized rules “associated with meals and eating played an important role 

in structuring these liminal spaces, replacing or coloring those of the workplace.” Similarly, we find that 

one-on-one spaces are embedded with rules structured by enclosing, arranging, and other openness 

practices that offer the highest level of internal openness. This allows the two parties involved to share 

interests, connect their interests and strategies and eventually start joint strategic projects. That is why we 

find that each type of other space is accompanied by informal one-on-one spaces that translate the messages 

presented by either party during the more public spaces into input that can be integrated into broader 

interests, therefore connecting the different spaces.  
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Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we set out to investigate how actors use space to structure open strategy. We made 

the point that open strategy processes need to be structured and therefore need to have both 

elements of openness and closure in order to achieve legitimate openness. Therefore, we made the 

case that a way to do this is through the use of space and its associated practices. By drawing on 

a case study of a municipal organization, we make the case that open strategy is structured across 

four different spaces that organize the process both within and across them to create different 

levels of openness depending on the strategy input needed and the actors present. Through these 

findings, we contribute to the literature on open strategy highlighting not only how open strategy 

is structured but also the important contribution of interest and reciprocal openness in driving the 

process.
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CHAPTER VII: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

The present thesis has set out to investigate how actors use space to organize inter-organizational 

strategizing in the context of grand challenges. This question was studied throughout three papers, 

one literature review and two empirical papers drawing on ethnographic work in two Nordic Smart 

Cities.  

The first paper, by providing and overview of the literature on grand challenges offers a deeper 

understanding of how grand challenges have been conceptualized by literature so far. Furthermore, 

by investigating what literature has to say about how organizations tackle grand challenges, the 

paper identifies the tensions and paradoxes that grand challenges bring to organizing 

understanding and inter-organizational strategizing towards grand challenges. The first main 

challenge identified in the paper refers to the need to simultaneously simplify the challenge in 

order to grasp it, but also complexify it in order to not miss important, interrelated elements. The 

second main challenge refers to the need for both high control and flexibility in dealing with 

multiple actors with often conflicting frames and interests. 

The next two papers build on these findings to investigate how actors try to overcome these 

challenges in practice by creating spaces. In particular, the second paper explores how actors set 

up sensemaking spaces through boundary work to try to understand grand challenges especially 

taking into account the need for simultaneous simplicity and complexity. Findings show that actors 

create symbolic, social and temporal boundaries and adjust them through three types of boundary 

work: complexifying, simplifying and simplexifying – where the latter refers to the simultaneous 

increase and decrease of complexity. Additionally, findings show that boundary work is a three-

stage process of outlining, focusing and adjusting that leads to different depth and breadth of 

understanding of the challenge depending on the boundary work used.  

The last paper looks at the second tension identified and investigates how organizations organize 

open strategizing for grand challenges with multiple actors by arranging spaces, taking into 

account the double need for openness and closure. The paper finds that organizations order 

interactions in each space through practices of arranging, enclosing and reciprocal opening. 

However, arranging also includes the dynamic ordering of four types of spaces – one-on-one, 
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roundtable, public and workshop – depending on the open strategy needs of the organization, 

balancing therefore diverse levels of openness and closure throughout the process. 

While the contributions of each individual paper to their particular literatures (e.g. sensemaking, 

open strategy) are evaluated in the papers themselves, this section focuses on describing the 

contribution, limitations and future research of the overall thesis. In this regard, the thesis makes 

contributions the literature on space, grand challenges and inter-organizational strategizing. 

First, the thesis contributes to the literature on organizational space  (Taylor & Spicer, 2007; 

Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018), by bringing forth and center the doings and saying (Schatzki, 2002) 

of space. The thesis, therefore, builds on a practice perspective (Golsorkhi, Rouleau, Seidl, & 

Vaara, 2015) to show how actors use space as a practice to organize strategic understandings and 

interactions.  Conceptualizing space as a social, symbolic and material practice (Lefebvre, 1991) 

enables showing how spatial practices are in themselves practices of organizing. As such, previous 

research has especially seen space as primarily materializing power structures, with actors 

presented with the possibility of either passively enacting or revolting against existing structures 

(Kerr & Robinson, 2015; Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Wasserman & Frenkel, 2015). On the other hand, 

the literature on free space (Kellogg, 2009; Polletta, 1999) shows that through spaces disparate 

groups of people manage to organize. By setting up spaces, the connections necessary for this to 

happen are created. This thesis however, shows that the creation of such spaces is a highly reflexive 

practice. Actors, faced with difficulties of making sense of complex challenges or dealing with a 

multitude of actors, set up spaces that, through reflexive enactment, allow for order to ensue. As 

such, through spatial practices, actors do not simply move through spaces (Lucas, 2014) or respond 

to spaces as most previous research has shown. Actors actively and reflexively construct spaces as 

part of their teleoaffective ways of ordering the world (Schatzki, 1996). Therefore, the thesis 

highlights how creating and enacting space is a reflexive act that is actively organized and 

reorganized according to the interests of the actors involved (Giddens, 1984: 136; 1991: 16).  

In this way, the thesis addresses the call for more empirically based, longitudinal research on the 

matter by Langley et al. (2019). Especially, the thesis brings support to the assertion that the 

difference between agentic and non-agentic spatial practices does not lie in the routinization or 

level of interaction. As could be seen, both the second paper – that zooms in on the moment to 

moment discursive practices – and the third paper – that zooms out on the interactive practices 
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over time – show the same level of reflexivity both on the side of the actors constructing the space 

and the ones enacting or simply participating in it. While it may be that the type of challenges that 

the organizations had to deal with increased actors’ level of reflexivity, with the extended time that 

NorthMetro had been engaged in creating spaces for these challenges one could have expected 

some level of non-reflexivity due to mundane routinized activity (Azambuja & Islam, 2019; 

Langley et al., 2019). However, both papers show that this is not the case, actors making purposeful 

choices in terms of the boundaries and arrangements needed according to their diverse interests. 

Furthermore, this thesis shows that organizing through space-as-practice is achieved through two 

main practices – boundary work and arranging. The investigation of these two practices further 

adds to the literature on organizational space by revealing the highly dynamic nature of spaces. 

Showing how space continuously changes in the interactions between actors, the thesis brings 

attention to the dynamics inherent in space-as-practice. Even though previous conceptions of space 

show its processual and even changing nature (Bucher & Langley, 2016; Hardy & Maguire, 2010), 

these studies present a relatively static view of spaces (Weinfurtner & Seidl, 2018). Rather, the 

present thesis shows that even though creating spaces is a way to produce order in understandings 

and interactions, they are highly dynamic, changing moment to moment due to the discursive 

boundary work or material arranging of spaces. In this way, the thesis shows how “structures are 

underpinned by dynamic activity and processes” (Langley, Smallman, Tsoukas, & Ven, 2013: 10), 

where boundary work and arranging create the structures for understanding and interactions but at 

the same time continuously change them. Through the dynamics of boundary work and spatial 

arranging, change is brought to the understanding and the open strategy interactions between 

actors.  

These dynamics of space-as-practice bring attention to the paradoxical nature of space (Langley 

et al., 2019). As it has been shown in the papers above, space manages to, at the same time, be 

open and closed, exclude while keeping elements included, allow flexibility while creating 

structure. As paper three has shown, the higher the level of internal transparency and inclusion 

allowed in the space, the lower the external transparency and inclusion. At the same time, paper 

three identifies the complexifying boundary work practices of actors that allows one to 

simultaneously decrease (thus eliminating a cue) and increase (adding a cue) complexity.  
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This paradoxical nature of space might be also the reason why creating spaces has been shown to 

be such a widespread practice for tackling grand challenges. As the first paper has shown, grand 

challenges require organizations to deal with multiple tensions and paradoxes that stem from the 

multidimensional, interrelated, dynamic and highly complex nature of the challenges. Therefore, 

through this thesis, I further contribute to the literature on grand challenges (Ferraro, Etzion, & 

Gehman, 2015; George, Howard-Grenville, Joshi, & Tihanyi, 2016). While many articles highlight 

the need for space when dealing with grand challenges (Alexius & Furusten, 2019; Dentoni, 

Pascucci, Poldner, & Gartner, 2018; Trujillo, 2018), the thesis adds to the literature by providing 

an in-depth look into the actual practices actors use to create such spaces to organize 

understandings and interactions in such a way as to tackle the grand challenge paradoxes.  

Lastly, the thesis contributes to the strategy-as-practice literature (Golsorkhi et al., 2015), and more 

specifically to the literature on inter-organizational strategizing (Gray, 1989; Hibbert, Huxham, & 

Ring, 2008; Seidl & Werle, 2018). Despite their increased prevalence, we still know very little 

about how strategizing unfolds within inter-organizational collaboration. As Hibbert et al. (2008) 

note, most studies within the inter-organizational field have been prescriptive in nature and call 

for more research on the actual work of doing strategy in  these settings. Additionally, when 

organizations opt for more loose collaborations and cannot rely on traditional structuring 

mechanisms such as contracts due to the nature of the problem (Hardy, Lawrence, & Phillips, 

2006; Phillips, Lawrence, & Hardy, 2000; Valente & Oliver, 2018), challenges arise around how 

common understanding and action can be achieved. The thesis adds to the literature on inter-

organizational strategizing by showing how strategizing is organized through the creation of 

spaces as a practice. By looking into what collaborators actually do to achieve collaborative 

strategizing, I uncover the boundary work and arranging practices that create the necessary flexible 

structures for multiple collaborators to strategize on complex issues.  

This thesis also has implications for practice. The thesis firstly identifies the multiple tensions and 

complexities that can be expected when trying to tackle grand challenges. With increased pressure 

from a diverse set of stakeholders on organizations to deal with the complex societal challenges 

that the world is facing, the first paper points out the tensions that managers need to balance in 

both trying to understand and act towards addressing grand challenges. Furthermore, the thesis 

also describes how managers set up meetings, workshops and events in practice aimed at tackling 
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these challenges inter-organizationally and therefore overcoming some of the tensions and 

complexities. Intense preparation could be observed not only for workshops and events but also in 

cases of one-on-one meetings. In the latter case for example before the meeting, actors reminded 

themselves of the history that they had with that particular actor and engaged in an intensive work 

regarding how to best present the initiative in order to connect with the interests of the other actor. 

Thus, achieving inter-organizational collaboration towards grand challenges requires a lot of 

preparation to balance the multiple paradoxes such as the multiple actor interests—even in case 

actors knew each other for a long time (over 15 years in some of our cases).  

Lastly, this study has some limitations that can inform future research. First of all, future research 

could try to investigate if our findings regarding boundary work and arranging apply in other 

contexts that that of smart cities dealing with grand challenges. As the second paper highlights, 

the need for the boundary work stems from the high complexity, multi-dimensionality and 

interrelatedness of the grand challenges. Therefore, similar context would have to deal with 

challenges that are similarly complex. However, the overall use of space for organizing contexts 

where other structuring mechanisms such as hierarchy, trust or contracts are not present would 

probably find applicability in a wide variety of other contexts (e.g.: Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 

2014) as Langley et al. (2019) also suggest. 

Additionally, this study has primarily identified two organizing practices – boundary work and 

arranging – that actors use in order to set up spaces for inter-organizational strategizing. Future 

research could investigate what other organizing practices managers use with this aim in mind. 

Additionally, the thesis has primarily focused on how spaces are created to organize interactions 

and understandings through communicative and affordance spaces, maintaining only peripheral 

attention to the experience of actors of the spaces, with the third paper for example using 

experienced space as a way of tracking the experienced inclusion and transparency of the spaces. 

While a lot of research has gone into how actors experience spaces (Taylor & Spicer, 2007), future 

research could go beyond simple enactment and experience of overall structures when studying 

acting spaces and look at the dynamics of experiencing space. Taking into account the highly 

dynamic nature of spaces as constantly changing – as has been found in this thesis – it is expected 

that the dynamics of acting, experiencing and moving through spaces could mean moment by 

moment changes in the understanding and emotional experiences of actors.  
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Lastly, the thesis identifies the multiple paradoxes inherent in dealing with grand challenges, 

however, it does not take a paradox perspective (Smith et al., 2017) on studying how actors deal 

with these tensions in practice. Future research could study the paradoxical nature of grand 

challenges and how actors deal with them in practice besides the creation of organizing spaces. As 

Hahn, Jarzabkowski, and Knight (2019) and Jarzabkowski, Bednarek, Chalkias, and Cacciatori 

(2019) note, a paradox perspective would allow the exploration of the contradictory but 

interconnected nature of dealing with grand challenges.  
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Appendix 2: Analysis of the within space open strategy structuring 

 

Spaces: Roundtable 

Roundtable – pre-space structuring mechanisms (enclosing & arranging). In 2017—as part of 

their yearly meet-up—OpenMuni invited collaborators to the meeting by sending out the agenda 

to which the collaborators had inputted their contributions as well. Hence, access to the meeting 

depended on the exclusive invitation sent by OpenMuni. As usual, OpenMuni held the meeting in 

a large meeting room at the municipality’s main headquarters. Twelve people attended the 

meeting, representing all collaborators. While the collaborators were diverse—coming from 

public, private, and research institutions—they represented the main actors in the city and, as such, 

have known each other for a long time. 

The objective of the meeting was to share the municipality’s smart city strategy update. 

Simultaneously, collaborators were encouraged to share strategic updates regarding their work on 

making the city “smarter,” which is why OpenMuni asked for input to the agenda beforehand. In 

this way, openness was increased by having a twofold objective in the meeting: receiving input 

from collaborators and encouraging collaborators to present their projects. Expressly, while 

external inclusion was, on the one hand, limited to only the most powerful actors that had a long-

standing relationship with OpenMuni, internal inclusion was on the other hand, increased by 

allowing collaborators to bring forth their topics. 

The room in which the meeting took place featured a large oval table that can comfortably seat 

multiple people. George, the city financial manager, was seated at the head of the table together 

with the rest of the municipality affiliates (Anna, a middle manager in charge of coordinating the 

collaboration and Adam, the municipality’s innovation manager) where attention was directed to 

due to the presence of the projector screen. The arrangement increased the level of openness: the 

roundness of the table created the expectation of an equal and co-creating standing among the 

members. Conversely, the arrangement also assured that George—being the person participants 

directed their attention to – was able to control the meeting, which limited the amount of openness. 

By moving away from this position, George gave up his controlling role. Hence, when a new 

presentation began, George moved to a chair on the side, allowing the presenter the stage. 

The meeting’s discussion focused on developing digital business growth in the municipality. To 

this aim, two presentations, one by Adam and one by Kim, set the basis for starting the feedback 

and input session. Following the presentations, discussions centered on what business models and 
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what actors were required to reach digital business growth. Some participants questioned 

OpenMuni’s choice of entrepreneurs and universities over large firms for delivering this growth. 

This criticism, however, put under scrutiny OpenMuni’s entire smart city strategy, which saw the 

relationships with students and entrepreneurs as the primary vehicle for delivering innovation and 

growth.  

  

 

Roundtable – in-space transparency practices: Both George (1-3) and Adam (4-14) presented 

updates on smart city projects and plans for future development, both of which were discussed 

afterwards by the participants. As the text above shows, Adam presented one of the digital 

platforms that they had installed throughout the municipality capable of supporting sensors (lines 

4-14). He presented the plans that the municipality had for the platform and emphasized the public 

good that it would bring. This transparency, however, is a somewhat modified one, as one of the 

collaborators’ CEO notices, “There are too many protectors. Too many who want to preserve what 
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they do and ahm … Too much politics. They don’t say the truth.” Hence, while the updates 

represent one form of transparency, not presenting the entire story blurs this transparency. 

Beyond the municipality’s presentation of its smart city projects and strategies, the agenda also 

contained collaborators’ smart city strategy updates. Kim, for example, presented a collaborative 

project they had started for developing the IoT skills in the city (lines 15-17). Being transparent 

regarding one’s progress through presenting updates is one of the main requirements for being 

part of the collaboration. As George explains, “the only way to qualify is that you are willing to 

coordinate with projects that are dealing with the same topic. You must be willing to coordinate 

with those who are doing the same thing.” Thus, a reciprocal requirement of transparency and 

sharing information underlies the entire collaboration. Collaborators have to share their strategies, 

which creates a level of mutuality and equal standing. The result is an increase in the level of 

transparency.  

Roundtable – in-space inclusion practices: The meeting was started (line 1) and headed by 

George. During the meeting, George allows participants to speak after they signal their desire to 

contribute by raising their hand (line 25). George also has the power to conclude and therefore end 

the moments of participation on the topic (lines 29-30). While the organizer—here, George—

could increase participation by allowing participants to contribute, the organizer was also in the 

position to restrict participation by not allowing participation or stopping participants’ input. As 

Casper recalled from the interaction, “it was a wide-ranging discussion. So, he kind of … he 

yanked the chain of the group because he needed a proper decision to go forward (…) and done it 

very … discretely.” Through the construction of the space, George could dynamically enable or 

restrict openness throughout the meeting.        

Beyond George’s inclusion practices, Adam’s presentation abounded with invitations to 

participate. Adam invited participants to contribute by stressing the importance of openness and 

collaboration (lines 11-12). A core characteristic of the roundtable space is openness, as reflected 

by participants providing their input (lines 23-24). Reasserting the requirement of openness 

becomes one means for the participants to create the bases and reasoning behind the collaboration.    

In Adam’s invitation, additional to sharing the municipality’s plan for developing the city digitally 

through the platform, he also indicated what types of firms would be preferred to participate with 

and directly invited the university and network to be part of the project (lines 8-14). His focus on 

entrepreneurs and students hints at the exclusion of large firms. They shall only be included in the 

process “at some point” (line 8). This reasoning was the basis of controversy for most of the 

discussion that followed as Steve—CEO of a large software firm—questioned this rationale. 
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Roundtable – Space openness results: The space setup and transparency and inclusion practices 

intertwine to adjust the level of openness throughout the space dynamically. The exclusive nature 

of the invitation reduces openness as it yields only a limited and controlled set of participants in 

this space. However, within this boundary, the roundtable meeting arrangement and the invitation 

to participants to contribute through feedback, ideas, and presentations increase openness. At the 

same time, the increase in openness is contingent on the influential chairman, who can 

dynamically side-step the co-creative aspect, constricting openness. Through the space invitation 

practices, collaborators are motivated to join OpenMuni in the smart city endeavors. At the same 

time, this also opens up OpenMuni to criticism, which leads to modified transparency only. Since 

the participants are included and present their projects, they can influence the municipality 

yielding the need to have a highly facilitated conversation through the presence of the chairman.  

 

Spaces: Private (embedded and set one-on-one’s) 

Private – pre-space structuring mechanisms: No personal interests are allowed within the 

roundtable space. Nonetheless, collaborators intentionally create opportunities for themselves to 

interact one-on-one with other collaborators. Following the above-described meeting, Steve 

lingered in the room, packing his things strikingly slowly. The moment George was free, he 

hurried to him and positioned himself between George and the rest of the room. Doing so allows 

the creation of a new space, the private space. Steve expressed his dissatisfaction with not being 

able to start projects with Adam. Steve stated, “Look here. I have five mails. Everything. I want 

to come to Adam, I want to talk to Adam. He does not even reply to my mails. What do I do? (…) 

I come here with an open purse. I want to spend money.” Later Steve reflected, “I don’t think the 

meeting is good for me final thing. I use it between meetings. I meet 1 to 1, 1 to 2 with George.” 

Thus, interactions in the private space allow for the pursuit of different purposes as compared to 

the meeting in the roundtable space. Specifically, private space allows the pursuit of 

personal/individual goals, such as profit rather than the overall city good. 

The meeting held in the roundtable space itself incorporated links to establishing private spaces. 

Direct decisions were deferred explicitly by setting private meetings to decide on a solution. 

Therefore, in almost all cases, decisions were postponed, thereby opening up the opportunity for 

dyadic interactions. As the text above shows, in concluding, George deferred decisions on how to 

solve the challenge (lines 29-30). Therefore Anna set up individual meetings with the 

collaborators: “right now I have meetings with almost all parties (…) I’m meeting tomorrow with 

COLLEGE, I have a meeting with Denis and Thursday and a week after with Graham from 
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RESEARCH so I’m taking the rounds.” For example, for the meeting with Denis, he and Anna set 

a private space in the form of a joint car ride towards an event. 

Participants frequently used robust enclosing mechanisms—such as positioning the body so that 

it creates a barrier from the remaining participants or discussing plans in remote locations such as 

a car or a small meeting room—to enable one-on-one discussions. Hence, private space decreases 

external inclusion in allowing only one other participant. Through this style of arrangement, the 

participants can take an equal standing, side-stepping the active role that the modified equal 

ranking allowed in the roundtable space. As a result, openness increases through a higher level of 

internal inclusion (see the participatory practices below).  

Private – in-space transparency practices: Creating private space allowed participants to increase 

the level of transparency. In particular, the increase in transparency comes from sharing 

controversial or sensitive information. As Anna reasoned, “you get a more honest opinion.” 

Elaborating on her conversation with Denis, she continues, “I don’t share this with anyone. Um, 

so the trust that we can also say we have this and this manager who’s really a pain in terms of 

moving on and things like that.” Importantly, beyond an increase in transparency regarding the 

shared topics, private space also increases the transparency concerning purposes, allowing, for 

example, more individual interests to being expressed—as reflected in the example of Steve. 

Private – in-space participatory practices: The level of inclusion increases as the level of 

transparency increases. For example, Anna, in referring to the meeting with Denis notes, “we both 

talk(ed) about the overall challenges that we can solve right now, but also concrete. What can we 

collaborate on, and what are the concrete next steps? You send me your proposal; I’ll comment 

on it”. Thus, private space allows participants to make decisions directly.  

Private – Space openness results: In creating a dyad, the private space excludes all other actors, 

which leads to a lowering of inclusion. At the same time, however, the arrangement as one-on-on 

increases the level of equality between the participants. As a result, participation and topic 

openness increases. Similarly, the sharing of confidential and sensitive information increases 

transparency and, at the same time, purpose openness. In this way, OpenMuni allows various 

purposes to surface that were not allowed in the roundtable space. 
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Spaces: Public 

Public – pre-space structuring mechanisms: After implementing the digital platform that allows 

sensors within the city to be supported, Adam from OpenMuni sets up a public event with the help 

of his collaborator Kim from Network. They invite a wide range of stakeholders, with a particular 

focus on entrepreneurs. The objective of the event is to involve entrepreneurs in the platform and 

start testing technologies and business models together. To this end, OpenMuni used the 150 

essential challenges that had been developed in the previous workshop. The event’s advert states 

the inclusion purpose of the event as follows: “establish collaborations with startups, small, 

medium, and large companies, knowledge institutions and other relevant parties (…) an 

opportunity for companies to showcase and promote their ideas and new solutions, test them and 

gain experience in scaling up and marketing the new solutions”.  The event is free for everyone to 

join and takes place at the citizen services and innovation department building within the city. 

Accordingly, openness is high in terms of the actors that can be part of this particular space. 

The room is arranged in a presentation fashion, with attendees’ chairs facing the projector and 

spokesperson position. This arrangement yields a clear distinction between attendees and 

presenters, limiting the amount of possible participation. Hence, notwithstanding a high degree of 

transparency, opportunities for the audience to contribute with input is severely limited.      

 

Public – in-space transparency practices: In his presentation, Adam highlights the strategic vision 

the municipality is aiming for in the smart city work (lines 4-5), thereby sharing the high level, 

long-term strategy. He also shows the list of 150 challenges that the municipality has ranked in 

order of importance. After that, Adam elaborates on how OpenMuni aims to address these 

challenges: Through a “lab” where companies are invited. Offering transparency concerning 
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strategy, Adam encourages inclusion—showing in what way companies can contribute. Hence, 

the increase in transparency yields an increase in inclusion. 

Importantly, however, Adam modifies transparency by giving examples that are not necessarily 

part of his work. Adam reflects: “I think maybe someone could be saying that’s kind of cheating. 

But actually, it’s a part of it. To aggregate the initiatives meeting these quite fluffy criteria (…) 

one example is … We wanted to work with drones, and quite easy to call it smart drones and now 

we are part of (it).” In presenting an overly encompassing strategy, Adam reduces transparency 

by now showing the complexity of the different departments and responsibilities that are part of 

having to deal with municipal strategy. However, the modified transparency yields an increase in 

overall inclusion. As Graham argues, “When you’re sort of on the PowerPoint presentation level 

(…) you're mostly interested in just telling the world that you have now deployed sensors in your 

street lights, right? (…) it is the way you attract companies and then they can later on deploy, I 

don't know, proper sensoring or what not.” 

The public space welcomes differences in interests, which is different from the previous spaces. 

In the public space, Adam openly presents differences in companies’ interests in selling their 

product and OpenMuni’s interest in developing solutions and getting input and resources. He 

addresses the challenge of working together with companies and includes an example of business 

models such as cost-sharing when developing new, innovative solutions (lines 12-15). 

Public – in-space inclusion practices: Adam’s presentation sets the stage by asserting the 

requirements to collaborate and include other actors in the municipality’s smart city work (line 4). 

Following this, he sends out invitations for inclusion in future spaces. They include both a call to 

work on a specific topic and a description of how OpenMuni can help the business achieve its 

goal. Hence, while the theme of the inclusion is defined, the purpose is open-ended, allowing 

different companies to pursue their goals. These goals may or may not align with the 

municipality’s longer-term social goals. 

Kim—the manager of Network and co-organizer of the event—presents Adam as the person whom 

companies wanting to offer input and collaborate with the municipality should talk to. He also 

refers to Adam as the contact for being included in the strategies of open Muni. When referring to 

projects during his presentation, Adam repeatedly points to actors in the audience that he had 

worked with (line 13). The presentation and the pointing to key actors in the audience raise the 

level of transparency and inclusion. As a result, audience members have a clear understanding of 

whom to ask for further information and to be included in the creation of the future strategy.   
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Public – Space openness results: Though the event is open to anyone, the specific arrangement 

limits the amount of participation. It is one person that delivers information, and there is no real 

possibility of actually engaging in the conversation within the space. Importantly, however, the 

space sets the stage for inclusion in further spaces. For example, after OpenMuni puts the 

presentation online, IoTPark contacts OpenMuni to discuss the possibility of collaboration.  

 

Spaces: Workshop 

OpenMuni and IoTPark together explore how one of IoTPark’s sensors is working in a parking 

lot. After the test the two collaborators talk about creating a larger scale, joint co-creative 

exploration. Similarly, OpenMuni and Inno together analyze water and air quality in the city. The 

collaborators discuss to set up a larger scale project. The project manager of OpenMuni therefore 

invites Inno and IoTPark to a workshop. Inno is keen “to contribute on thinking or brainstorming 

on how this could be done in the future”.   

Workshop – pre-space structuring mechanisms: OpenMuni sets up a workshop to further develop 

their platform in particular with regards to particular project of developing an IoT targeting 

platform. In particular, OpenMuni is eager to learn what strategies they would have to put in place 

in order to develop joint business models and value through the new project. The workshop takes 

place at OpenMuni’s innovation department headquarters. The municipality is looking exclusively 

for entrepreneurs that can benefit from IoT solution support. Accordingly, the exclusion of others 

is very high and only two entrepreneurial companies—Inno (1 entrepreneur) and IoTPark (2 

entrepreneurs)—and four employees of the municipality attend the workshop (one of which 

attends only as workshop facilitator and is not part of the project) 

The room, in which the workshop takes place, holds a large table that stands in front of a projector. 

Additionally, the room hosts several smaller tables with chairs. The space allows participants to 

stay together around the table in a large work-group. However, the space also allows for the 

breaking out into sub-groups. The specific setting of the tables and the respective chairs does not 

favor any position. Rather, all tables allow a relatively equal standing of participants. This relative 

equality of participants increases inclusion in not giving preference to any one of the people around 

the table.  
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Workshop – in-space inclusion practices:  The workshop’s main purpose is to get input from the 

entrepreneurs (lines 1-2). In order to facilitate this, the OpenMuni manager provides a clear 

introduction into the reason and the topic that the municipality would like to have input on. In this 

way, during the workshop, the OpenMuni managers continuously ask questions as they relate to 

what strategy they should use and the project should be developed,. 

In the course of the conversation both the OpenMuni manager and the entrepreneurs gradually 

reveal their adjacent purposes (starting joint projects). This purpose is outside the focus of the 

workshop. Initially, the OpenMuni manager refers to himself as protector of the municipality’s 

funds. Later, he reasons that these funds are available (lines 8-10). Moreover, the entrepreneurs 

carefully reveal their interest in short term projects (line 3). However, as lines 11-13 and 14-19 

highlight, this is a balancing act. The entrepreneurs deny having money making as their only 

interest. Lines 14-15 show how an entrepreneur’s purpose pushing can step over the line: the 

entrepreneur offers as input for the development of the project to show data. This would mean a 

direct implementation of their product. The OpenMuni manager block this attempt, defining the 

limit of inclusion (16-17). In the following, a negotiation takes place, in which the entrepreneurs 
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show that they understand the municipality’s objectives and vice versa (lines 20-23). In doing so, 

the actors reach a common ground.  

Workshop – in-space transparency practices: In the workshop the municipality shows a high level 

of transparency. For example, the project manager openly shares the municipality’s plans for 

services and technology. Importantly, however, the high level of transparency is limited to the 

project and organizing around it. The OpenMuni managers share future plans and problem they 

see: “for me it seems very bad because you almost can’t see the data”. The municipality’s 

employees are very open with regard to the opportunities that lie in collaborating. As such, lines 

1-10 showcase how the OpenMuni manager reveals the funding opportunities, in particular when 

the IoTPark entrepreneurs refers to the importance of such funds.  

Asking the entrepreneurs for their input, they share their strategies and business practices. As the 

entrepreneur from Inno puts it: “There is also something interesting if there are also private 

customers who want to buy them” and “Usually we do random checks every Monday (…) But 

what we have found is that one can actually measure the conductivity of the water”. Hence, the 

workshop creates a reciprocal transparency, thereby establishing a common ground with regard to 

the topics the municipality asks for input. 

Workshop – Space openness results: The strong enclosing practices allow only a narrow inclusion 

in terms of actors. This is, at least partly, countered by the equal arrangement between participants. 

The high transparency creates a common ground that includes the concerns and interests of both 

parties – the entrepreneurs and the municipality. As the entrepreneur from Inno puts it: “finding 

some form of common ground (…) figuring out how do we work together with the municipality 

and how do we define how do we need to work together in the future as well.” Additional inclusion 

and transparency are subject to negotiation as they relate to other spaces by gradually disclosing 

their purposes relating to outside interactions  
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